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Abstract
The research presented in this thesis is aimed at development of new methods and tech-
niques for stability analysis and stabilization of interconnections of nonlinear systems, in par-
ticular, in the presence of communication delays. Based on the conic systems’ formalism, we
extend the notion of conicity for the non-planar case where the dimension of the cone’s central
subspace may be greater than one. One of the advantages of the notion of non-planar conicity
is that any dissipative system with a quadratic supply rate can be represented as a non-planar
conic system; specifically, its central subspace and radius can be calculated using an algorithm
developed in this thesis. For a feedback interconnection of two non-planar conic systems, a
graph separation condition for finite-gain L2-stability is established in terms of central sub-
spaces and radii of the subsystems’ non-planar cones. Subsequently, a generalized version of
the scattering transformation is developed which is applicable to non-planar conic systems.
The transformation allows for rendering the dynamics of a non-planar conic system into a pre-
scribed cone with compatible dimensions; the corresponding design algorithm is presented.
The ability of the generalized scattering transformation to change the parameters of a system’s
cone can be used for stabilization of interconnections of non-planar conic systems. For inter-
connections without communication delays, stabilization is achieved through the design of a
scattering transformation that guarantees the fulfilment of the graph separation stability con-
dition. For interconnected systems with communication delays, scattering transformations are
designed on both sides of communication channel in a way that guarantees the overall stability
through fulfilment of the small gain stability condition. Application to stabilization of bilateral
teleoperators with multiple heterogeneous communication delays is briefly discussed.
Next, the coupled stability problem is addressed based on the proposed scattering based
stabilization techniques. The coupled stability problem is one of the most fundamental prob-
lems in robotics. It requires to guarantee stability of a controlled manipulator in contact with
an environment whose dynamics are unknown, or at least not known precisely. We present a
scattering-based design procedure that guarantees coupled stability while at the same time does
not affect the robot’s trajectory tracking performance in free space. A detailed design example
is presented that demonstrates the capabilities of the scattering-based design approach, as well
as its advantages in comparison with more conventional passivity-based approaches.
Finally, the generalized scattering-based technique is applied to the problem of stabilization
of complex interconnections of dissipative systems with quadratic supply rates in the presence
of multiple heterogeneous constant time delays. Our approach is to design local scattering
transformations that guarantee the fulfilment of a multi-dimensional small-gain stability con-
dition for the interconnected system. A numerical example is presented that illustrates the
capabilities of the proposed design method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Numerous engineering applications deal with controlled interconnections of nonlinear systems.
Examples of such applications can be found in many industries, including space and terrestrial
exploration, mining, factory automation, power systems, medical robotics, and others. Devel-
opment of control algorithms that guarantee stable behavior of systems’ interconnections in
the presence of various external inputs such as noise or disturbances and possibly time delays
in the communication channels between subsystems is an important engineering problem.
One of the approaches commonly applicable to stability of nonlinear multi-input-multi-
output (MIMO) systems is based on the notion of input-output stability [39, 44, 45], which
describes system’s behavior as a mapping of admissible inputs into appropriately chosen out-
puts. The input-output stability approach is especially useful in the case where the system’s
dynamics are uncertain. For example, in the problem of robot-environment interaction, the
model of environment is usually not precisely known (or not known at all). The input-output
stability theory is applicable to many intensively developing areas including robotics, teleoper-
ation theory, and process control. It allows for solving the problems in the fields of robust and
optimal control. The input-output stability theory was largely introduced by George Zames. In
particular, in 1966, G. Zames [45] published theorems establishing input-output stability for
interconnections of passive and (planar) conic systems, as well as a small-gain stability condi-
tion. An extension of this approach for (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems (i.e., dissipative systems
with quadratic supply rates) has been developed by D.J. Hill and P.J. Moylan [14]. Afterwards,
graph separation stability condition for general interconnected dynamical systems has been de-
rived in [38]. However, among all these results, only the passivity and small-gain theorems are
widely used.
It is worth to mention that the passivity-based approach cannot be applied directly in the
case of time-delayed interconnections, since the communication block producing delays is not
passive [2]. To address this issue, the scattering-based (or wave variable) stabilization tech-
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nique has been developed within the teleoperator systems theory [2,31]. The basic idea behind
the scattering-based approach is to render the communication channel passive by emulating
the behavior of a lossless electrical transmission line. An analogy between the communica-
tion channel producing time-delay and a lossless transmission line was originally revealed by
R.J. Anderson and M.W. Spong [2]. The fundamental result related to this analogy is formu-
lated in terms of the scattering operator S determined as the map
(
S : Ln2(R+) 7→ Ln2(R+)
)
of
effort F plus flow v into effort F minus flow v, i.e. F − v = S(s) · (F + v), where the flow v
is entering the system’s ports, and the effort F is measured across the system’s ports. It was
demonstrated in [2] that a system is passive if and only if the spectral norm of its scattering
operator is not greater than one, i.e. ‖S‖ 6 1. Using this criterion, a scattering transformation
can be designed that eliminates the delay-induced non-passivity of the communication channel
and, consequently, stabilizes a teleoperation system. The scattering-based technique provides
robust stabilizing control laws with respect to a wide variety of perturbations due to preserving
passivity of the subsystems (e.g. master and slave) included in the interconnection. Moreover,
this method can be partially extended to the case of time-varying delays [27]. In addition, it al-
lows for improving performance of the control algorithm by tuning stiffness and damping gains
involved into the control law. For example, an appropriate choice of control gains (impedance
matching) leads to avoiding wave-reflection phenomena [31].
There exists, however, a number of issues associated with the passivity-based design of
interconnected systems. Specifically, the passivity condition is often conservative and may be
violated for many reasons, for instance, due to existence of time delays, actuator and/or sensor
noise, or in the case where one of the subsystem behaves in a non-passive way. In particu-
lar, there is substantial evidence in the teleoperation literature indicating that the assumption
of passivity imposed on the behavior of the human operator(s) and the environment can be
violated. Examples include experimental evidence of non-passive behavior of the human op-
erators when performing certain tasks [13], non-passivity arising in teleoperation of wheeled
robots as a result of the wheel slippage [26], intrinsically non-passive behavior of the therapist
in tele-rehabilitation systems during assistive therapy [3, 4], etc. Moreover, the assumption of
passivity imposed on the behavior of the human operator(s) and the environment may be overly
conservative, which results in unnecessary restrictions on the design of the local masters’ and
slaves’ controllers. In particular, the requirement of passivity of the closed-loop master and
slave subsystems is apparently conflicting with the trajectory tracking performance, and the
rigorously proven results regarding the tracking properties of the passivity-based teleoperators
are relatively weak (see for example [33]).
In recent works [15,35], generalizations of the scattering transformation have been reported
which are applicable to classes of systems more general than passive. These generalizations
3are based on a representation of the scattering transformation as a rotation in the space of
input-output variables. In particular, the study [35] elaborates on the most general version of
the scattering transformation for stabilizing interconnections of arbitrary planar conic systems,
particularly in the presence of communication delays. Planar conic systems are systems whose
input-output characteristics belong to a dynamic conic sector on a plane [38, 44, 45]. Exam-
ples include passive systems, input-feedforward–output-feedback-passive (IF–OFP) nonlinear
systems studied in [15], as well as systems with finite L2-gain, which all are special cases of
the planar conic systems. However, the class of planar conic systems addressed in [35] is still
limited in some important aspects. The most essential limitations are the assumption of equal
number of input and outputs of a system, and the requirement that each input-output pair satis-
fies the uniform constraints imposed by the supply rate. Another limitation is that a feedback
interconnection of two planar conic systems is, generally speaking, not a planar conic system.
This circumstance complicates the analysis of complex interconnections within the framework
of planar conic systems. This thesis is aimed to overcome these limitations by extending the no-
tion of conicity to the non-planar case and generalize scattering-based stabilization approaches
for the interconnections of non-planar conic and (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems.
In comparison with earlier results developed for the class of planar conic systems, the re-
search presented in this thesis provides a natural way of expanding this notion to a more general
class of non-planar conic systems. We demonstrate that the notion of non-planar conicity elim-
inates the limitations inherent to the planar case. In regard to the stabilization methods, this
thesis develops the generalized version of the scattering transformation which is applicable to
non-planar conic systems. Combination of the above described developments allows for an
extension of the existing scattering-based stabilization methods to the case of interconnections
of nonlinear non-planar conic systems, in particular, in the presence of heterogeneous con-
stant delays in the communication channels between the subsystems. These new methods are
subsequently applied to the coupled stability problem and to the stabilization problem of the
complex interconnection of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems, where they bring new results or im-
prove the existing results, especially in those cases where the currently existing passivity-based
approaches either are not applicable or result in overly conservative design methods.
4 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Literature review
Stabilization technique developed in this thesis is based on the scattering transformation that
has been extensively used in the teleoperator theory. Therefore, we start the literature review
from a survey of stabilization methods that have been conventionally applied to the teleoperator
systems, but extended to more general classes of nonlinear dynamic systems in the present
study.
1.1.1 Scattering transformation
In the context of nonlinear systems, the scattering transformation first appeared in 1972 [1],
where it was used to establish relationship between the passivity and the small gain theorems.
Specifically, it was shown in (see [2, 11]) that application of the scattering transformation to
inputs and outputs of a passive system turns it into a system with gain less than or equal to one.
Subsequently, the scattering-based approach was applied to solve the problem of stabiliza-
tion of bilateral teleoperators in the presence of communication delays under the assumption
of passivity of both the master and the slave subsystems (see [2]). To illustrate the approach,
Human 
operator Master Slave
Communi-
cation
block
Environ-
mentFh
xm xm xsd xs
Fmd Fs Fe
+ +++
— ———
Figure 1.1: Network representation of teleoperator
consider a teleoperator system shown in Figure 1.1, where the master manipulator, the com-
munication block, and the slave manipulator are represented by two-port networks, while the
human operator and the environment are represented by one-port networks [41]. In Figure 1.1,
symbols Fe, Fs, Fmd, and Fh denote the environmental force applied to the slave, the slave force
signal transmitted over the communication channel, the desired master force, and the interac-
tion force between the human operator and the master device, respectively. The symbols x˙m,
x˙sd, and x˙s denote the master velocity, the desired slave velocity, and the actual slave velocity,
respectively.
An n-port network is characterized by a relationship between n effort variables F1, F2, . . . ,
and Fn (F = [F1, . . . , Fn]T ) (force, voltage), and n flow variables x˙ = [x˙1, . . . , x˙n] (velocity,
current). For a linear time invariant (LTI) one-port network, this relationship can be described
in the Laplace domain by the network’s impedance Z(s), according to the formula
F(s) = Z(s)x˙(s),
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where F(s), x˙(s) are the Laplace transforms of the effort F(t) and flow x˙(t) respectively. In the
case of a two-port LTI network, different representations are possible; one particular represen-
tation describes relationship between the effort and flow variables in terms of hybrid matrix
H(s), according to the equation F1(s)−x˙2(s)
 = h11(s) h21(s)h12(s) h22(s)
  x˙1(s)F2(s)
 = H(s)  x˙1(s)F2(s)
 . (1.1)
The sign of x˙2 is reversed here since x˙2 is assumed to exit the two-port network.
The definition of the scattering operator given in [2] goes as follows. The scattering
operator S : Ln2 7→ Ln2 is defined by the formula
F(t) − x˙(t) = S (F(t) + x˙(t)),
where x˙ is a flow entering the system’s ports, and F is the effort across the system’s ports. For
LTI systems, the scattering operator S can be expressed in the Laplace domain as a scattering
matrix S (s) such that
F(s) − x˙(s) = S (s)
(
F(s) + x˙(s)
)
.
Consequently, for a two-port network, the scattering matrix S (s) is related to the hybrid matrix
H(s) (1.1), according to the formula
S (s) =
1 00 −1
 (H(s) − I)(H(s) + I)−1. (1.2)
The following is a well-known definition of a passive n-port network. An n-port network
is passive if for any independent set of n-port flows x˙ = [x˙1, . . . , x˙n]T ∈ Ln2 injected into the
system and efforts F = [F1, . . . , Fn]T ∈ Ln2 across the system, the following inequality holds
∞∫
0
FT (t)x˙(t)dt > −β0,
where β0 ≥ 0 represents the initial energy stored inside the system. In terms of the scattering
operator, the following criteria for system passivity can be established.
Theorem 1.1.1. ( [11, Section VI.10], [2, Section III, Therem 3.1.]) A system is passive if and
only if the spectral norm 1 of its scattering operator is less than or equal to one.
Regarding the bilateral teleoperator system schematically shown in Figure 1.1, the con-
ventional approach to its design is based on passivity considerations. Specifically, the local
1The spectral norm of a scattering matrix S (s) is defined as ‖S ‖ := sup
ω
σmax (S ( jω)).
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controllers can be designed to make both the master and the slave manipulators passive [2,33].
There is also a widely adopted assumption of passivity of the human operator which is based
on the experimental results published in [20]. In addition, the environment can also frequently
be considered as a passive subsystem. Since the interconnection of any number of passive
networks is passive, one concludes that passivity of the communication block will result in
passivity (and, therefore, stability) of the overall teleoperator system.
An interesting and somewhat counter-intuitive fact is that the constant communication de-
lay block is not a passive system; in fact, it can generate energy and, as a result, destabilize
the overall teleoperator system. To show this, consider an idealized communication channel
characterized by a constant communication delay T > 0, described by the formulas
Fmd(t) = Fs(t − T ), x˙sd(t) = x˙m(t − T ). (1.3)
The hybrid matrix that describe the communication channel (1.3) has a form
H(s) =
 0 e−sT−e−sT 0
 (1.4)
that provides the following scattering operator (1.2)
S (s) =
1 00 −1
  −1 e−sT−e−sT −1
  1 e−sT−e−sT 1
−1 = − tanh (sT ) sech(sT )sech(sT ) tanh (sT )
 ,
which is unbounded (‖S ‖ = +∞). Therefore, the pure delay block is not a passive system, and
the delayed communication channel may generate energy, which in turn may potentially desta-
bilize the teleoperator. A solution of this problem was proposed in [2]. It relies on application
of the following scattering-based stabilization algorithm
Fmd(t) = Fs(t − T ) + x˙m(t) − x˙sd(t − T ),
x˙sd(t) = x˙m(t − T ) + Fmd(t − T ) − Fs(t)
(1.5)
that provides hybrid matrix Hs(s) corresponding to the scattering-based communication chan-
nel (1.5) 1 −e−sTe−sT 1
  Fmd(s)−x˙sd(s)
 =  1 e−sT−e−sT 1
 x˙m(s)Fs(s)
 ⇒ Hs(s) = 11 + e−2sT
1 − e−2sT 2e−sT−2e−sT 1 − e−2sT
 .
Passivity of the communication block then follows from Theorem1.1.1, since the scattering
operator S (s) computed by (1.2) has the spectral norm equal to one, namely
S =
 0 e−sTe−sT 0
 , ‖S ‖ = sup
ω
√
λ(S ∗( jω)S ( jω)) = sup
ω
√
λ
1 00 1
 = 1.
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Thus, passivity of the scattering-based communication channel results in passivity of the over-
all teleoperation system, and guarantees its stability for all passive environments and passive
human operator behavior.
1.1.2 Wave variables
The idea behind the algorithm (1.5) is clarified by addressing a conceptually similar but slightly
more elaborated approach originally proposed in [31, 32]. Works [12, Section 2.8], [10, 31,
32, 34] show that the communication block in a teleoperator system can be considered as a
virtual lossless transmission line. As is well-known, a lossless transmission line has a passive
behavior [12, 31]. Consequently, within this approach, the communication channel inheriting
properties of the transmission line is passive.
A lossless transmission line consists of a series of an infinitesimally small components
comprised by inductances and capacitances between the two conductors (see Figure 1.2). Any
+ +
− −
v(t, x)
i(t, x)
v (t, x + ∆x)
i (t, x + ∆x)
L · ∆x
C · ∆x
∆x
Figure 1.2: An element of a lossless transmission line.
element represents an infinitesimally short segment ∆x of the transmission line of the length l.
Applying Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws at the each segment of the line (see Figure 1.2),
the following equalities take place
i(t, x) − i(t, x + ∆x) = C∆x∂v(t, x)
∂t
, v(t, x) − v(t, x + ∆x) = L∆x∂i(t, x)
∂t
,
where v(t, x) and i(t, x) are the voltage and the current associated to the spatial variable x ∈ [0, l].
The passage to the limit as ∆x→ +0 in the last expressions leads to the Telegrapher’s equations
that describe the behavior of the transmission line
∂i(t, x)
∂x
= −C∂v(t, x)
∂t
;
∂v(t, x)
∂x
= −L∂i(t, x)
∂t
. (1.6)
Equalities (1.6) are equivalent to the system of the partial differential equations
∂2i(t, x)
∂x2
= CL
∂2i(t, x)
∂t2
,
∂2v(t, x)
∂x2
= LC
∂2v(t, x)
∂t2
. (1.7)
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Solution of the system (1.7) has the structure (see [12])
i(t, x) = F2(x + νt) − F1(x − νt), v(t, x) = b (F2(x + νt) + F1(x − νt)) , (1.8)
where F1 and F2 are waveforms spreading in positive and negative directions respectively.
Parameter ν = 1/
√
LC is a wave propagation velocity, and b =
√
L/C is the impedance of
the transmission line. The derived representation (1.8) of the solution of the Telegrapher’s
equations allows for transferring to the new so-called wave or scattering variables
s+(t, x) =
√
2bF1(x − νt), s−(t, x) =
√
2bF2(x + νt), (1.9)
that are, in fact, scaled waves F1(·) and F2(·) traveling in positive and negative directions re-
spectively. The scattering variables have a useful property related to their delayed values.
Propagation delay Tp is the time for which a wave passes through the transmission line of the
length l with propagation speed ν = 1/
√
LC, i.e. Tp = l/ν = l
√
LC. Substitution of x = l = νTp
to the positive directed wave s+(t, x), and x = 0 to the opposite wave s−(t, x) (1.9) provides the
equalities
s+(t, l) =
√
2bF1(l − νt) =
√
2bF1(νTp − νt) =
√
2bF1(−ν(t − Tp)) = s+(t − Tp, 0)
s−(t, 0) =
√
2bF2(νt) =
√
2bF2(l − νTp + νt) =
√
2bF2(l + ν(t − Tp)) = s−(t − Tp, l)
s+(t, l) = s+(t − Tp, 0), s−(t, 0) = s−(t − Tp, l). (1.10)
The relationship between current i(t, x), voltage v(t, x) and scattering variables is determined
by the scattering transformation (or map) S (see [12])s+(t, x)s−(t, x)
 = S i(t, x)v(t, x)
 , S = 1√
2
 b1/2 b−1/2−b1/2 b−1/2
 . (1.11)
Adopting this technique for the bilateral teleoperation, the standard analogy [33] is used,
i.e. current i(t, ·) is replaced with velocity x˙(t), and voltage v(t, ·) is considered as force f (t).
Interconnections of the port variables now play role of the conroller and the terminations with
the master and slave subsystems. The scattering scheme in the teleoperator model assumes
transmition of the wave variables s+ and s− through the delayed communication channel rather
than original power variables (velocity x˙ and force f ). The corresponding scheme is depicted
at Figure 1.3. Furthermore, according to the property (1.10) of wave variables, at the opposite
site of the communication block, scattered signals s+(t, 0) and s−(t, l) take values s+(t − T, 0) =
s+(t, l) and s−(t − T, l) = s−(t, 0) respectively. Wave variables are standardly denoted as u j, v j
(index j ∈ {m, s} indicates a side (master or slave) of the teleoperator transmitting/receiving the
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Figure 1.3: Application of the scattering approach for the teleoperator model [32]
scattering signals), i.e. umvm
 = s−(t, 0)s+(t, 0)
 , usvs
 = s+(t, l)s−(t, l)
 .
The power variables x˙, f are related to the wave variables u, v through the scattering (wave)
transformation S (1.11), according to the formulasvmum
 = S x˙mfm
 , usvs
 = S x˙sfs
 . (1.12)
In the new variables, according to the formulae (1.10), master-slave interconnection obeys the
rule
us(t) = um(t − T ), vm(t) = vs(t − T ). (1.13)
The wave-based communication channel (1.13), (1.12) is passive (see [22, 31]). Indeed, as-
suming f j(t) = 0 and x˙ j(t) = 0 for all t 6 0 ( j ∈ {m, s}), we have
E(t) =
t∫
0
(
x˙Tm(τ) fm(τ) − x˙Ts (τ) fs(τ)
)
dτ =
1
2
t∫
0
(
|vm(τ)|2 − |uTm(τ)| − |us(τ)|2 + |vTs (τ)|
)
dτ =
1
2
t∫
0
(
|vm(τ)|2 − |vTs (τ − T )| − |vm(τ − T )|2 + |vTs (τ)|
)
dτ =
1
2

t∫
0
(
|vm(τ)|2 + |vTs (τ)|
)
dτ −
t−T∫
−T
(
|vTs (τ)| + |vm(τ)|2
)
dτ
 = 12
t∫
t−T
(
|vm(τ)|2 + |vs(τ)|2
)
dτ > 0.
This reveals passivity of the communication channel, that ensures passivity of the overall tele-
operator system as an interconnection of passive subsystems.
To establish connection of the wave-variable approach with the scattering-based scheme (1.5)
proposed in [2], the scattering operator S (1.11) of the form S =
1√
2
1 11 −1
 provides an equiv-
alent control law (for b = 1) in terms of the wave-variables (1.12), (1.13).
Regardless the advantages of the scattering (or wave) variables approach that ensures robust
and delay independent stabilization of the interconnected systems, the aforesaid method is
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limited to the passive systems only. As a consequence, it imposes strict or sometimes excessive
restrictions on the design of subsystems involved into the interconnection. This especially
evident in the stabilization problem of robot-environment interactions where the environment
may behave in a non-passive way. Similar problems occur in the teleoperator systems. In this
concern, the next subsection surveys some examples of passivity violation that are reflected in
the literature.
1.1.3 Examples of non-passive behavior
The assumption of passivity of the human operator can be traced back to the work of N. Hogan
[20], where it was experimentally demonstrated that the behavior of a human operator’s hand
is passive when interacting with a passive manipulandum. More precisely, it was established
in [20, 30] that, if a human operator holds a passive manipulandum at a fixed position in a
workspace, then the natural reaction force of the human hand to small perturbations applied to
manipulandum appears as if generated by a spatial spring with symmetrical apparent stiffness.
Such a response can be considered as generated by a potential force field and, therefore, is
passive. However, there are some evidence that the conventional assumption of passivity of
the human operator behavior may not hold in all situations. For example, it was shown in [13]
that, under some conditions, the behavior of the human operator can be non-passive; more
precisely, the human behavior may exhibit passive or non-passive characteristics depending on
the specific task performed by the human arm. In particular, positive energy can be produced
when the human operator blocks the disturbance forces, or returns the hand back to the initial
position.
On the other hand, numerous examples of non–passive environments can be found in the
literature. For example, in [3, 4], a telerehabilitation problem is addressed where the patient
plays the role of the human operator, while the therapist does the one of the environment. In
this case, the passivity/nonpassivity of the environment depends on the task performed by the
therapist. In the case of assistive therapy, the therapist (environment) applies assistive forces
to help patient perform a task, thus necessarily producing energy, which makes this subsystem
non–passive. Another example of non-passive environments can be found in the paper [26],
which deals with analysis of the wheel slippage problem in mobile robotics. In this work,
the slippage is modeled as the environment termination for the slave wheeled mobile robot.
Authors demonstrated that fluctuations of the slippage may cause the environment termination
to exhibit non-passive behavior; specifically, the slave can be non-passive when the rate of
change of slippage is negative.
In addition, the requirement of passivity imposes restrictions on the behavior of the slave
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subsystem which, in many cases, do not allow for achieving position tracking. This is due
to the fact that the classical passivity property imposes integral constraints on the relationship
between velocities and forces, which may be in contradiction with the requirement for the
slave device to follow the position and velocity of the master. For example, a substantial
number of known passivity-based results are summarized in the survey paper [33]; however,
in all these results, only boundedness of trajectories are guaranteed during free motion, while
the convergence of velocities to zero and the master/slave positions to each other is guaranteed
only when the operator releases the master device (more precisely, under the assumption that
the human force is equal to zero). Finally, in multi-master-multi-slave (MMMS) teleoperator
systems, where the slave manipulators differ in size, the scaled passivity can be violated by
direct physical contact between slaves’ arms.
Aforementioned difficulties can be partially overcome by revealing the nature of the scat-
tering transformation. The next subsection goes over the results devoted to the generalized
scattering-based methods that are applicable for nonlinear dynamic systems satisfying weaker
conditions compared to passivity constraints.
1.1.4 Generalization of the scattering-based approach and planar conic
systems
In 2006, stronger results on the stabilization of systems’ interconnections developed by S. Hirche
and co-authors [15, 28]. In the papers, authors study a nonlinear (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems
of the form
Σ :
 x˙ = f (x, η) ,y = h(x, η), (1.14)
where x ∈ Rn is the state, η, y ∈ Rm are the input and the output, respectively, and f (·, ·),
h(·, ·) are locally Lipschitz maps of the corresponding dimensions. A system (1.14) is said to
be dissipative with respect to supply rate w : Rm × Rm → R if there exists a storage function
V : Rn → R+ such that the inequality
V (x(t1)) − V (x(t0)) ≤
t1∫
t0
w (η(τ), y(τ)) dτ (1.15)
holds along the trajectories of the system (1.14) for any t1 ≥ t0, any initial state x(t0), and any
admissible control input η(τ), τ ∈ [t0, t). The notion of (Q,S,R)−dissipativity concerns the
systems whose supply rate is a quadratic form of input-output variables, i.e.
w(η, y) =
ηy
T R S TS Q
 ηy
 . (1.16)
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Papers [15, 28] investigates a subclass of the (Q,S,R)−dissipative nonlinear systems. Specifi-
cally, an input-feedforward–output-feedback-passive (IF–OFP) system is a (Q,S,R)−dissipative
system with the supply rate of the form
w(η, y) = 2ν · ηT y − δ‖η‖2 − ε‖y‖2. (1.17)
The [QSR] matrix of the quadratic supply rate (1.17) has the structure
[QSR] =
R S TS Q
 = −δI νI
νI −εI
 . (1.18)
As was rightly noted [15], constraints imposed on the IF-OFP systems are less restrictive than
in the passive case. Indeed, a specific values of the constant parameters ε, δ, and ν determine
well-known classes of systems, for example,
• if δ = ε = 0, ν = 1/2, the system is passive;
• if δ = 0, ε > 0, ν = 1/2, the system is output-feedback strictly passive;
• if δ > 0, ε = 0, ν = 1/2, the system is input-feedforward strictly passive;
• if δ = −γ2, ε = 1, ν = 0, the system is finite gain L2 stable.
In addition, authors have established connection of the introduced class of IF-OFP systems
with the notion of conicity introduced by G. Zames [45].
For the stabilization of a networked control system composed by the IF-OFP subsystems,
the works [15, 28] elaborate a more general version of the scattering-based approach. Namely,
the authors have found out that the scattering transformation can be seen as the product of two
matrices which perform rotation and scaling, respectively. Practically, the developed transfor-
mation turns a IF–OFP system into the L2 stable system with a finite gain, what have been also
demonstrated graphically (see [15]) using analogy with conic systems. As a result, application
of the small-gain approach to a IF–OFP system with scatterred input-output signals allows for
deriving corresponding stability conditions in the presence of constant communication delays.
From this point of view, works [15, 28] extend the scattering-based stabilization approach to a
more general class of systems in comparison with passive systems.
The next step in the development of the scattering-based approach belongs to the work by
I.G. Polushin [35], where he gives a more precise and practically more convenient definition
of conic systems, establishes stability conditions for their interconnections, and elaborates a
scattering-based stabilization technique. Specifically, a system of the form (1.14) is said to
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be interior conic with respect to the cone with center ϕc ∈ R and radius ϕr ∈ (0, pi/2) (see
Figure 1.4) if it is dissipative with the following supply rate
w(y, η) = [yT ηT ]W(ϕc, ϕr)
y
η
 , where
W(ϕc, ϕr) :=
λ
2
(cos 2ϕc − cos 2ϕr) sin 2ϕcsin 2ϕc −(cos 2ϕc + cos 2ϕr)
 ⊗ Im.
(1.19)
Representations of the supply rate in the forms (1.17) and (1.19) are equivalent, more precisely,
for given parameters δ, ε and ν one can find corresponding center and radius of a cone in the
sense of definition (1.19), and vise-versa. However, new representation of the conic systems
reveals a geometrical structure of the supply rate, for example, a conic sector for a passive
system with supply rate w(y, η) = yTη has center φc = pi/4 and radius φr = pi/4 (Figure 1.5),
similarly, a conic sector of a finite gain L2-stable system with supply rate w(y, η) = γ2 · ηTη−
yT y has center φc = 0 and radius φr = arctan γ (Figure 1.6).
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η
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Figure 1.4: Example of planar
conic characteristics
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Figure 1.5: Conic characteris-
tics of a passive system
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ϕr
=
γ
ϕr
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o
Figure 1.6: Conic characteris-
tics of a finite L2–gain stable
system
Regarding the scattering-based stabilization approach, the definition of a planar conic sys-
tem in terms of center and radius allows to illustrate the effect of the scattering transformation
on the input-output characteristics of the system. As an example, consider the scattering (or
wave) transformation S (1.12) developed for passive systems [2], which maps the power vari-
ables x˙, F into the wave variables u, v. For simplicity we suppose that the scale factor b = 1,
and then the scattering operator takes the form
S =
1√
2
 1 1−1 1
 =  cos (pi/4) sin (pi/4)− sin (pi/4) cos (pi/4)
 . (1.20)
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The obtained matrix in (1.20) is a rotation by the angle of Φ = pi/4. Thus, the conventional
scattering/wave transformation S rotates the input-output characteristics of a passive system by
the angle of Φ = φr = pi/4 and thereby turns it into a system with L2-gain less than or equal to
one; this is illustrated in Figure 1.7. Stability of interconnections of subsystems with L2-gains
less than or equal to one in the presence of constant communication delays then follows from an
appropriate version of the small-gain theorem (more precisely, the interconnection is robustly
stable if the product of gains < 1, and is marginally stable if the product of gains = 1). Based
⌘
y
u
v
S
passivity
gain  1
u
v
⇡/4
⇡/4
Figure 1.7: Scattering transformation as a rotation in the space of input-output variables [35]
on the nature of the scattering transformation as a rotational operator, the paper [35] proposes a
more general transformation that involves both a rotation by an arbitrary angle Φ ∈ (−pi, pi] with
respect to cone’s center φc (1.19), and change of cone’s radius by incorporating gains γs > 0
into the transformation. uv
 := S (Φ, γs) ηy
 , (1.21)
where u, v are generalized scattering/wave variables, and
S (Φ, γs) :=
 γ−1/2s cos Φ γ1/2s sin Φ−γ−1/2s sin Φ γ1/2s cos Φ
 · cosϕc − sinϕcsinϕc cosϕc
 ⊗ I. (1.22)
In view of the “graph separation” condition for stability [36, 38], the ability to change
the center and the radius of a dynamic conic sector can be used for stabilization of the in-
terconnected systems. Specifically, a feedback interconnection of two planar conic systems
Σi ∈ Cone(ϕci, ϕri), i = 1, 2, is L2-gain stable if the corresponding cones are separated; the
latter condition can be written in the form
ϕr1 + ϕr2 < |ϕc1 − ϕc2|.
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Besides, the stabilization problem of conic systems interconnections in the presence of constant
delays has been also solved by the usage of the scattering-based algorithms elaborated in [35]
together with small-gain approach.
Therefore, the approaches developed in [15,28,35] extend the scattering-based stabilization
techniques to the class of planar conic (IF-OFP) nonlinear systems, and established stronger
stability results. Moreover, the definition of a planar conic systems in terms of center and radius
introduced in [35] gives a new look at the notion of conicity and reveals the way for expanding
it to the non-planar case developed in the present research.
1.1.5 Complex interconnection of the (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems
The paper [29] considers the stabilization problem of complex systems interconnections with-
out delays. In particular, the authors have studied a linear interconnection of dissipative subsys-
tems and derived a matrix condition (see [29, Theorem 1]) guaranteeing both input-output sta-
bility and Lyapunov stability. Specifically, let a linear interconnection of N (Q,S,R)−dissipative
systems with supply rates wi(ηi, yi) of the form (1.16) be determined by the equalities
ηi = δi −
N∑
j=1
Ai jy j, (1.23)
where ηi ∈ Rmi is the input to the subsystem i, y j ∈ Rp j is the output of the subsystem j, δi is an
external input, andAi j are constant matrices. Denoting ηT =
[
ηT1 , . . . , η
T
N
]T
, yT =
[
yT1 , . . . , y
T
N
]T
and δT =
[
δT1 , . . . , δ
T
N
]T
, the interconnection (1.23) can be represented in the form
η = δ −Ay, (1.24)
where matrix A consists of the blocks Ai j. Using [QSR]i matrices (1.16) of the quadratic
supply rates w(ηi, yi) (i = 1, . . . ,N), introduce aggregated matrices Q = diag{Q1, . . . ,QN} ∈
Rp×p, S = diag{S 1, . . . , S N} ∈ Rp×m and R = diag{R1, . . . ,RN} ∈ Rm×m, where m = ∑Ni=1 mi
and p =
∑N
i=1 pi. As a result, the stability [29, Theorem 1] of the linearly interconnected
system (1.24) with respect to the input δ and output y is ensured by the positive definiteness of
the matrix Q̂, where
Q̂ = SA +AT S T −AT RA− Q.
Authors have adapted the obtained sufficient stability condition to the interconnections of pas-
sive, conic and finite gain systems without time delays.
A popular technique for stabilization of systems interconnection in the presence of constant
time delay is the small-gain approach [1, 44, 45]. This approach deals with the interconnection
of finite gain systems and ensures delay-independent stability [15, 32, 40]. Network version
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of the small-gain approach is represented in [40, Section 8.3] and uses results obtained in [9].
These works consider a feedback interconnection of finite gain L2 stable subsystems with the
gains not exceeding γi (i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, where N is the number of subsystems). The intercon-
nection is determined by the network graph that is described by an adjacency matrix A. The
main result claims that a networked control system is finite gain L2 stable if the gain matrix
Γ := diag
{
γ21, . . . , γ
2
N
}
· A with nonnegative elements has the spectral radius less than or equal
to 1. Thus, this study have established the sufficient stability criterion for a feedback intercon-
nection of finite gain L2 stable systems in the presence of constant time delays.
Small-gain approach together with the scattering-based stabilization technique allows for
achieving delay-independent stability of interconnections of passive systems [5,22,33] and pla-
nar conic (or IF-OFP) systems [15,28,35]. Application of the scattering transformation turns a
passive (or planar conic) subsystem into a finite gainL2 stable subsystem, which ensures stabil-
ity of the interconnected system if the product of the subsystems’ gains is less than 1. Moreover,
this technique allows for generalization to the case of time-variable delays [5,15,33]. Modified
version of the scattering transformation proposed in [5, 15, 27] incorporates time-dependent
gains for scaling the scattering variables transmitted through the communication channel in
the presence of time variable delays. The mentioned results have been mainly developed for
teleoperation systems, where the delayed interconnection of only two subsystems (master and
slave) must be stabilized. For more general networks of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems, as men-
tioned above, the input-output stability results has been obtained only for interconnections
without time delays.
1.1.6 Coupled stability problem
Physical interaction of a robot with an environment affects the robot behavior and may lead to
instability even when a simple system contacting a simple environment. Illustrative examples
of this phenomenon are provided in [21, Chapter 19], and demonstrate that stable behavior of
the isolated subsystems does not guarantee the stability of the interaction.
In 1996 [21, Section 19.1.2], it was proposed to investigate an interaction within a dis-
turbance rejection approach that considers environment’s dynamics as an external disturbance
forces. This method imposes strong restrictions on bounding the disturbance forces, however,
in practice, the environment may generate the forces exceeding the robot’s nominal capacity;
moreover, environmental forces may depend on robot’s position and/or velocity. Therefore,
analysis of interaction as external disturbances independent of the robot and the environment
dynamics, in general, does not allow for solving the contact stability problem.
Another approach [21, Section 19.1.3] to the coupled stability problem proposes to model
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the environment as an uncertain part of the robot, and uses robust control algorithms. Ap-
plicability of this approach is restricted to the case where the interaction does not affect the
structure of the dynamical model. For example, if the effect of the interconnection changes
robot’s parameters (e.g. mass of the end-effector), then this approach can be successfully ap-
plied. However, if robot’s end-effector contacts an elastic objects, it may lead to new type of
behavior of the system due to the interaction between the robot inertia and the environment
elasticity; as a result, this method does not guarantee the stable contact.
Series of the papers [16–18] presents the so-called impedance control approach which con-
siders the contact between the robot and the environment as a dynamic bidirectional physical
phenomenon rather than an exogenous signal/disturbance. For instance, the manipulator inter-
acting with a soft obstacle may deform the latter, while the obstacle slows down the velocity
of the robot or even stops it. In other words, robot’s behavior is changed during the interaction
with the environment. Reaction of the robot to interaction with an environment determines its
response to a specific reference trajectory. Dynamic properties of the contact play significant
role in the controller design for coupled stability problem. The impedance control approach
became the starting point for the development of a port-Hamiltonian passivity-based technique
for the contact stability problem [37, Section 3]. The information passed through the interac-
tion ports can be expressed in terms of velocities and forces. In fact, velocity and force at the
interaction port depend on known manipulator dynamics and often poorly characterized envi-
ronment dynamics. The only thing which is independent of the environment dynamics is the
dynamic relation between the force and the velocity at the port. It allows for designing the in-
teraction port by means of a power port, and interpreting the interaction of the systems in terms
of energy exchange. From this point of view, for stability of interconnection, the controller
should regulate the energy exchange. Therefore, conventionally this problem is analyzed and
solved within the passivity-based framework [6–8,19,21,37] under the assumption of passivity
of the environment.
Nevertheless, the study presented in [6] shows that the passivity-based approach can be
partially extended to a limited class of active environments, specifically to those where the en-
vironmental behavior can be decomposed into passive dynamics and an active external force
independent on the robots/environments states. Further, in the papers [25, 26], authors inves-
tigated the slippage phenomenon for wheeled mobile robots remotely controlled by a human
operator. In these works, slippage is modelled as the environment termination for the wheeled-
mobile robot, and its fluctuations may cause passivity violation of the environment termination.
Specifically, contact force experiencing by the robot includes a negative damping term. To deal
with the problem, authors propose a decomposition of the non-passive contact into two com-
ponents: passive and active (see [23, 26]), and design a controller which compensates for the
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shortage of passivity induced by the slippage. This approach allows to make the contact passive
and, therefore, stabilizes the interaction of the wheeled-mobile robot with a soft terrain.
Although the passivity-based approach solves the coupled stability problem for passive
systems, an application of the scattering approach together with the graph separation stability
condition allows for stabilization of robot-environment interaction even in the case where the
behaviors of the environment and/or manipulator are essentially not passive. Corresponding
extensions of the conventional passivity-based approach are discussed in [35] for planar conic
systems. The paper provides a scattering transformation of the special form that changes the
cone of the manipulator in a such way that the graph separation stability condition elaborated
specifically for the planar conic systems is satisfied. It results in stability of the overall inter-
connected system. This approach deserves attention also because it allows to establish stability
conditions for interconnections of arbitrary planar conic (or IF-OFP) systems under less con-
servative assumptions on behavior of the subsystems than the passivity-based methods.
1.2 Thesis contribution
In this thesis, the scattering-based stabilization technique has been extended for classes of
systems which are more general than planar conic. Specifically, we address the class of
(Q,S,R)−dissipative systems [43], which include passive, planar conic (or input-feedforward–
output-feedback-passive, IF-OFP) [15, 28, 35, 45], finite gain L2 stable systems, and many
others. In contrast with the planar conicity, (Q,S,R)− dissipativity does not require a system
to have equal number of inputs and outputs, and does not impose uniform constraints on every
input–output pair in the supply rate. For stability analysis, the only condition that must be satis-
fied is that the number of nonnegative eigenvalues of the [QSR] matrix in the quadratic supply
rate coincides with the dimension of system’s input. We introduce a notion of non-planar
conicity which allows for parameterization of the quadratic supply rate in terms of a central
subspace Ω and a radius φr. For a given quadratic supply rate, an algorithm for constructing a
non-planar cone of a (Q,S,R)−dissipative system is presented. Using the notion of non-planar
conicity, we conduct the stability analysis of systems interconnections with and without time
delays. In both these cases, the stability conditions are established and expressed in terms of
the centers and radii of the cones of interconnected subsystems. Therefore, to achieve these
conditions, it might be necessary to transform cone(s) at least one of the subsystem(s). The
procedure that transforms a cone is a generalized scattering transformation which is a combi-
nation of elementary linear transformations applied to the input-output variables of the system.
This procedure can be geometrically interpreted using the concept of conic systems, as two of
these transformations rotates the center by means of an orthogonal operator, while the third
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one changes the radius using a diagonal scaling matrix. As a result, the developed scattering-
based approach allows for stabilization of interconnections of non-planar conic systems with
and without time delays.
It is worth to mention that a scattering transformation that separates the interconnected
systems’ cones is not unique. On the contrary, there exists a continuum of transformations
resolving this issue, for instance, the gap that separates the cones can be chosen arbitrary. This
fact can be used for improving performance of control algorithms. In particular, some blocks
in the scattering operator for solving the trajectory tracking problem can be predefined. If the
goal is to minimize the change of signals, one can select such a scattering transformation that
solves stabilization problem and, simultaneously, has the minimum possible deviation from
the identity operator, i.e., ‖S − I ‖ −→
S
min. In other words, non-uniqueness of the scattering
transformations creates a basis for implementing additional requirements imposed on these
transformations in order to improve performance of the control schemes.
As an application of the generalized scattering-based stabilization approach, a solution of
the coupled stability problem is developed. The contact (or coupled) stability problem [24,42]
is one of the fundamental problems in robotics, which is conventionally solved using the
passivity-based approach. However, the research presented in this thesis addresses the con-
tact stability problem under weaker assumptions on the dynamics of the robot manipulator and
the environment. Starting from general models of robot and environment dynamics determined
by Euler–Lagrange equations, we construct storage functions for both subsystems, derive cor-
responding quadratic supply rates, and then estimate the non-planar cones using the developed
algorithm. To guarantee stable contact, the graph separation stability condition requires sepa-
ration between the robot cone and the inverse environment cone. This problem is solved in this
thesis by means of the generalized scattering transformation. In addition, we pursue the goal to
preserve trajectory tracking performance in free space. This imposes constraints on the struc-
ture of the scattering operator, which generally speaking does not allow for direct application
of the approach developed in the theoretical part of the work. To solve the coupling stability
problem without jeopardizing the trajectory tracking performance in free space, we develop
a numerical algorithm for calculation of a scattering transformation from the prescribed class
that separates the cones with a prescribed gap. We present a detailed design example where a
manipulator controlled by a trajectory tracking control algorithm experiences non-passive con-
tact with an environment which results in coupled instability, while application of the proposed
scattering based methods stabilizes the robot-environment interaction.
Further generalization of the scattering-based stabilization approach developed in this the-
sis deals with complex interconnections of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems with communication
delays. In this thesis, we introduce the notion of a finite L2-gain (A, B)-stable system and
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establish conditions forL2-gain (A, B)-stability for (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems. The conven-
tional L2 stable systems with the finite gain γ satisfy the new definition as a special case for
A = γ2Im and B = Ip, where m and p are dimensions of system’s input and output respectively.
We subsequently present a scattering-based design approach for stabilization of complex inter-
connections with communication delays. A numerical design example and simulation results
presented which illustrate the capabilities of the proposed method.
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1.4 Thesis outline
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the theoretical framework for the generalized scattering-based stabi-
lization approach. In this chapter, we introduce the notion of non-planar conicity and prove
that any (Q,S,R)−dissipative system also belongs to the class of non-planar conic systems.
Advantages of the introduced notion are also discussed in comparison with the existing classes
of passive and conic (planar conic) systems. Also in this chapter, the problem of stabilization of
interconnections of non-planar conic systems with and without time delays is addressed. For
interconnections without time delays, we develop the graph separation stability condition in
terms of centers and radii of the subsystems’ cones. In the case of interconnections with com-
munication delays, the delay-independent stability conditions are derived within the small gain
framework. To guarantee the fulfilment of these conditions, the generalized scattering-based
methods are proposed. Finally, applications of the developed scattering-based stabilization
technique to the problems of stable robot-environment interaction and bilateral teleoperation
with multiple heterogeneous communication delays are briefly discussed.
In Chapter 3, we investigate the coupled stability problem in robotics and propose its so-
lution using the generalized scattering-based techniques. In the beginning of the chapter, the
necessary theoretical background is provided, including results on stabilizing systems intercon-
nection without delays developed in Chapter 2. However, we found that direct application of
the theory developed in Chapter 2 to contact stability problem results in a scattering-based con-
troller which interferes with the manipulator’s tracking performance in free space. To avoid the
negative effect on the trajectory tracking performance, we restrict the admissible set of scatter-
ing transformations to those that do not result in such interference. Subsequently, we develop
a constrained optimization based numerical algorithm for calculating the parameters of the
scattering transformation that guarantees coupled stability through graph separation condition
while at the same time does not interfere with the free space tracking. A detailed design exam-
ple is presented, which begins with calculation of supply rates for the manipulator controlled
by a tracking control law and a non-passive environment. It is shown that the graph separation
stability condition is not satisfied, which is confirmed by simulation results which demonstrate
contact instability. Subsequently, a scattering transformation is designed that stabilizes the
robot-environment interconnection, which is confirmed by numerical simulations. All steps in
the scattering-based controller design are explained in details, and numerical implementation
of the algorithm is provided in the MATLAB scripts. Demonstration and analysis of simulation
results obtained with and without application of the generalized scattering-based stabilization
approach conclude the chapter.
Chapter 4 deals with stabilization of complex interconnections of (Q,S,R)−dissipative
systems with multiple communication delays. The chapter starts with the studies of properties
of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems that play an important role in the problem of stabilization of
their interconnections. Specifically, we analyze the relationship between the input’s dimension
and the number of nonnegative eigenvalues or, equivalently, between the output’s dimension
and the number of negative eigenvalues of [QSR] matrix in the quadratic supply rate. Another
theoretical aspect of the chapter is a novel notion of finite L2-gain (A, B) stability that slightly
generalizes the notion of finite gain L2 stable systems. Subsequently, we design a scattering
transformation that transforms a given (Q,S,R)−dissipative system whose output’s dimension
coincides with the number of negative eigenvalues of [QSR] matrix in the quadratic supply rate
into a finite L2 gain (A, B) stable system. Using on the above described results, we prove the
main result of this chapter which contains a design procedure for delay-independent stabiliza-
tion of complex interconnections of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems with communication delays.
At the end of the chapter, a numerical design example and simulation results are presented in
support of the theoretical developments.
Chapter 5 summarizes the main results of the thesis, and discusses future research direc-
tions.
Appendix A deals with a particular case where the robot dynamics are determined by
the Euler-Lagrange equations and locally controlled by the Lyapunov-based algorithm that
ensures solution of the trajectory tracking problem in the absence of external forces. As is
demonstrated, Euler-Lagrange dynamics together with the Lyapunov-based local controller
generate a (Q,S,R)−dissipative system, where the external forces play role of an input, and
the full state (robot’s position and velocity) is an output. In addition, we prove that inclusion
of the parameter adaptation mechanism in the Lyapunov-based local controller does not affect
the supply rate derived in the non-adaptive version of this algorithm.
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Methods for scattering-based stabilization of interconnections of nonlinear systems are de-
veloped for the case where the subsystems are non-planar conic. The notion of non-planar
conicity is a generalization of the conicity notion to the case where the cone’s center is a sub-
space with dimension greater than one. For a feedback interconnection of non-planar conic
systems, a graph separation condition for finite-gain L2-stability is derived in terms of re-
lationship between the maximal singular value of the product of projection operators onto
the subsystems’ central subspaces and the radii of the corresponding cones. Furthermore, a
new generalized scattering transformation is developed that allows for rendering the dynamic
characteristics of a non-planar conic system into an arbitrary prescribed cone with compatible
dimensions. The new scattering transformation is subsequently applied to the problem of sta-
bilization of interconnections of non-planar conic systems, with and without communication
delays. Applications of the developed scattering-based stabilization methods to the problems
of stable robot-environment interaction and bilateral teleoperation with multiple heterogeneous
communication delays are discussed.
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2.1 Introduction
Scattering transformation techniques have been used in the theory of electric networks, partic-
ularly transmission lines and networks with delays, since the middle of twentieth century [41].
In the control systems area, applications of the scattering transformation can be traced back
to work [1] where a similar construction was used to establish relationship between passivity
and small-gain theorems. In [2], the scattering transformation was applied to the problem of
stabilization of force reflecting teleoperators in the presence of communication delays. The lat-
ter work, together with parallel developments presented in [23], have made a very substantial
impact on the bilateral teleoperation area, where the scattering-based stabilization is currently
among the most popular methods to deal with instabilities caused by force reflection in the
presence of communication delays [15, 24, 25, 29, 33, 34]. The stabilizing effect of the scat-
tering transformation is based on the fact that a conventional scattering operator transforms a
passive system into a system with L2-gain less than or equal to one [2, Theorem 3.1]. Assum-
ing all involved subsystems are passive, scattering transformations implemented on both sides
of a communication channel transform the corresponding subsystems into those with gain less
than or equal to one; stability of the overall system then follows from the small-gain arguments.
Extensions of the scattering transformation techniques to the case of interconnections of
not necessarily passive systems were recently proposed in [13,27]. These extensions are based
on the observation that the conventional scattering transformation is essentially an operator of
rotation by pi/4 in the space of input-output variables. Introduction of more general scattering
operators that include arbitrary rotations and input-output gains results in substantial general-
izations of the scattering-based stabilization techniques. In particular, the methods developed
in [27] allow for stabilization of interconnections of arbitrary planar conic systems, with and
without communication delays. The notion of a conic system was introduced and originally
studied in 1960s by G. Zames [43]; extensions to the case of nonlinear conic sectors were
subsequently developed in [28, 35]. Conic systems are nonlinear dynamical systems whose
input-output behavior belongs to a dynamic cone. The notion of conicity studied in [43] was
essentially planar in the sense that the dynamic cones were characterized by two scalar pa-
rameters which represent a conic sector on a plane. Even in this planar case, the notion of
conicity is fairly general; in particular, it includes different versions of passivity, finite-gain
L2-stability, etc., as special cases. The stabilization methods developed in [27] were based on
a new generalized version of the scattering transformation which allows for rendering the dy-
namic input-output characteristics of an arbitrary planar conic system into a prescribed conic
sector. Stability of interconnections can consequently be achieved by designing scattering
transformation(s) that render the subsystems’s cones in such a way that an appropriate stability
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condition (i.e., a graph separation condition in the non-delayed case, or a small-gain condition
in the presence of communication delays) is satisfied.
The class of planar conic systems, however, is quite limited in certain aspects. One partic-
ularly significant limitation is that, with the exception of systems with finite L2-gain, planar
conic systems are required to have an equal number of inputs and outputs. The correspond-
ing methods, including scattering-based design, are therefore limited to those systems where
the number of inputs matches the number of outputs. Even in the latter case, description of
a multi-input-multi-output system’s cone in terms of two scalar parameters is typically overly
crude; as a result, the methods that use such a parameterization lack flexibility, which in turn
leads to limited applicability and analysis/design conservatism. Another substantial limitation
of the planar conicity is that a feedback interconnection of two planar conic systems is, gen-
erally speaking, not a planar conic system. The latter fact makes it difficult to use the notion
of planar conicity for analysis of complex interconnections. All the above, in turn, limits the
applicability of the existing scattering-based methods to stabilization of interconnections of
general nonlinear systems.
In this chapter, we develop an approach to scattering-based stabilization that removes all
the limitations described above. The approach is based on an extension of the conicity notion
to non-planar case, and subsequent development of a new generalized scattering transforma-
tion applicable to non-planar conic systems. The notion of non-planar conicity is based on
an appropriate generalization of the planar conicity to the case where the cone’s center is a
subspace with dimension that can be greater than one. This generalization is quite substan-
tial; in fact, the class of non-planar conic systems coincides with that of dissipative systems
with quadratic supply rates (or (Q, S ,R)-dissipative systems [12]). In particular, for a given
quadratic supply rate, the parameters of the corresponding non-planar cone can be calculated
using the procedure presented below in Section 2.2.1. For a feedback interconnection of two
non-planar conic systems, a graph separation condition for finite-gain L2-stability is derived in
terms of relationship between the maximal singular value of the product of projection operators
onto the subsystems’ central subspaces and the radii of the corresponding cones. Subsequently,
a new generalized scattering transformation is developed that allows for rendering the dynamic
characteristics of a non-planar conic system into an arbitrary prescribed cone with compatible
dimensions. This property of the new scattering transformation, in turn, allows for its effective
use in the problem of stabilization of interconnections of non-planar conic systems, with and
without communication delays. Applications of the developed scattering-based stabilization
methods to the problems of stable robot-environment interaction and bilateral teleoperation
with multiple heterogeneous communication delays are also described.
The chapter has the following structure. In Section 2.2, the notion of non-planar conicity
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is introduced, and a procedure for calculation of the parameters of the (non-planar) dynamic
cone for a dissipative system with a quadratic supply rate is described. In Section 2.3, a graph
separation condition for finite-gainL2-stability of interconnection of two non-planar conic sys-
tems is presented. In Section 2.4, a new generalized scattering transformation is developed that
allows for rendering the input-output dynamics of a non-planar conic system into an arbitrary
prescribed cone. The scattering-based stabilization of interconnections of non-planar conic sys-
tems in the absence of communication delays is addressed in Section 2.5; application of this
method to the problem of stable robot-environment interaction is discussed in Section 2.5.1.
In Section 2.6, a scattering-based method for stabilization of non-planar conic systems’ in-
terconnections in the presence of multiple heterogeneous communication delays is developed;
application of this method to bilateral teleoperation with communication delays is described
in Section 2.6.1. Concluding remarks are given in Section 2.7. Preliminary versions of some
of the results presented in Sections 2.2, 2.3 were reported in the conference paper [37], while
preliminary versions of some of the results in Sections 2.4, 2.5 were presented in [38].
2.2 Non-Planar Conicity
Consider a nonlinear system of the form
Σ :
 x˙ = f (x, η),y = h(x, η), (2.1)
where x ∈ Rn is the state, η ∈ Rm the input, and y ∈ Rp the output of system (2.1). The
functions f (·, ·), h(·, ·) are locally Lipschitz continuous in their arguments. A system (2.1) is
said to be dissipative with respect to supply rate w : Rp × Rm → R if there exists a storage
function V : Rn → R+ such that the inequality
V (x(t1)) − V (x(t0)) ≤
t1∫
t0
w (y(τ), η(τ)) dτ
holds along the trajectories of the system (2.1) for any t1 ≥ t0, any initial state x(t0), and an
arbitrary admissible control input η(t), t ∈ [t0, t1). In the definition below, R/p˜i denotes the
quotient set (i.e., the set of equivalence classes) of R with respect to equivalence relation p˜i :=
{φ1 ∼ φ2 iff φ1 − φ2 = kpi, k ∈ Z}, where Z := {. . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . .} is the set of integer numbers.
Definition 2.1. A system Σ of the form (2.1) with m = p is said to be (planar) interior conic
with respect to the cone with center φc ∈ R/p˜i and radius φr ∈ (0, pi/2) if it is dissipative with
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supply rate
w (y, η) =
ηy
T W (φc, φr) ηy
 , (2.2)
where matrix W(φc, φr) is determined by the formula
W (φc, φr) :=
λ
2
·
cos 2φc − cos 2φr sin 2φcsin 2φc − cos 2φc − cos 2φr
 ⊗ Im, (2.3)
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, and λ > 0.
Representation (2.2), (2.3) of the supply rate of a conic system in terms of the cone’s center
φc and its radius φr is from [27]. There also exists a somewhat more conventional representation
of the supply rate in terms of the cone’s boundaries a, b ∈ R ∪ {±∞}, a ≤ b, which was used
for example in the classical work [43]. Specifically, a system of the form (2.1) with m = p is
interior [a, b]-conic if it is dissipative with respect to the supply rate
w(y, η) := (bη − y)T (y − aη) . (2.4)
For any finite parameters a, b ∈ R, a ≤ b, the supply rate (2.4) can be represented in the form
(2.2), (2.3) by choosing
λ =
√
(a2 + 1)(b2 + 1),
φc =
1
2
arg (1 − ab + j(a + b)) , and
φr =
1
2
cos−1
 1 + ab√
(a2 + 1)(b2 + 1)
 .
The matrix W (φc, φr) of the quadratic supply rate (2.2) can also be written in the form
W (φc, φr) := λ ·
[
lclTc − cos2 φrI2
]
⊗ Im, (2.5)
where lc :=
[
cos φc sin φc
]T is the unit vector that belongs to a center of the cone. Representa-
tion (2.5) is of special interest for our work as it allows for an extension to a non-planar case,
as follows. For simplicity of exposition, consider the case λ = 1 and m = 1. Combining (2.2)
and (2.5), one can write the supply rate in the form
w (y, η) =
[
ηT yT
]
lclTc
ηy
 − cos2 φr ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ηy
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (2.6)
Since lc is the unit vector that belongs to the center of the cone, the scalar product of lc and
[ηT yT ]T represents the length of the projection of the input-output vector [ηT yT ]T onto the
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center of the cone. Based on these considerations, the supply rate (2.6) can be equivalently
written in the form
w (y, η) =
ηy
T [ΠTc Πc − cos2 φrI2] ηy
 , (2.7)
where
Πc :=
 cos2 φc sin φc cos φcsin φc cos φc sin2 φc

is the matrix of projection onto the center of the cone. Since projection matrices are symmetric
(ΠTc = Πc) and idempotent (Π
2
c = Πc), we see that Π
T
c Πc = Πc, and the supply rate (2.7) can be
rewritten in the form
w (y, η) =
ηy
T [Πc − cos2 φrI2] ηy
 . (2.8)
The importance of the formula (2.8) stems from the fact that it allows for generalization in
at least two important directions: i) the case where the conic sector is no longer planar, in
particular, where the dimension of the center of the conic sector can be higher than one, and ii)
where the dimensions of the input and the output are not equal.
Consider now a system (2.1) where, generally speaking, m , p. The following is a gener-
alization of the notion of interior conicity to a non-planar case.
Definition 2.2. Given a subspace Ω ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ω = l ∈ {0, . . . ,m + p}, and φr ∈ [0, pi/2), a
system Σ of the form (2.1) is said to be interior conic with respect to the cone with centre Ω
and radius φr (Σ ∈ Int (Ω, φr)) if it is dissipative with supply rate
w (y, η) =
ηy
T W (Ω, φr) ηy
 , (2.9)
where matrix W (Ω, φr) has the form
W (Ω, φr) := ΠΩ − cos2 φr Im+p, (2.10)
where ΠΩ is the matrix of projection onto the subspace Ω.
Remark To illustrate a substantially more general nature of the notion of conicity given by
Definition 2.2 in comparison with that of Definition 2.1, let us begin by pointing out that
the notion of planar conicity (Definition 2.1) is not well-defined if m , p. Moreover, even
in the case where m = p, the notion of conicity given by Definition 2.2 allows for much
higher flexibility in the choice of the central subspace in comparison with that of Definition 2.1.
Indeed, suppose a system Σ is (planar) interior conic in the sense of Definition 2.1 with center
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φc ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2]. In this case, it is also interior conic in the sense of Definition 2.2 with a
central subspace
Ω = span
{[
cos φc sin φc
]T ⊗ Im} . (2.11)
For any φc ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2], the central subspace (2.11) is an m-dimensional subspace in the
2m-dimensional space of input-output signals. In general, a set of m-dimensional subspaces in
an n-dimensional linear space forms a Grassmanian manifold Gr(m, n), which has a dimension
m(n − m). In our case, the set of all possible m-dimensional subspaces in the 2m-dimensional
space of input-output signals is a manifold with dimension m2. For planar conic systems (Defi-
nition 2.1), however, the set of all allowed central subspaces (2.11) is parameterized by a single
scalar parameter φc ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2] and, therefore, forms a one-dimensional submanifold in the
m2-dimensional manifold of all central subspaces allowed by Definition 2.2. Thus, even in the
case m = p, m > 1, Definition 2.2 allows for fundamentally higher flexibility in the choice of
central subspace in comparison with the planar case (Definition 2.1) and, consequently, poten-
tially much more precise description of system’s dynamics.
2.2.1 Relationship to (Q,S,R)−dissipativity
To further illustrate applicability and usefulness of the above defined notion of non-planar
conicity (Definition 2.2), it is beneficial to explore its relationship with a well-known notion
of (Q, S ,R)-dissipativity, see [12]. Given matrices Q = QT ∈ Rp×p, R = RT ∈ Rm×m, and
S ∈ Rp×m, a system of the form (2.1) is said to be (Q, S ,R)-dissipative if it is dissipative with
supply rate
w(y, η) = yT Qy + 2yT S η + ηT Rη.
An interior conic system is obviously (Q, S ,R)-dissipative. Conversely, if a system (2.1) is
(Q, S ,R)-dissipative, it is also interior conic in the sense of Definition 2.2. To show this, first
denote
[QSR] :=
R S TS Q
 ∈ R(m+p)×(m+p).
Matrix [QSR] is real symmetric and, therefore, real orthogonal equivalent to a diagonal matrix;
specifically,
GT · [QSR] ·G = diag
[
µ1, . . . , µp+m
]
, (2.12)
where µ1, . . . , µm+p are eigenvalues (all real) of [QSR] written in an arbitrary prescribed order,
and G is a real orthogonal matrix such that i-th column of G is an eigenvector of [QSR] corre-
sponding to µi, i = 1, . . . ,m + p. Let λ(QS R) := {µ1, . . . , µm+p} denote the set of eigenvalues of
[QSR], λ−(QS R) ⊂ λ(QS R) denote the set of strictly negative (< 0) eigenvalues of [QSR], and
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λ+(QS R) := λ(QS R) \ λ−(QS R) be the set of nonnegative (≥ 0) eigenvalues of [QSR]. Let us
also introduce the following notation
l := card
{
λ+(QS R)
}
, (2.13)
µ− := min
{|µi| : µi ∈ λ−(QS R)} , (2.14)
µ+ := max
{|µi| : µi ∈ λ+(QS R)} . (2.15)
Expression (2.13) defines l ∈ {0, . . . ,m+p} as the number of nonnegative eigenvalues of [QSR].
The value of µ− is well-defined by expression (2.14) if λ−(QS R) , ∅ (equivalently, if l < m+p).
Similarly, µ+ is well-defined by expression (2.15) if λ+(QS R) , ∅ (equivalently, if l > 0). The
following statement is valid.
Lemma 2.2.1. Suppose the system (2.1) is (Q, S ,R)-dissipative. Then it is interior conic in the
sense of Definition 2.2 with center Ω ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ω = l, and radius φr ∈ [0, pi/2). Specifically,
Ω := span
{
g+1 , . . . , g
+
l
}
is the subspace spanned by those eigenvectors g+1 , . . . , g
+
l of matrix
[QSR] that correspond to its nonnegative eigenvalues µi ∈ λ+(QS R). If 0 < l < m + p, then
φr := tan−1
( √
µ+/µ−
)
. (2.16)
Otherwise (i.e., if l = 0 or l = m + p), radius φr ∈ (0, pi/2) can be chosen arbitrarily.
Proof Suppose the system (2.1) is (Q, S ,R)-dissipative with a storage function V . It is straight-
forward to check that, in this case, the system is also interior conic with central subspace
Ω ⊂ Rm+p and radius φr ∈ [0, pi/2) if there exists ε > 0 such that the matrix
∆ := ΠΩ − cos2 φr I − ε · [QSR] (2.17)
is non-negative definite (∆ ≥ 0). Without loss of generality, let the eigenvalues in (2.12) be
ordered such that µ1 ≤ . . . ≤ µm+p. Consider first the case where 0 < l < m + p. In this case,
the projection matrix ΠΩ has a form
ΠΩ = G ·
O O
O Il
 ·GT .
Consider a matrix ∆¯ := GT ∆G, where ∆ is defined by (2.17). Taking into account (2.12), one
sees that
∆¯ =
O O
O Il
 − cos2 φr I − ε · diag [µ1, . . . , µp+m] .
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Thus, the matrix ∆¯ is diagonal; its diagonal elements δ1, . . ., δm+p are the eigenvalues of ∆. For
∆ ≥ 0, all eigenvalues must be nonnegative. We have
δ1 = − cos2 φr − εµ1 ≥ − cos2 φr + εµ−,
...
...
δm+p−l = − cos2 φr − εµm+p−l ≥ − cos2 φr + εµ−,
and
δm+p−l+1 = sin2 φr − εµm+p−l+1 ≥ sin2 φr − εµ+,
...
...
δm+p = sin2 φr − εµm+p ≥ sin2 φr − εµ+.
Choosing φr as in (2.16), and ε = 1/(µ+ + µ−), we see that δ1, . . . , δm+p ≥ 0, and the matrix ∆
is nonnegative definite. If l = 0, then ΠΩ = O, and
∆¯ = GT ∆G = − cos2 φrI − ε · diag
[
µ1, . . . , µp+m
]
,
where all µ1, . . . , µp+m < 0. The eigenvalues of ∆ are
δ1 = − cos2 φr − εµ1 ≥ − cos2 φr + εµ−,
...
...
δm+p = − cos2 φr − εµm+p] ≥ − cos2 φr + εµ−.
Therefore, choosing arbitrary ε ≥ 1/µ− guarantees that ∆ is nonnegative definite regardless of
the choice of φr ∈ (0, pi/2). Similarly, if l = m + p, we have ΠΩ = I, and
∆¯ = GT ∆G = sin2 φrI − ε · diag
[
µ1, . . . , µp+m
]
,
where all µ1, . . . , µp+m ≥ 0. In this case, the eigenvalues of ∆ satisfy
δ1 = sin2 φr − εµ1 ≥ sin2 φr − εµ+,
...
...
δm+p = sin2 φr − εµm+p ≥ sin2 φr − εµ+.
Picking arbitrary φr ∈ (0, pi/2] and choosing ε > 0 such that sin2 φr ≥ ε · µ+ guarantees that ∆
is nonnegative definite. The proof of Lemma 2.2.1 is complete.
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2.3 Graph Separation Stability Condition
In this section, we present a graph separation condition for finite gainL2-stability of a feedback
interconnection of two non-planar conic subsystems. A system of the form (2.1) is said to be
finite gain L2-stable if it is dissipative with supply rate w(y, η) := γ2|η|2 − |y|2, where γ ≥ 0
is the L2-gain, see [39]. To formulate the graph separation condition, it is convenient to use a
notion similar to the one of inverse graph in [36]. Informally, we will call a system Σ inverse
interior conic (with some centre Ω and radius φr) if the same system with inverse causality (i.e.,
where y considered an input and η an output) is Int (Ω, φr). A more formal definition goes as
follows. Given a central subspace Ω ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ω = m, let vectors ω1, . . .ωm ∈ Rm+p form a
basis in Ω, i.e., span {ω1, . . . , ωm} = Ω. Define
Ω := span
{
P(m,p)ω1, . . . , P(m,p)ωm
}
, (2.18)
where P(m,p) ∈ Rm+p is a permutation matrix of the form
P(m,p) :=
O Ip
Im O
 . (2.19)
A system Σ of the form (2.1) is called inverse interior conic with respect to the cone with centre
Ω and radius φr (we will use notation Σ ∈ Int(Ω, φr)) iff Σ ∈ Int
(
Ω, φr
)
, where Ω is defined by
(2.18), (2.19). Clearly, left multiplication of the input-output vector by P(m,p) simply change
the order of inputs and outputs, P(m,p) ·
[
ηT yT
]T
=
[
yT ηT
]T
. Also, projection matrices ΠΩ, ΠΩ
are related according to the formula ΠΩ = P(m,p)ΠΩP
T
(m,p).
Consider now two subsystems of the form
Σi :
 x˙i = fi (xi, ηi) ,yi = hi(xi, ηi), i ∈ {1, 2}, (2.20)
where y2, η1 ∈ Rm, y1, η2 ∈ Rp, interconnected according to the formulas
η1 = y2 + χ1, η2 = y1 + χ2, (2.21)
where χ1 ∈ Rm, χ2 ∈ Rp are external inputs, see Figure 2.1. The closed-loop system (2.20),
(2.21) has the input [χT1 , χ
T
2 ]
T ∈ Rm+p, and the output [yT1 , yT2 ]T ∈ Rm+p. The following result is
valid.
Theorem 2.3.1. (Graph separation condition for stability). Consider an interconnected system
of the form (2.20), (2.21). Suppose Σ1 ∈ Int (Ω1, φr1), Σ2 ∈ Int (Ω2, φr2), where Ω1 ⋂ Ω2 = {0},
dim Ω1 = m, dim Ω2 = p. If the following “graph separation” condition is satisfied
σmax
(
ΠΩ1ΠΩ2
)
< cos (φr1 + φr2), (2.22)
then the interconnected system (2.20), (2.21) is finite gain L2-stable.
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Figure 2.1: Feedback interconnection of Σ1 and Σ2.
The proof of Theorem 2.3.1 can be found in the Appendix B (see Proof B.1).
Remark In Theorem 2.3.1, the dimensions of the central subspaces of subsystems Σ1, Σ2 are
equal to the corresponding inputs’ dimensions, i.e., dim Ω1 = dim η1 = m, dim Ω2 = dim η2 =
p. This requirement is apparently necessary to exclude meaningless and/or overly conservative
cases. Indeed, assumption dim Ω1 < dim η1 (dim Ω2 < dim η2) would impose restrictions on
instantaneous values of the input η1(t) (η2(t)), while any situation where dim Ω1 + dim Ω2 >
m + p makes graph separation impossible. These issues will be studied in detail in our future
research.
2.4 Scattering Transformation for Non-Planar Conic Systems
In [27], a general form of the scattering operator for planar conic systems was proposed. The
scattering operator defined in [27] is essentially a combination of a planar rotation and an input-
output scaling. When applied to the input-output pair of a planar conic system, the scattering
operator transforms the system’s input-output characteristics from the original cone into a new
cone. More specifically, given a planar conic system and a target (desired) cone, there exists
a scattering operator that renders the input-output characteristics of the system into the target
cone. In this section, an operator with similar properties is constructed for a general non-planar
conic system.
Consider a system Σ of the form (2.1). Suppose this system is interior conic with respect
to the cone with centre Ω ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ω = m, and radius φr ∈ (0, pi/2) (i.e., Σ ∈ Int (Ω, φr)).
Given a desired centre subspace Ωd ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ωd = m, and desired radius φrd ∈ (0, pi/2), we
are looking for a transformation of the input-output variables of the formuv
 := S (Ω,Ωd, φr, φrd) ηy
 , (2.23)
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such that the transformed system (2.1), (2.23) with new input-output variables (u, v), u ∈ Rm,
v ∈ Rp, is interior conic w.r.t. the cone with centre Ωd and radius φrd (we will use notation
Σ(u,v) ∈ Int (Ωd, φrd)).
A scattering transformation with the above described properties can be constructed using
the following process. Let vectors g1, g2, . . . , gm form an orthonormal basis in Ω. The set of
vectors {g1, g2, . . . , gm} ∈ Ω can be augmented with additional vectors gm+1, . . . , gm+p ∈ Ω⊥
such that the columns of
G :=
[
g1 . . . gm gm+1 . . . gm+p
]
(2.24)
form an orthonormal basis in Rm+p. Similarly, a matrix Gd can be constructed such that its
first m columns form an orthonormal basis in Ωd, while the whole set of its columns forms an
orthonormal basis in Rm+p. Consider a scattering transformation
S (Ω,Ωd, φr, φrd) := Gd · Γ (φr, φrd) ·GT , (2.25)
where
Γ (φr, φrd) :=
(
cos φrd
cos φr
)α
·
(
sin φrd
sin φr
)−β
×

(
tan φrd
tan φr
)α
Im Omp
Opm
(
tan φrd
tan φr
)β
Ip
 , (2.26)
and α := −p/(m + p), β := m/(m + p). The following lemma is valid.
Lemma 2.4.1. Suppose a system Σ of the form (2.1) is such that Σ ∈ Int (Ω, φr), where Ω ⊂
Rm+p, dim Ω = m, and φr ∈ (0, pi/2). Then the transformed system (2.1), (2.23), (2.25), (2.26)
with new input-output variables (u, v) satisfies Σ(u,v) ∈ Int (Ωd, φrd).
Proof By assumption, Σ ∈ Int (Ω, φr), i.e., it is dissipative with supply rate (2.9), (2.10). By
construction of the basis G (2.24), one has
ΠΩ = G
Im O
O Op
GT ,
and therefore, matrix W (Ω, φr) defined by (2.10) can be written in the form
W(Ω, φr) = G
sin2 φrIm Omp
Opm − cos2 φrIp
GT .
Taking into account (2.23), (2.25), we see that
GT
ηy
 = Γ−1 (φr, φrd) ·GTd uv
 ,
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and, therefore, in the new coordinates (u, v) the supply rate (2.9) becomes
w(u, v) =
uv
T GdΓ−1 sin2 φrIm Omp
Opm − cos2 φrIp
 Γ−1GTd uv
 .
Taking into account that β − α = 1 and performing calculations, one obtains
Γ−1
sin2 φrIm Omp
Opm − cos2 φrIp
 Γ−1 = sin2 φrd Im Omp
Opm − cos2 φrd Ip
 ,
which implies
w(u, v) =
uv
T Gd sin2 φrd Im Omp
Opm − cos2 φrd Ip
GTd uv

=
uv
T Gd  Im Omp
Opm Op
GTd − cos2 φrd Ip+m uv
 .
Finally, by construction of basis Gd,
w(u, v) =
uv
T (ΠΩd − cos2 φrd Ip+m) uv
 ,
i.e., Σ(u,v) ∈ Int (Ωd, φrd). The proof is complete.
One special case of Lemma 2.4.1, which is of particular interest for the problem of stabi-
lization of nonplanar conic systems interconnections in the presence of communication delays
(addressed below in Section 2.6), is where the transformed system Σ(u,v) is finite gain L2-
stable (see Section 2.3). Finite gain L2-stability can be obtained from a more general notion
of nonplanar conicity (Definition 2.2) by choosing the central subspace Ω to coincide with the
input spaceU := {(η, 0), η ∈ Rm, 0 ∈ Rp}. In this case, the projection matrix in (2.10) becomes
ΠΩ =
Im O
O Op
 ,
and straightforward calculations then show that the system is finite L2-gain stable with L2-
gain γ = tan φr. To construct a scattering transformation (2.23), (2.25), (2.26) that makes the
transformed system finite L2-gain stable, it is therefore sufficient to choose Gd = Im+p. The
following statement is a special case of Lemma 2.4.1.
Corollary 2.4.2. Suppose a system Σ of the form (2.1) is such that Σ ∈ Int (Ω, φr), where
Ω ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ω = m, and φr ∈ (0, pi/2). Given γd > 0, consider a scattering transformation
(2.23), (2.25), (2.26) with Gd = Im+p and φrd = tan−1 γd. Then the transformed system (2.1),
(2.23), (2.25), (2.26) with input-output variables (u, v) is finite L2-gain stable with L2-gain
less than or equal to γd.
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Remark The above defined scattering transformation (2.25) depends on the choice of or-
thonormal bases G, Gd. Thus, generally speaking, there exist an infinite number of trans-
formations that render dynamics of a given system into a prescribed non-planar cone. The
specific choice of bases G, Gd may depend on the particular task.
2.5 Scattering-based stabilization of systems’
interconnection
A scattering-based approach to stabilization of feedback interconnections was introduced in
[27], where it was developed for the case of planar conic subsystems. The basic idea of this ap-
proach is to design a scattering transformation that transforms the input-output characteristics
(specifically, the dynamic cone) of one of the subsystems in a way that guarantees stability of
the overall interconnection. In this Section, the scattering-based stabilization method is gener-
alized to the case of non-planar conic systems interconnections. Consider two subsystems Σi,
i = 1, 2 of the form (2.20), where y2, η1 ∈ Rm, y1, η2 ∈ Rp. Suppose both these subsystems are
(non-planar) conic, i.e., Σi ∈ Int (Ωi, φri), where dim Ω1 = m, dim Ω2 = p, and φri ∈ (0, pi/2),
i = 1, 2. Our goal is to find a scattering transformation S2d : Rm+p → Rm+p such that the
interconnection defined by the constraints y1
η1 − χ1
 = S2d η2 − χ2y2
 , (2.27)
is finite-gain L2-stable with respect to external disturbances [χT1 (t), χT2 (t)]T ∈ Rm+p.
The block diagram of the interconnected system (2.20), (2.27) is shown in Figure 2.2.
As can be seen, the scattering transformation is placed between the subsystems, and essen-
tially plays a role of a controller that stabilizes the interconnection. The interconnection con-
straints (2.27) can also be rewritten in the formu2v2
 :=  y1 + χˆ2
η1 − χ1 + χˆ1
 = S2d η2y2
 , (2.28)
where
[
χˆT2 χˆ
T
1
]T
:= S2d ·
[
χT2 0 . . . 0
]T
. The expression (2.28) allows for an equivalent represen-
tation of the system’s block diagram as shown in Figure 2.3. The block diagram in Figure 2.3
makes it intuitively clear how one can design a scattering transformation S2d that stabilizes
the interconnection (2.20), (2.27). Specifically, using Lemma 2.4.1, the scattering transfor-
mation S2d should be designed to render the input-output characteristics of the system Σ
(u,v)
2
(see Figure 2.3) into a (non-planar) cone that satisfies the graph separation stability condition
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Figure 2.2: Scattering-based stabilization of interconnections
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Figure 2.3: An equivalent representation of the interconnection
given in Theorem 2.3.1. This can be done using the following procedure. By assumption,
Σi ∈ Int (Ωi, φri), where dim Ω1 = m, dim Ω2 = p, and φri ∈ (0, pi/2), i = 1, 2. Let vec-
tors ω11, . . . , ω
1
m form an orthonormal basis in Ω1, and vectors ω
2
1, . . . , ω
2
p an orthonormal
basis in Ω2 . The set of vectors {ω11, . . . , ω1m} ∈ Ω1 can be augmented with additional vectors
ω1m+1, . . . , ω
1
m+p ∈ Ω⊥1 such that the columns of
G1 :=
[
ω11 . . . ω
1
m ω
1
m+1 . . . ω
1
m+p
]
(2.29)
form an orthonormal basis in Rm+p. Similarly, the set {ω21, . . . , ω2p} ∈ Ω2 can be augmented with
additional vectors ω2p+1, . . . , ω
2
p+m ∈ Ω⊥2 such that the columns of
G2 :=
[
ω21 . . . ω
2
p ω
2
p+1 . . . ω
2
p+m
]
(2.30)
also form an orthonormal basis in Rm+p. Now, let Ω1 be defined as in (2.18). Since the permu-
tation matrix P(m,p) is nonsingular and unitary, we see that vectors P(m,p)ω11, . . . , P(m,p)ω
1
m form
an orthonormal basis in Ω1, while the columns of
P(m,p)G1 :=
[
P(m,p)ω11 . . . P(m,p)ω
1
m+p
]
(2.31)
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form an orthonormal basis in Rm+p. By construction, P(m,p)ω1m+1, . . . , P(m,p)ω
1
m+p ∈ Ω
⊥
1 . Choos-
ing
Ω2d := span
{
P(m,p)ω1m+1, . . . , P(m,p)ω
1
m+p
}
, (2.32)
one has Ω2d = Ω
⊥
1 and therefore
ΠΩ1ΠΩ2d = O. (2.33)
Now, define G2d := P(m,p) ·
[
ω1m+1 . . . ω
1
m+p ω
1
1 . . . ω
1
m
]
= P(m,p)G1PT(m,p), and consider the
scattering transformation of the form
S2d := G2d · Γ (φr2, φr2d) ·GT2 , (2.34)
where Γ (φr2, φr2d) is defined according to (2.26), and φr2d ∈ (0, pi/2) is such that
φr1 + φr2d < pi/2. (2.35)
The following statement is valid.
Theorem 2.5.1. Consider an interconnected system (2.20), (2.27), where Σi ∈ Int (Ωi, φri),
dim Ω1 = m, dim Ω2 = p, and φri ∈ (0, pi/2), i = 1, 2. Suppose S2d : Rm+p → Rm+p is
designed according to (2.34), and φr2d ∈ (0, pi/2) is chosen such that (2.35) holds. Then the
interconnection (2.20), (2.27) is finite-gain L2-stable with respect to external disturbances
[χT1 , χ
T
2 ]
T ∈ Rm+p.
Proof By construction of the scattering transformation S2d, it follows from Lemma 2.4.1 that
Σ
(u,v)
2 ∈ Int (Ω2d, φr2d). Combining (2.33) and (2.35), one concludes that the graph separation
condition (2.22) is satisfied for the system (2.20), (2.27). The statement of Theorem 2.5.1 now
follows from Theorem 2.3.1.
2.5.1 Example: robot-environment interaction
In this subsection, an application of the scattering based control design to the problem of stable
robot-environment interaction is motivated and outlined. The problem of stability of robot-
environment interaction, also known as coupled stability, is one of the fundamental problems
in robotics [40]. A conventional approach to this problem is based on passivity considera-
tions [7, 14]. Specifically, a necessary and sufficient condition for stability of a robot when
coupled with an arbitrary passive environment is that the robot itself is passive. This ap-
proach, however, has a number of limitations. First, some environments demonstrate non-
passive behavior (examples of interaction with non-passive environments include robot per-
forming surgery on a beating heart [42], robotic rehabilitation systems [5], mobile robotics
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applications [20], haptic interaction with digitally implemented virtual environments [9, 21],
and others [16]), in which case the passivity-based approach is not applicable, at least di-
rectly. Second, behavior of some passive environments may actually form a small subset of all
possible passive behaviors, in which case the passivity-based design can be “arbitrarily con-
servative” [8]. In addition, passivity requirement imposed on the robot’s closed-loop dynamics
is frequently in contradiction with the trajectory tracking performance. Specifically, a conven-
tional mechanical environment without inner source of energy is passive with respect to the
velocity-force pair. For stable coupling with such an environment, the closed-loop robot’s dy-
namics must be passive with respect to the same velocity-force pair, which is not the case for
many existing tracking control algorithms, as demonstrated in the example below. Consider a
robot manipulator whose dynamics are described in the task space as follows:
Hx(q)x¨ + Cx(q, q˙)x˙ + Gx(q) = fenv + u, (2.36)
where q, q˙ ∈ Rn are the robot’s position and velocity, respectively, represented in the joint
space coordinates, x, x˙, x¨ ∈ Rm are position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively, of the
robot’s end-effector represented in the task space coordinates, Hx, Cx(q, q˙), Gx(q) are matrices
of inertia, Coriolis/centrifugal forces, and a vector of gravitational forces represented in the
task-space coordinates, fenv is the environmental contact forces applied to the end-effector,
and u is the task-space control input (for more details of the task-space dynamic equations
(2.36) and their relationship to joint-space dynamics the reader is referred, for example, to [10,
Chapter 4]). Let the manipulator (2.36) be controlled by the following task-space algorithm:
u = Hx(q)r˙ + Cx(q, q˙)r + Gx(q) − Kσ + fr, (2.37)
where σ := ˙˜x + Λx˜, x˜ = x − xr, r := x˙ − σ = x˙r − Λ · x˜, and Λ = ΛT > 0, K = KT > 0
are matrices of feedback law parameters. Signals xr(t), x˙r(t) represent reference position and
velocity, respectively, while fr(t) represents a reference force trajectory ( fr(t) ≡ 0 in the case of
position tracking). The control algorithm (2.37) is an augmented version of the passivity-based
tracking control algorithm (see for example [10,30]). Substituting the control algorithm (2.37)
into the equations of the manipulator dynamics (2.36), the following closed-loop dynamics can
be obtained:
˙˜x = −Λx˜ + σ, (2.38)
σ˙ = H−1x (q)
[−Cx(q, q˙)σ − Kσ + fenv + fr] . (2.39)
A well-known fact (which can be checked directly by choosing a storage function of the form
V = 12σ
T Hx(q)σ and calculating its derivative along the trajectories of (2.38), (2.39) assum-
ing fr = 0) is that the closed-loop system is passive with respect to the pair ( fenv, σ) but not
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with respect to ( fenv, x˙); coupled stability of the closed-loop robot (2.38), (2.39) with a passive
environment is therefore not guaranteed.
The problem of stability of a controlled manipulator (2.36), (2.37) coupled with an environ-
ment which is not necessarily passive but satisfies a more general assumption of (non-planar)
conicity can be solved using the scattering based design method developed above. Our ap-
proach to this problem is illustrated in Figure 2.4, where a generalized scattering transforma-
tion is placed between the robot and the environmental dynamics. As there is direct physical
interaction between the robot and the environment, the scattering transformation between them
cannot be implemented directly; however, it is implemented indirectly using appropriately de-
signed reference signals fr, xr, and x˙r, as shown in Figure 2.4. The notation used in this figure
is as follows: xd(t) and x˙d(t) represent the desired position and the desired velocity of the end-
effector, respectively, vx := x − xd, vx˙ := x˙ − x˙d, and v f := fenv + fr. To design the scattering
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Figure 2.4: Scattering-based stabilization of robot-environment interaction
transformation, the parameters of the system’s (non-planar) cone can be determined as fol-
lows. First, the dynamical equations (2.38), (2.39) can be rewritten in terms of state variables
x˜ and ˙˜x = σ − Λx˜. Next, pick a storage function candidate V = 12σT Hx(q)σ + 12 x˜T Mx˜, where
M = MT > 0 is an arbitrary parameter matrix. The time derivative of V along the trajectories
of (2.38), (2.39) is
V˙ = −σKσ − σT
[
(1/2) · H˙x(q) −Cx(q, q˙)
]
σ + σT v f − x˜T MΛx˜ + x˜T Mσ =

v f
x˜
˙˜x

T
W

v f
x˜
˙˜x

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where
W :=

O 12Λ
1
2 I
1
2Λ
1
2 (ΛM − MΛ) − ΛKΛ 12 M − ΛK
1
2 I
1
2 M − KΛ −K
 . (2.40)
From expression (2.40), one sees that the system (2.38), (2.39) with input v f and output[
x˜T , ˙˜xT
]T
is non-planar conic; the parameters of the system’s cone can be calculated using
the method described in Section 2.2.1.
Now, suppose the environmental dynamics is dissipative with a quadratic supply rate. Us-
ing the method of Section 2.2.1, the environmental (non-planar) cone can be calculated. Given
(non-planar) cones of the controlled manipulator and the environment, a scattering transfor-
mation S that stabilizes the robot-environment interaction can be designed using the method
described above in Section 2.5. Once designed, such transformation can be implemented using
the following line of reasoning. As shown in Figure 2.4 (right), the scattering transformation S
defines the following relationship between signals:
v f
x˜
˙˜x
 := S−1

fenv
vx
vx˙
 . (2.41)
The signals that form the vector in the right-hand side of (2.41) are all known: fenv is the
environmental contact force applied to the end-effector which is assumed to either be measured
directly or estimated using an input/disturbance observer [22,32], while the error signals vx˜ :=
x−xd, v ˙˜x := x˙− x˙d are directly calculated from the position x and velocity x˙ of the end-effector
and known desired trajectory xd, x˙d. Therefore, the signals v f , x˜, ˙˜x can be determined from
fenv, vx˜, v ˙˜x according to (2.41). From here, it follows that the scattering transformation can be
realized by the following choice of reference signals: xr := x− x˜, x˙r := x˙− ˙˜x, and fr := v f − fenv.
Finally, signal x¨r (which is required for implementation of the control algorithm (2.37)) can
be obtained from xr, x˙r using, for example, an exact sliding mode differentiator [3, 18]. A
more detailed development of the scattering-based approach to robot-environment interaction
outlined here is a topic for future research.
2.6 Interconnections with heterogeneous communication
delays
The scattering-based stabilization method developed above can also be extended to the case
of interconnections of non-planar conic systems in the presence of constant heterogeneous
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of the scattering-based interconnected system with heterogeneous
communication delays
communication delays. Consider an interconnected system shown in Figure 2.5. The system
consists of subsystems Σ1, Σ2 of the form (2.20) which are interconnected according to the
formulas u˜iv˜i
 = Sid (ηi − χi)yi
 , i = 1, 2, (2.42)
u˜2 = v˜d1 + δ1, u˜1 = v˜
d
2 + δ2, (2.43)
where v˜d1, v˜
d
2 are signals v˜1, v˜2 subjected to heterogeneous constant communication delays,
specifically
v˜d1(t) :=
[
v˜T11(t − T (1)1 ) . . . v˜T1p(t − T (p)1 )
]T
, (2.44)
v˜d2(t) :=
[
v˜T21(t − T (1)2 ) . . . v˜T2m(t − T (m)2 )
]T
, (2.45)
T (1)1 , . . . T
(p)
1 ≥ 0 are communication delays in the communication channels from Σ1 to Σ2, and
T (1)2 , . . . T
(m)
2 ≥ 0 are the communication delays in the communication channels from Σ2 to Σ1.
Signals δ1(t) ∈ Rp, δ2(t) ∈ Rm represent communication errors in their respective communi-
cation channels, and χ1(t) ∈ Rm, χ2(t) ∈ Rp are external additive disturbances applied to the
inputs of Σ1 and Σ2, respectively.
Suppose the subsystems Σ1, Σ2 are arbitrary non-planar conic. Our goal is to design scatter-
ing transformations S1d, S2d such that the overall interconnection is finite gain L2-stable with
respect to inputs δ1, δ2, χ1, χ2. Note that, since the system under consideration contains com-
munication delays, the definition of finite gain L2-stability used above in Sections 2.3-2.5 is
no longer directly applicable. We will instead use the notion of weak finite gain L2-stability
defined as follows: system with input η and output y is weakly finite gain L2-stable if there
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exists γ > 0 such that
t1∫
t0
|y(s)|2 ds ≤ γ2
t1∫
t0
|η(s)|2 ds + β0,
holds for all t1 ≥ t0, where β0 ≥ 0 may depend on system’s trajectories before t0 (i.e., for
t ≤ t0). Clearly, the notion of weak finite gain L2-stability includes the finite gain L2-stability
as a special case where β0 = V (t0).
In order to approach the above described stabilization problem, let us first define a new set
of scattering variables ui, vi, i = 1, 2, according to the formulasuivi
 = Sid ηiyi
 , i = 1, 2. (2.46)
Comparing (2.46) with (2.42), one concludes thatuivi
 =  u˜i + χˆi1v˜i + χˆi2,
 , i = 1, 2, (2.47)
where
[
χˆTi1 χˆ
T
i2,
]T
:= Sid
[
χTi 0 . . . 0
]T
, i = 1, 2. Using (2.47), the interconnection con-
straints (2.43), (2.44) can be rewritten in the form
u2 = vd1 + δ¯1, u1 = v
d
2 + δ¯2, (2.48)
where
vd1(t) :=
[
v11(t − T (1)1 ) . . . v1p(t − T (p)1 )
]T
,
vd2(t) :=
[
v21(t − T (1)2 ) . . . v2m(t − T (m)2 )
]T
and δ¯1, δ¯2 are new external signals which are related to δ1, δ2, χ1, χ2 according to the formulas
δ¯1 := δ1 + χˆ21 − χˆd11, δ¯2 := δ2 + χˆ12 − χˆd22, (2.49)
where
χˆd11(t) :=
[
χˆ111(t − T (1)1 ) . . . χˆ11p(t − T (p)1 )
]T
, and
χˆd22(t) :=
[
χˆ221(t − T (1)2 ) . . . χˆ22m(t − T (m)2 )
]T
.
Formulas (2.46)-(2.49) define an equivalent representation of the interconnection (2.42)-(2.44);
the corresponding block diagram is shown in Figure 2.6. Weak finite gain L2-stability of the
system (2.20), (2.42)-(2.44) with respect to external signals δ1, δ2, χ1, χ2 is equivalent to that of
the system (2.20), (2.46), (2.48) with respect to the signals δ¯1, δ¯2. Weak finite gain L2-stability
of the system (2.20), (2.46), (2.48), on the other hand, can be guaranteed by the small gain
arguments. Specifically, the following lemma is valid.
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Figure 2.6: An equivalent block diagram of the scattering-based interconnection with commu-
nication delays
Lemma 2.6.1. Suppose each subsystem Σ(u,v)i defined by (2.20), (2.46) with input ui and output
vi, i = 1, 2, is finite gain L2-stable, and the corresponding L2-gains satisfy the small gain
condition γ1 · γ2 < 1. Then the interconnected system (2.20), (2.46), (2.48) with input
[
δ¯T1 , δ¯
T
2
]T
and output
[
yT1 , y
T
2
]T
is weakly finite gain L2-stable.
The proof of Lemma 2.6.1 follows the same line of reasoning as the proof of Lemma 4
in [27] and can be found in the Appendix B (see Proof B.2).
Lemma 2.6.1 together with Corollary 2.4.2 of Section 2.4 provide a recipe for scattering-
based stabilization of interconnections of non-planar conic systems with communication de-
lays (2.20), (2.42)-(2.44). Specifically, using Corollary 2.4.2, the scattering transformations
S1d, S2d in (2.46) should be designed to make the subsystems Σ
(u,v)
1 , Σ
(u,v)
2 finite gain L2-stable
with gains that satisfy the small-gain condition of Lemma 2.6.1. The weak finite gain L2-
stability of the system (2.20), (2.46), (2.48) (and, therefore, that of the equivalent system (2.20),
(2.42)-(2.44)) then follows from Lemma 2.6.1. The design procedure is as follows. Let the
systems Σ1, Σ2 be arbitrary nonplanar conic, Σi ∈ Int (Ωi, φri), dim Ω1 = m, dim Ω2 = p, and
φri ∈ (0, pi/2), i = 1, 2. Similarly to the procedure described in Section 2.5, let vectors ω11, . . . ,
ω1m form an orthonormal basis in Ω1, vectors ω
2
1, . . . , ω
2
p form an orthonormal basis in Ω2, and
consider the matrices
G1 :=
[
ω11 . . . ω
1
m ω
1
m+1 . . . ω
1
m+p
]
,
G2 :=
[
ω21 . . . ω
2
p ω
2
p+1 . . . ω
2
p+m
]
,
whose columns form orthonormal bases in Rm+p. Consider the scattering transformations of
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the form
S1d := Γ (φr1, φrd1) GT1 , S2d := Γ (φr2, φrd2) G
T
2 , (2.50)
where Γ (φri, φrdi), i = 1, 2, are defined by (2.26), and the desired radii φrdi ∈ (0, pi/2) are chosen
to satisfy
φrd1 + φrd2 < pi/2. (2.51)
The following statement summarizes the developed stabilization method.
Theorem 2.6.2. Consider a scattering-based interconnection with delays (2.20), (2.42)-(2.44).
Suppose the subsystems Σ1, Σ2 are arbitrary non-planar conic, Σi ∈ Int (Ωi, φri), dim Ω1 = m,
dim Ω2 = p, φri ∈ (0, pi/2), i = 1, 2. Suppose the scattering transformations S1d, S2d are
designed according to (2.50), where φrd1, φrd2 ∈ (0, pi/2) are chosen to satisfy (2.51). Then the
interconnection (2.20), (2.42)-(2.44) is weakly finite gain L2-stable.
Proof According to Corollary 2.4.2, scattering transformations (2.50) make the subsystems
Σ
(u,v)
1 , Σ
(u,v)
2 finite gain L2-stable with gains γ1 := tan(φrd1), γ2 := tan(φrd2), respectively. Since
φrd1, φrd2 ∈ (0, pi/2), the condition (2.51) is equivalent to tan(φrd1) · tan(φrd2) < 1. Lemma 2.6.1
then implies that the system (2.20), (2.46), (2.48) is weakly finite gain L2-stable. The latter is
equivalent to the weak finite-gain L2-stability of the interconnection (2.20), (2.42)-(2.44). The
proof is complete.
2.6.1 Example: bilateral teleoperation with communication delays
In this subsection, an application of the generalized scattering-based stabilization technique to
bilateral teleoperators with communication delays is motivated, and one possible design ap-
proach is outlined. A teleoperator system consists of master and slave manipulators, where the
master is controlled by the human operator’s hand, while the slave executes a task in contact
with the remote environment. The master and the slave sites exchange position, velocity, and
force information, which allows for coordination of the motions of the master and the slave
manipulators, as well as for providing the human operator with the haptic information which
represents the slave-environment interaction. In the conventional approach to scattering-based
master-slave teleoperator systems [2, 24], behaviors of both the environment and the human
operator are assumed passive, and the local master and slave control laws must be chosen to
guarantee/preserve passivity of the closed-loop master and slave subsystems. Under these con-
ditions, the conventional scattering transformations on both sides of communication channel
stabilize the system in the presence of constant communication delays. In practice, behavior
of the human operator is not always passive [11], and so are the dynamics of the environ-
ment [4,19]. The choice of local master and slave control laws, on the other hand, is drastically
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limited by the requirement of passivity imposed on the closed-loop master/slave dynamics. In
addition, mechanical systems such as robots are naturally passive with respect to “velocity-
force” input-output pair; adding position information to the vector of input-output signals is
typically not possible, particularly because passivity requires equal number of inputs and out-
puts. The absence of position information in the signals transmitted between the master and
the slave leads to well-documented problems with position tracking in the scattering-based
teleoperation, where only partial results exist [6, 26].
All the above mentioned difficulties, however, can be avoided by using the framework of
non-planar conicity and generalized scattering developed in our work. One possible design
approach can be outlined as follows. The scattering-based bilateral teleoperator system has
a structure shown in Figure 2.7. The leftmost block of the diagram in Figure 2.7 represents
Slave
+
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T
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... {{ T (1)2
T
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2
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 
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x˙d
 
frfˆr
 fvh
Figure 2.7: Block diagram of the scattering-based bilateral teleoperator system with commu-
nication delays
an interconnection of the controlled master manipulator and the human operator dynamics.
Similarly to the example in Section 2.5.1, the dynamics of the master manipulator in the task
space are described by Euler-Lagrange equations of the form:
Hm(qm)x¨m + Cm(qm, q˙m)x˙m + Gm(qm) = um − fh + fˆr, (2.52)
where xm, x˙m, x¨m ∈ Rm are position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively, of the master’s
end-effector in the task space coordinates, qm, q˙m ∈ Rn are position and velocity of the master’s
joints, Hm(qm), Cm(qm, q˙m) are matrices of inertia and Coriolis/centrifugal forces of the master
manipulator, Gm(qm) is the vector of potential forces, um is the control input, fh is the human
operator force applied to the end-effector of the master, and fˆr is the force reflection signal. Let
the master control algorithm have a simple “damping+gravity compensation” form:
um = Gm(qm) − Kdmx˙m, (2.53)
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where Kdm =
(
Kdm
)T
> 0 is a matrix of control (damping) gains. The dynamics of the human
operator in contact with the master are assumed to have the form:
Hh(qh)x¨m +
[
Ch(qh, q˙h) + Kdh
]
x˙m + K shxm + f
v
h = fh, (2.54)
where Hh(qh), Ch(qh, q˙h) are the matrices of inertia and Coriolis/centrifugal forces experienced
by the human arm, which are functions of the human arm configuration qh and its joint velocity
q˙h. Also, Kdh , K
s
h are symmetric positive definite matrices that represent damping and stiffness
of the human hand, and f vh are additional forces that are voluntarily generated by the human
muscles. Model (2.54) represents the dynamics of a human hand in the form of Euler-Lagrange
equations similar to those used for the dynamics of a manipulator, with gravity forces assumed
to be compensated by the human muscular system. The damping and particularly the end-point
stiffness terms are known to play substantial and, in many cases, dominant role in the human
hand dynamics [17, 31]. Substituting (2.53) into (2.52) and combining with (2.54), one gets[
Hm(qm) + Hh(qh)
]
x¨m +
[
Cm(qm, q˙m) + Ch(qh, q˙h)
]
x˙m +
[
Kdm + K
d
h
]
x˙m + K shxm = fˆr − f vh . (2.55)
The above equation (2.55) describes the dynamics of the controlled master device in contact
with the human hand. To determine the parameters of a (non-planar) cone that represents the
dynamics (2.55), one can proceed as follows. Consider a storage function candidate
V =
1
2
x˙Tm
[
Hm(qm) + Hh(qh)
]
x˙m +
1
2
xTmMxm,
where M = MT > 0 is a matrix of constant design parameters. The derivative of V along the
trajectories of (2.55) can be calculated as
V˙ =

f ∗
xm
x˙m

T 
O O 12 I
O O 12
[
M − K sh
]
1
2 I
1
2
[
M − K sh
] [
Kdm + K
d
h
]


f ∗
xm
x˙m
 , (2.56)
where f ∗ := fˆr − f vh . The parameters of a non-planar cone that represents the closed-loop
master-human dynamics (2.55) can be calculated from (2.56) using the procedure described
in Section 2.2.1. Note that some of the parameters in the quadratic form (2.56) (specifically,
matrices M and Kdm) are design parameters which can be chosen freely. This already provides
the designer with certain control over the parameters of the corresponding dynamic cone even
before the scattering-based design is applied. The rightmost block in Figure 2.7 represents the
dynamics of a controlled slave manipulator in contact with the environment. The stability of
such an interconnection can be guaranteed, and the parameters of the corresponding cone can
be calculated using the method described in Section 2.5.1. Once the parameters of the dy-
namic cones of both master-human and slave-environment interconnections are obtained, the
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scattering transformations Sm and Ss can be designed using the method presented earlier in this
section which is summarized in Theorem 2.6.2. As a result, stability of the bilateral teleop-
erator system in the presence of multiple communication delays can be guaranteed. Detailed
development of this approach is a topic for future research.
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the notion of non-planar conicity is introduced, and scattering-based methods
for stabilization of interconnections of non-planar conic systems are developed. The notion
of non-planar conicity extends the conventional (planar) conicity notion to the case where the
dimension of the central subspace is, generally speaking, greater than one. This extension al-
lows for capturing a substantially larger class of systems as compared to the case of planar
conicity, including systems with non-equal number of inputs and outputs, and also for more
precise description of system’s dynamics due to higher flexibility in the choice of the cen-
tral subspace. A procedure for calculation of the parameters of the (non-planar) cone for an
arbitrary system dissipative with a quadratic supply rate is presented. Furthermore, a general-
ized scattering transformation is developed that allows for rendering the input-output dynamic
characteristics of a non-planar conic system into an arbitrary prescribed cone of compatible
dimensions. Consequently, scattering-based methods for stabilization of interconnections of
non-planar conic systems are developed, including the case of interconnections with multiple
heterogeneous communication delays. Applications of the developed scattering-based tech-
niques to coupled stability problem in robotics and bilateral teleoperation with communication
delays are outlined. Overall, the approach developed in the chapter offers direct extension of
the existing scattering-based stabilization methods to a fundamentally larger class of dynami-
cal systems, while the new scattering transformation makes these methods substantially more
flexible and powerful as compared to the existing methods. Future research directions, in par-
ticular, include detailed development of performance-oriented design procedures for coupled
stability and bilateral teleoperation with communication delays along the lines described in
Sections 2.5.1 and 2.6.1, respectively. One particularly important issue is related to the choice
of bases G and Gd in the expression for the scattering transformation (2.25). There is obviously
a continuum of possible choices of G and Gd and, while stability is guaranteed for any G and
Gd, however performance would drastically depend on the specific choice of these bases. Since
the definition of performance may substantially depend on the particular task, any recipe for
the choice of G, Gd would also be task-dependent. Development of performance-oriented de-
sign procedures for scattering-based stabilization in different applications is an important issue
for future research.
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Chapter 3
Stabilization of Robot-Environment
Interaction Through Generalized
Scattering Techniques
The material presented in this chapter is submitted for the publication in The IEEE Transac-
tions on Robotics (T-RO) (Submission number: 18-0373), 2018.
A framework for the coupled stability problem is presented which is based on the non-
planar conic systems formalism and generalized scattering-based stabilization methods. The
proposed framework fundamentally generalizes the conventional passivity-based approaches
to the coupled stability problem. In particular, it allows for stabilization of not necessarily pas-
sive robot-environment interaction where both the manipulator and the environment are general
dissipative systems with quadratic supply rates. Also, it can be used in combination with an
arbitrary robot’s tracking control algorithm and does not affect the trajectory tracking perfor-
mance in free space. A detailed design example is presented which illustrates the capabilities
of the proposed method.
3.1 Introduction
The problem of stability of robot environment interaction, also known as contact or coupled
stability, is a fundamental problem in robotics [14,17,34]. Conventional results in this area are
based on the passivity framework [4,6,7,13]. Essentially, in order to form a stable contact with
a passive environment, the closed-loop manipulator dynamics must be passive. The passivity-
based approach can be partially extended to a limited class of active environments, specifically
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to those where the environmental behavior can be decomposed into passive dynamics and an
active external force independent of the robot’s/environment’s states [4]. The approaches based
on passivity, however, suffer from at least two limitations. First, examples of non-passive envi-
ronmental dynamics do exist [3, 18], to which passivity-based design is not applicable, at least
directly. Second, even for passive environments, a more detailed description of the environ-
mental behavior can frequently be obtained which forms a (possibly small) subset of a general
passive behavior. In these cases, design based solely on passivity considerations can be overly
conservative and may impose unnecessary constraints on the interaction control algorithms. In
particular, the requirement of passivity imposed on the closed-loop manipulator dynamics ap-
pears to be in contradiction with the manipulator’s position tracking performance. Extensions
of coupled stability criteria that go beyond the passivity framework are pursued in [5,8]. In fact,
the latter works implement loop transformations that, for linear time-invariant systems, expand
the passivity and the small-gain criteria to more general cases of graph separation stability
conditions.
In this work, we propose a comprehensive approach to the problems of coupled stability
and stabilization of robot-environment interaction. The approach is based on the non-planar
conic systems formalism as well as the generalized version of the scattering transformation
applicable to non-planar conic systems, which were recently developed by the authors [30–32].
The notion of non-planar conicity is an extension of the conventional (planar) conicity [35] to
the case where the cone’s center is a subspace of dimension, generally speaking, higher than
1. As shown in [30, 32], the class of non-planar conic systems essentially coincides with that
of dissipative systems with quadratic supply rate; the method for calculation of parameters
of a non-planar cone for an arbitrary (Q,S,R)-dissipative system is given in [30, Lemma 3]
(see also [32, Lemma 4]). The generalized version of the scattering transformation pursued
in [31, 32], on the other hand, allows for rendering of input-output characteristics of a non-
planar conic system into a prescribed cone of compatible dimensions. In view of the graph
separation stability condition [30, 32], the ability to change the parameters of a system’s cone
can be used for stabilization of interconnections of systems; the corresponding methods were
developed in [31, 32], including the case of interconnections with communication delays.
When it comes to the problem of coupled stability, the use of the non-planar conic systems
framework and generalized scattering transformations may lead to fundamental extensions of
the existing coupled stability criteria and methods for stabilization of robot-environment inter-
action. Direct application of the methods developed in [30–32] to the coupled stability problem,
however, is not preferable, partially because straightforward design based on the methods from
the above cited works would interfere with a robot’s tracking performance in free space. In this
chapter, we present a design framework for coupled stability problem which is compatible with
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an arbitrary trajectory tracking control algorithm and does not affect the trajectory tracking per-
formance. The framework is based on the non-planar conic systems formalism and scattering
based stabilization, where the scattering transformation is designed to guarantee coupled sta-
bility while satisfying specially formulated constraints that preclude its interference with free
space tracking. A detailed design example is presented where a manipulator controlled by a tra-
jectory tracking control algorithm experiences non-passive contact with an environment which
results in coupled instability, while the application of the proposed scattering based methods
stabilizes the robot-environment interaction.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the necessary background material re-
lated to recent developments of non-planar conicity and generalized scattering transformations
is described following [32]. The scattering-based design approach to the coupled stability
problem is presented in Section 3.3. A procedure for constrained scattering-based design is
described in Section 3.4. An example of scattering-based design for coupled stability is pre-
sented in detail in Section 3.5, including a theoretical rationale as well as results of simulations.
Conclusions are given in Section 3.6.
3.2 Non-planar conicity and scattering-based stabilization
In this section, a brief overview of some recent developments related to the notion of non-
planar conicity and generalized scattering transformations is presented. Further details can be
found in [30–32].
3.2.1 Non-planar conicity
Consider a nonlinear system of the form
Σ :
 x˙ = f (x, η),y = h(x, η), (3.1)
where x ∈ Rn is the state, η ∈ Rm the input, and y ∈ Rp the output of system (3.1), respectively.
The functions f (·, ·), h(·, ·) are locally Lipschitz continuous in their arguments. A system (3.1)
is said to be dissipative with respect to supply rate w : Rp × Rm → R if there exists a storage
function V : Rn → R+ such that the inequality
V (x(t1)) − V (x(t0)) ≤
t1∫
t0
w (y(τ), η(τ)) dτ
holds along the trajectories of the system (3.1) for any t1 ≥ t0, any initial state x(t0), and an
arbitrary admissible control input η(t), t ∈ [t0, t1).
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Definition 3.1. [30] Given a subspace Ω ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ω = l ∈ {0, . . . ,m+ p}, and φr ∈ [0, pi/2),
a system Σ of the form (3.1) is said to be interior conic with respect to the cone with centre Ω
and radius φr (Σ ∈ Int (Ω, φr)) if it is dissipative with supply rate
w (y, η) =
[
ηT yT
]
W (Ω, φr)
ηy
 , (3.2)
where matrix W (Ω, φr) has the form
W (Ω, φr) := ΠΩ − cos2 φr · Im+p, (3.3)
where ΠΩ is the matrix of projection onto subspace Ω.
For a dissipative system with a given quadratic supply rate, a parametrization in terms of
the cone’s center Ω and radius φr can be obtained as follows. Given matrices Q = QT ∈ Rp×p,
R = RT ∈ Rm×m, and S ∈ Rp×m, a system of the form (3.1) is said to be (Q, S ,R)-dissipative [11]
if it is dissipative with supply rate
w(y, η) := yT Qy + 2yT S η + ηT Rη =
[
ηT yT
]
[QSR]
ηy
 ,
where
[QSR] :=
R S TS Q
 ∈ R(m+p)×(m+p).
Matrix [QSR] is real symmetric and, therefore, its eigenvalues µ1, . . . , µm+p are all real. Let
λ(QS R) := {µ1, . . . , µm+p} denote the set of eigenvalues of [QSR], λ−(QS R) ⊂ λ(QS R) the
set of strictly negative (< 0) eigenvalues of [QS R], and λ+(QS R) := λ(QS R) \ λ−(QS R) the
set of nonnegative (≥ 0) eigenvalues of [QSR]. Let l := card {λ+(QS R)} be the number of
nonnegative eigenvalues of [QSR], and
µ− := min
{|µi| : µi ∈ λ−(QS R)} , (3.4)
µ+ := max
{|µi| : µi ∈ λ+(QS R)} . (3.5)
The value of µ− is well-defined if λ−(QS R) , ∅ (equivalently, if l < m + p). Similarly, µ+ is
well-defined if λ+(QS R) , ∅ (equivalently, if l > 0). The following statement is valid.
Lemma 3.2.1. [30] Suppose the system (3.1) is (Q, S ,R)-dissipative. Then it is interior conic
in the sense of Definition 3.1 with center Ω ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ω = l, and radius φr ∈ [0, pi/2).
Specifically,
Ω := span
{
g+1 , . . . , g
+
l
}
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is the subspace spanned by those eigenvectors g+1 , . . . , g
+
l of matrix [QSR] that correspond to
its nonnegative eigenvalues µi ∈ λ+(QS R). If 0 < l < m + p, then
φr := tan−1

√
µ+
µ−
 .
Otherwise (i.e., if l = 0 or l = m + p), radius φr ∈ (0, pi/2) can be chosen arbitrarily.
Lemma 3.2.1 gives a method for calculation of the dynamic cone’s parameters (i.e., the
central subspace and the radius) of a system of the form (3.1) dissipative with a given quadratic
supply rate. Conditions for finite gain L2-stability of a feedback interconnection of two non-
planar conic systems based on the parameters of their dynamic cones were developed in [30,
32]. A system of the form (3.1) is said to be finite gain L2-stable if it is dissipative with
supply rate w(y, η) := γ2|η|2 − |y|2, where γ ≥ 0 is the L2-gain, see [33]. Finite gain L2-
stability of a feedback interconnection of two non-planar conic subsystems shown in Figure 3.1
can be guaranteed by a “graph separation” condition given below in Theorem 3.2.2. To for-
⌃1
⌃2
y2
y1 1
 2
⌘1
⌘2
+
+
Figure 3.1: Feedback interconnection of Σ1 and Σ2.
mulate the graph separation condition, it is convenient to use a notion similar to the one of
the inverse graph in [27]. Informally, a system Σ is inverse interior conic (with some centre
Ω and radius φr) if the same system with inverse causality (i.e., with y considered an input
and η an output) is Int (Ω, φr). Formally, given a central subspace Ω ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ω = m,
let vectors ω1, . . .ωm ∈ Rm+p form a basis in Ω, i.e., span
[
ω1 . . . ωm
]
= Ω. Define
Ω := span
(
P(m,p) ·
[
ω1 . . . ωm
])
, where P(m,p) ∈ Rm+p is a permutation matrix of the form
P(m,p) :=
O Ip
Im O
 . (3.6)
A system Σ of the form (3.1) is called inverse interior conic with respect to the cone with centre
Ω and radius φr (we will use notation Σ ∈ Int(Ω, φr)) iff Σ ∈ Int
(
Ω, φr
)
.
Consider now two subsystems of the form
Σi :
 x˙i = fi (xi, ηi) ,yi = hi(xi, ηi), i ∈ {1, 2}, (3.7)
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where y2, η1 ∈ Rm, y1, η2 ∈ Rp, interconnected as follows
η1 = y2 + χ1, η2 = y1 + χ2, (3.8)
where χ1 ∈ Rm, χ2 ∈ Rp are external inputs, as shown in Figure 3.1. The closed-loop sys-
tem (3.7), (3.8) has the input [χT1 , χ
T
2 ]
T ∈ Rm+p, and the output [yT1 , yT2 ]T ∈ Rm+p. The following
result is valid.
Theorem 3.2.2. [30] Consider an interconnected system of the form (3.7), (3.8). Suppose
Σ1 ∈ Int (Ω1, φr1), Σ2 ∈ Int (Ω2, φr2), where Ω1 ⋂ Ω2 = {0}, dim Ω1 = m, dim Ω2 = p. If the
following “graph separation” condition is satisfied
σmax
(
ΠΩ1 · ΠΩ2
)
< cos (φr1 + φr2), (3.9)
then the interconnected system (3.7), (3.8) is finite gain L2-stable.
Remark Condition (3.9) is equivalent to the existence of a constant δ0 > 0 such that
cos−1
(
σmax
(
ΠΩ1 · ΠΩ2
))
− φr1 − φr2 = δ0. (3.10)
Since cos−1
(
σmax
(
ΠΩ1ΠΩ2
))
represents the angle between subspaces Ω1 and Ω2, condition (3.10)
(equivalently, (3.9)) implies that the subsystems’ cones are separated by a gap δ0. The size of
gap δ0, in particular, represents the amount of robustness of stability in an interconnected sys-
tem [10].
3.2.2 Scattering-based stabilization of interconnections of non-planar
conic systems
The scattering (wave) transformation was first used for stabilization purposes in [1, 2, 21],
where it was implemented to overcome delay induced instability in force reflecting teleoperator
systems. Since then, scattering/wave based stabilization has become one of the most popular
techniques in bilateral teleoperation with communication delays [15, 20, 22, 26]. One possible
interpretation of the effect of the scattering transformation used in the above cited works is
that it transforms a passive system into a system with gain less than or equal to one [1]. In
recent years, progressively more powerful scattering transformation techniques were developed
in [12, 24, 31, 32]. In particular, the scattering transformation presented in [31, 32] allows for
rendering of the input-output characteristics of a non-planar conic system into an arbitrary
prescribed cone with equal dimension of the central subspace. Specifically, suppose a system
Σ ∈ Int (Ω, φr), where Ω ⊂ Rm+p is the central subspace, dim Ω = m, and φr ∈ (0, pi/2)
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is a radius. Given a desired central subspace Ωd ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ωd = m, and desired radius
φrd ∈ (0, pi/2), one would like to construct a transformation of the formuv
 := S (Ω,Ωd, φr, φrd) ηy
 , (3.11)
such that the transformed system Σ(u,v) with new input-output variables (u, v), u ∈ Rm, v ∈
Rp, is interior conic with central subspace Ωd and radius φrd (i.e., Σ(u,v) ∈ Int (Ωd, φrd)). A
transformation with the above described properties can be constructed as follows. Let vectors
g1, g2, . . . , gm form an orthonormal basis in Ω. The set of vectors {g1, g2, . . . , gm} ∈ Ω can be
augmented with additional vectors gm+1, . . . , gm+p ∈ Ω⊥ such that the columns of
G :=
[
g1 . . . gm gm+1 . . . gm+p
]
(3.12)
form an orthonormal basis in Rm+p. Similarly, a matrix Gd can be constructed such that its
first m columns form an orthonormal basis in Ωd, while the whole set of its columns forms an
orthonormal basis in Rm+p. Consider a scattering transformation
S (Ω,Ωd, φr, φrd) := Gd · Γ (φr, φrd) ·GT , (3.13)
where
Γ (φr, φrd) :=
(
cos φrd
cos φr
)α
·
(
sin φrd
sin φr
)−β
· diag

(
tan φrd
tan φr
)α
Im,
(
tan φrd
tan φr
)β
Ip
 , (3.14)
and α := −p/(m + p), β := m/(m + p). The following lemma is valid.
Lemma 3.2.3. [31,32] Suppose a system Σ of the form (3.1) is such that Σ ∈ Int (Ω, φr), where
Ω ⊂ Rm+p, dim Ω = m, and φr ∈ (0, pi/2). Then the transformed system (3.1), (3.11), (3.13),
(3.14) with new input-output variables (u, v) satisfies Σ(u,v) ∈ Int (Ωd, φrd).
One important application of Lemma 3.2.3 is for stabilization of interconnections of non-
planar conic systems. Suppose subsystems Σi, i = 1, 2 are non-planar conic. To guarantee
stability of the feedback interconnection of (Σ1,Σ2), one can implement a scattering transfor-
mation for one of the subsystem which renders its input-output characteristics into a desired
dynamic cone. If the parameters of the desired cone are chosen in a way that guarantees the
fulfilment of the graph separation stability condition (Theorem 3.2.2), then the interconnection
is guaranteed to be finite gain L2-stable. A detailed description of the design methods that use
scattering transformation of the form (3.13), (3.14), including the case of interconnections with
multiple communication delays, can be found in [32].
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3.3 Scattering-based approach to the coupled stability
problem
The purpose of this work is to develop a scattering-based technique for stabilization of robot-
environment interactions. We assume that the robot is controlled such that the trajectory of its
end-effector Ψ(t) :=
[
xT (t), x˙T (t)
]T
follows some sufficiently smooth desired trajectory Ψd(t) :=[
xTd (t), x˙
T
d (t)
]T
, where x and xd represent the actual and the desired positions of the end-effector,
respectively, while x˙ and x˙d represent the actual and the desired velocities of the end-effector.
When the robot’s end-effector encounters an environment, an interaction force fe is generated
which is applied to the robot’s end-effector, thus forming the closed-loop robot-environment
dynamics. The problem of stability of this closed-loop system is known as the coupled stability
problem [8].
Our approach to the coupled stability problem is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In order to
guarantee stability of the robot-environment interaction, a scattering transformation is inserted
between the robot and the environment subsystems, as shown in the left side of Figure 3.2.
The scattering transformation is designed in a way that guarantees the fulfilment of the graph
separation stability condition (described by Theorem 3.2.2) between the robot’s and the en-
vironment dynamics. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, the scattering transformation defines a
relationship between the contact force fe, the tracking errorV := Ψ−Ψd, and two new “inner”
signals v f and E, according to the formula feV
 = S v fE
 , (3.15)
where S is the matrix of scattering transformation. The new signals v f and E represent the robot
force input and a new tracking error, respectively. Obviously, scattering transformation (3.15)
cannot be directly implemented between the robot and the environment as there is mechanical
interaction with energy exchange between these rather than simply an exchange of information
signals. However, the scattering transformation can be implemented indirectly through intro-
duction of auxiliary reference signals fr := v f − fe, Ψ˜r := V − E, as shown in the right part of
Figure 3.2.
One additional design consideration, which is specific for the coupled stability problem,
is that one does not wish the designed scattering transformation to affect the robot’s tracking
performance in free space. More precisely, in the absence of contact between the robot and
the environment, i.e., when fe = 0, it makes sense to require that the transformed force v is
also equal to zero and the transformed tracking error E is equal to the actual tracking error
V. This requirement imposes constraints on the structure of the scattering matrix S in (3.15);
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specifically, its inverse S−1 must be of the form
S−1 =
S1 O
S2 I
 , (3.16)
where O, I are zero and unit matrices of appropriate dimensions, and the matrices S1, S2 are
arbitrary with nonsingular S1. It is worth mentioning that, in this case, the transform S has a
structure similar to that of its inverse (3.16), specifically,
S =
 S−11 O−S2 S−11 I
 . (3.17)
From implementation point of view, however, it is more convenient to work with the inverse
transform S−1 rather than with S, partially because the signals in the left-hand side of (3.15)
(i.e., fe, V) are readily available, while the signals in the right-hand side of (3.15) (i.e., v f
and E) are to be determined. The requirement for the scattering transformation to satisfy con-
straints (3.16) (equivalently, (3.17)) effectively makes the design methods developed in [31,32]
(i.e., those based on the scattering transformation of the form (3.13), (3.14)) inapplicable to the
coupled stability problem. In the next section, we describe a procedure for the design of a
scattering transformation that guarantees stability through graph separation while satisfying
the constraints (3.16).
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Figure 3.2: Scattering-based stabilization of robot-environment interaction
3.4 A procedure for constrained scattering-based design
Consider a scattering based robot-environment interconnection shown in Figure 3.2. Sup-
pose the environment with input V ∈ Rm and output fe ∈ Rp is a non-planar conic system
with a central subspace Ωe, dim Ωe = m, and radius φe ∈ (0, pi/2), which is denoted by
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Σe(V, fe) ∈ Int (Ωe, φe). Suppose the robot with input v f ∈ Rp and output E ∈ Rm is also non-planar
conic with central subspace Ωr, dim Ωr = p and radius φr ∈ (0, pi/2), i.e., Σr(v f ,E) ∈ Int (Ωr, φr).
Our goal is to find a scattering transformation S ∈ R(p+m)×(p+m) of the form (3.15) that renders
the dynamic characteristics of the robot with new input-output pair ( fe,V) into a dynamic cone
Int
(
Ωsr, φ
s
r
)
, where Ωsr and φ
s
r ∈ (0, pi/2) are the transformed center and radius, respectively, with
the following property: Σr( fe,V) ∈ Int
(
Ωsr, φ
s
r
)
and Σe(V, fe) ∈ Int (Ωe, φe) satisfy the graph separa-
tion stability condition of Theorem 3.2.2 with a prescribed gap δ0 > 0 (see Remark 3.2.1). In
addition, thus designed scattering transformation S must satisfy the constraints (3.16), (3.17).
Since there may exist many (generally speaking, a continuum of) transformations with the
above described properties, one may like to choose a transformation that results in the min-
imum deviation from the tracking control law that controls the manipulator’s motion in free
space. Such a deviation can be measured as a norm of a (possibly weighted) difference be-
tween the inverse scattering transformation matrix S−1 and the unit matrix I. One particular
way to describe a difference between S−1 and I, which is utilized in our work, is to consider a
functional of the form
F∆ (S) := tr
[[
S−1 − I
]T · ∆ · [S−1 − I]] , (3.18)
where ∆ is a diagonal weighting matrix with positive diagonal elements such that tr∆ = 1.
Different diagonal elements in ∆ assign different weights to rows of
[
S−1 − I
]
. Based on the
above description, our goal is to solve an optimization problem of the form:
S∗ = arg min
S−1of the form (3.16)
F∆ (S) (3.19)
subject to constraint
cos−1
(
σmax
(
ΠΩsr · ΠΩe
))
− φe − φsr − δ0 ≥ 0. (3.20)
The transformed center Ωsr and radius φ
s
r that enter the constraint (3.20) can be calculated by
applying Lemma 3.2.1 to the transformed supply rate matrix W sr := S
−T ·
[
ΠΩr − cos2 φrI
]
·
S−1. The Matlab code that solves the optimization problem (3.19), (3.20) for a specific robot-
environment interaction task addressed below in Section 3.5 can be downloaded from [29].
3.5 Example of scattering-based design for coupled stability
3.5.1 Mathematical models of the controlled manipulator and
the environment
We address a problem of coupled stability between a robot manipulator controlled by a trajec-
tory tracking control algorithm and an environment where the interaction between the two is
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characterized by a damping matrix with some negative eigenvalues and therefore non-passive.
The problem is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Consider a robot manipulator whose dynamics are
Dse
<latexit sha1_base64="m+1XuRA15ICct 5uSsu5hDRYCFWs=">AAAEB3ichVPNalNBFJ42/tT41+rSzWAIFCnhXlHURbGgC3dWaNp CE8rcuefmTjt/zJyYxktewJVbfQpX4lbfwp0P4CsIziSN5KaCAwOHc+Y7851vvsmsFB6T 5MfKauPS5StX1641r9+4eev2+sadfW+GjkOXG2ncYcY8SKGhiwIlHFoHTGUSDrLTF7F+ 8BacF0bv4dhCX7GBFoXgDENq/+Vx5WFyvN5KOsl00YtBeh60nv/+bn4SQnaPN1Z/9XLDh wo0csm8P0oTi/2KORRcwqTZQzjDkcix3E4fPVaq2XOgYcSNUkznVW9O2aMD5OWkSjvpZ PlQwZSQ4xwKNpQ4qXqI87jZG3qwjJ+yARyFUDMFvl9N5ZjQdsjktDAubI10ml1EVEx5P1 ZZOKkYln65FpP/rA0cs6XgPhSn7W1ebNFMoGLWhhvnZVoICXUkWF+IwV+c8ei5ExaXMe1 FUCRgUZ1FWNA4qO1p0Gc2VdAPeHxD6nkJCqjQHpmUkNcuRhFQ/2lQA+Q+VpcUxuJpvxL aDhE0nwlcDCVFQ6OnaC5caCXHIWBhrOABykvmGMfgvFonz1lguB0ttWWdscZFBkxuSTEo kRudgw6P16/eSYW45IgHdUcsGoK22/S1DgxEQbEEGv01G9PMEnO3UuEj7QymzEeBLDjq cSyhxnMv7VcRHsdtNsP/SJd/w8Wg+7DzrJO8SVo7m2S21sg9cp9skpQ8ITvkFdklXcLJC flAPpJPjfeNz40vja+zo6sr55i7pLYa3/4AlINfDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mZajVApDuh3p2 rEfMcte/Cpof6s=">AAAEB3ichVPNalNBFJ4m/tT41+pGcDNYAkVCuFcUdVEs6MKdFZq 20IQyd+65udPOHzMntvGSF3DlVp/ApStxq2/hE7jxFQRnkkZ6U8GBgcM58535zjffZFYK j0nyY6nRvHDx0uXlK62r167fuLmyemvHm5Hj0ONGGreXMQ9SaOihQAl71gFTmYTd7Oh5 rO++AeeF0ds4tjBQbKhFITjDkNp5cVB5mBysrCXdZLro+SA9Ddae/f5uft75pLYOVhu/+ rnhIwUauWTe76eJxUHFHAouYdLqI5zgscix3EgfPlKq1Xeg4ZgbpZjOq/6cskcHyMtJl XbTyeKhgikhxzkUbCRxUvUR53GrP/JgGT9iQ9gPoWYK/KCayjGh7ZDJaWFc2BrpNHsWUT Hl/Vhl4aRiWPrFWkz+szZ0zJaC+1Cctrd50aGZQMWsDTfOy7QQEupIsL4Qw78449FzJyw uYtpnQZGARXUSYUHjoLanQZ/ZVEE/4PENqeclKKBCe2RSQl67GEVA/adBDZD7WF1QGIs ng0poO0LQfCZwMZIUDY2eorlwoZUch4CFsYIHKC+ZYxyD82qdPGeB4Ua0VMc6Y42LDJjs SDEskRudgw6PN6jeSoW44Ij7dUecNQRtt+krHRiIgmIJNPprNqaZJeZupcJH2hlMmR8H suCox7GEGs/tdFBFeBy31Qr/I138DeeD3oPu027yOlnbXCeztUzukntknaTkMdkkL8kW6 RFODsl78oF8bL5rfm5+aX6dHW0snWJuk9pqfvsDtzhgQg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mZajVApDuh3p2 rEfMcte/Cpof6s=">AAAEB3ichVPNalNBFJ4m/tT41+pGcDNYAkVCuFcUdVEs6MKdFZq 20IQyd+65udPOHzMntvGSF3DlVp/ApStxq2/hE7jxFQRnkkZ6U8GBgcM58535zjffZFYK j0nyY6nRvHDx0uXlK62r167fuLmyemvHm5Hj0ONGGreXMQ9SaOihQAl71gFTmYTd7Oh5 rO++AeeF0ds4tjBQbKhFITjDkNp5cVB5mBysrCXdZLro+SA9Ddae/f5uft75pLYOVhu/+ rnhIwUauWTe76eJxUHFHAouYdLqI5zgscix3EgfPlKq1Xeg4ZgbpZjOq/6cskcHyMtJl XbTyeKhgikhxzkUbCRxUvUR53GrP/JgGT9iQ9gPoWYK/KCayjGh7ZDJaWFc2BrpNHsWUT Hl/Vhl4aRiWPrFWkz+szZ0zJaC+1Cctrd50aGZQMWsDTfOy7QQEupIsL4Qw78449FzJyw uYtpnQZGARXUSYUHjoLanQZ/ZVEE/4PENqeclKKBCe2RSQl67GEVA/adBDZD7WF1QGIs ng0poO0LQfCZwMZIUDY2eorlwoZUch4CFsYIHKC+ZYxyD82qdPGeB4Ua0VMc6Y42LDJjs SDEskRudgw6PN6jeSoW44Ij7dUecNQRtt+krHRiIgmIJNPprNqaZJeZupcJH2hlMmR8H suCox7GEGs/tdFBFeBy31Qr/I138DeeD3oPu027yOlnbXCeztUzukntknaTkMdkkL8kW6 RFODsl78oF8bL5rfm5+aX6dHW0snWJuk9pqfvsDtzhgQg==</latexit>
Kse
<latexit sha1_base64="zHJ6tHRi00hak GAXb5VP/VkOb4M=">AAAEB3ichVPNalNBFJ42/tT41+rSzWAIFCnhXlHURbHgRnBhhaY tNKHMnXtu7rTzx8yJabzkBVy51adwJW71Ldz5AL6C4EzSSG4qODBwOGe+M9/55pvMSuEx SX6srDYuXb5yde1a8/qNm7dur2/c2fdm6Dh0uZHGHWbMgxQauihQwqF1wFQm4SA7fRHr B2/BeWH0Ho4t9BUbaFEIzjCk9l8dVx4mx+utpJNMF70YpOdB6/nv7+YnIWT3eGP1Vy83f KhAI5fM+6M0sdivmEPBJUyaPYQzHIkcy+300WOlmj0HGkbcKMV0XvXmlD06QF5OqrSTT pYPFUwJOc6hYEOJk6qHOI+bvaEHy/gpG8BRCDVT4PvVVI4JbYdMTgvjwtZIp9lFRMWU92 OVhZOKYemXazH5z9rAMVsK7kNx2t7mxRbNBCpmbbhxXqaFkFBHgvWFGPzFGY+eO2FxGdN eBEUCFtVZhAWNg9qeBn1mUwX9gMc3pJ6XoIAK7ZFJCXntYhQB9Z8GNUDuY3VJYSye9iu h7RBB85nAxVBSNDR6iubChVZyHAIWxgoeoLxkjnEMzqt18pwFhtvRUlvWGWtcZMDklhSD ErnROejweP3qnVSIS454UHfEoiFou01f68BAFBRLoNFfszHNLDF3KxU+0s5gynwUyIKj HscSajz30n4V4XHcZjP8j3T5N1wMug87zzrJm6S1s0lma43cI/fJJknJE7JDXpJd0iWcn JAP5CP51Hjf+Nz40vg6O7q6co65S2qr8e0PrfhfFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7WXr0nZwVujwT owJ0mQVw25NjVI=">AAAEB3ichVPNalNBFJ4m/tT41+pGcDNYAkVCuFcUdVEsuBFcWKF pC00oc+eemzvt/DFzYhsveQFXbvUJXLoSt/oWPoEbX0FwJmmkNxUcGDicM9+Z73zzTWal 8JgkP5YazQsXL11evtK6eu36jZsrq7d2vBk5Dj1upHF7GfMghYYeCpSwZx0wlUnYzY6e x/ruG3BeGL2NYwsDxYZaFIIzDKmdlweVh8nBylrSTaaLng/S02Dt2e/v5uedT2rrYLXxq 58bPlKgkUvm/X6aWBxUzKHgEiatPsIJHoscy4304SOlWn0HGo65UYrpvOrPKXt0gLycV Gk3nSweKpgScpxDwUYSJ1UfcR63+iMPlvEjNoT9EGqmwA+qqRwT2g6ZnBbGha2RTrNnER VT3o9VFk4qhqVfrMXkP2tDx2wpuA/FaXubFx2aCVTM2nDjvEwLIaGOBOsLMfyLMx49d8L iIqZ9FhQJWFQnERY0Dmp7GvSZTRX0Ax7fkHpeggIqtEcmJeS1i1EE1H8a1AC5j9UFhbF 4MqiEtiMEzWcCFyNJ0dDoKZoLF1rJcQhYGCt4gPKSOcYxOK/WyXMWGG5ES3WsM9a4yIDJ jhTDErnROejweIPqrVSIC464X3fEWUPQdpu+0oGBKCiWQKO/ZmOaWWLuVip8pJ3BlPlx IAuOehxLqPHcTgdVhMdxW63wP9LF33A+6D3oPu0mr5O1zXUyW8vkLrlH1klKHpNN8oJsk R7h5JC8Jx/Ix+a75ufml+bX2dHG0inmNqmt5rc/0K1gSQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7WXr0nZwVujwT owJ0mQVw25NjVI=">AAAEB3ichVPNalNBFJ4m/tT41+pGcDNYAkVCuFcUdVEsuBFcWKF pC00oc+eemzvt/DFzYhsveQFXbvUJXLoSt/oWPoEbX0FwJmmkNxUcGDicM9+Z73zzTWal 8JgkP5YazQsXL11evtK6eu36jZsrq7d2vBk5Dj1upHF7GfMghYYeCpSwZx0wlUnYzY6e x/ruG3BeGL2NYwsDxYZaFIIzDKmdlweVh8nBylrSTaaLng/S02Dt2e/v5uedT2rrYLXxq 58bPlKgkUvm/X6aWBxUzKHgEiatPsIJHoscy4304SOlWn0HGo65UYrpvOrPKXt0gLycV Gk3nSweKpgScpxDwUYSJ1UfcR63+iMPlvEjNoT9EGqmwA+qqRwT2g6ZnBbGha2RTrNnER VT3o9VFk4qhqVfrMXkP2tDx2wpuA/FaXubFx2aCVTM2nDjvEwLIaGOBOsLMfyLMx49d8L iIqZ9FhQJWFQnERY0Dmp7GvSZTRX0Ax7fkHpeggIqtEcmJeS1i1EE1H8a1AC5j9UFhbF 4MqiEtiMEzWcCFyNJ0dDoKZoLF1rJcQhYGCt4gPKSOcYxOK/WyXMWGG5ES3WsM9a4yIDJ jhTDErnROejweIPqrVSIC464X3fEWUPQdpu+0oGBKCiWQKO/ZmOaWWLuVip8pJ3BlPlx IAuOehxLqPHcTgdVhMdxW63wP9LF33A+6D3oPu0mr5O1zXUyW8vkLrlH1klKHpNN8oJsk R7h5JC8Jx/Ix+a75ufml+bX2dHG0inmNqmt5rc/0K1gSQ==</latexit>
X
<latexit sha1_base64="30h/az6aGqsU IBokH5e1mYGg9II=">AAAEAnichVNNbxMxEHUTPkr4auHIxSKKhFAU7SIQcKiIxIUbrd TQSk1Ueb2zWav+kj0hTVc5cuIKv4ITgiN/hCN3fgR20qBuioQlS6MZv/Gb5+fMSuExSX 5uNJpXrl67vnmjdfPW7Tt3t7bvvfNm4jgMuJHGHWbMgxQaBihQwqF1wFQm4SA7eR3rB+ /BeWH0Ps4sjBQba1EIzjCk9g6Pt9pJL1ksejlIz4P2q+9nv/qEkN3j7cbvYW74RIFGLp n3R2licVQxh4JLmLeGCKc4FTmWO+nTZ0q1hg40TLlRium8Gq7YenSAvJxXaS+drx8qm BJylkPBJhLn1RBxFbeGEw+W8RM2hqMQaqbAj6qFEnPaCZmcFsaFrZEushcRFVPez1QWT iqGpV+vxeQ/a2PHbCm4D8VFe5sXXZoJVMzacOOqTAshoY4E6wsx/oszHj13wuI6pnMRF AlYVKcRFjQOansa9FlOFfQDHp+Pel6CAiq0RyYl5LWLUQTUfxrUALmP1TWFsXgxqoS2E wTNlwIXE0nR0GgnmgsXWslZCFgYK3iA8pI5xjGYrtbJcxYY7kRLda0z1rjIgMmuFOMSu dE56PB4o+pMKsQ1RzyuO+KiIWinQ9/qwEAUFEug0V/LMc0ysXIrFT7SzmDBfBrIgqMe ZxJqPPfTURXhcdxWK/yPdP03XA4GT3ove8le0u4nZLk2yQPykDwiKXlO+uQN2SUDwgmQ j+QT+dz80PzS/Nr8tjza2DjH3Ce11fzxB5z/XAo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mRqNXOgsmfrr Oz+IuWn09DPlt4U=">AAAEAnichVNNa1NBFJ02ftT41ao7N4MlIFLCe0VRF8WCC93ZQm MDTSjz5t2XN3S+mLkxTR9ZunKrv0IQRJf+EZfu/RHOJI3kpYIDA5d759w598yZzErhMU l+rqw2Ll2+cnXtWvP6jZu3bq9v3HnrzdBx6HAjjetmzIMUGjooUELXOmAqk3CYnbyM9c N34Lww+gDHFvqKDbQoBGcYUvvd4/XNpJ1MF70YpOfB5ovvZ79efblX7R1vrP7u5YYPFW jkknl/lCYW+xVzKLiESbOHcIojkWO5kz5+olSz50DDiBulmM6r3pytRwfIy0mVttPJ8 qGCKSHHORRsKHFS9RDncbM39GAZP2EDOAqhZgp8v5oqMaGtkMlpYVzYGuk0u4iomPJ+r LJwUjEs/XItJv9ZGzhmS8F9KE7b27zYoplAxawNN87LtBAS6kiwvhCDvzjj0XMnLC5jW ougSMCiOo2woHFQ29Ogz2yqoB/w+HzU8xIUUKE9Mikhr12MIqD+06AGyH2sLimMxbN+J bQdImg+E7gYSoqGRjvRXLjQSo5DwMJYwQOUl8wxjsF0tU6es8BwJ1pqyzpjjYsMmNySY lAiNzoHHR6vX51JhbjkiEd1RywagrZa9I0ODERBsQQa/TUb08wSc7dS4SPtDKbMR4Es OOpxLKHG8yDtVxEex202w/9Il3/DxaCz3X7eTvaTzd2EzNYauU8ekIckJU/JLnlN9kiH cALkA/lIPjXeNz43vja+zY6urpxj7pLaavz4A/c8XU4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mRqNXOgsmfrr Oz+IuWn09DPlt4U=">AAAEAnichVNNa1NBFJ02ftT41ao7N4MlIFLCe0VRF8WCC93ZQm MDTSjz5t2XN3S+mLkxTR9ZunKrv0IQRJf+EZfu/RHOJI3kpYIDA5d759w598yZzErhMU l+rqw2Ll2+cnXtWvP6jZu3bq9v3HnrzdBx6HAjjetmzIMUGjooUELXOmAqk3CYnbyM9c N34Lww+gDHFvqKDbQoBGcYUvvd4/XNpJ1MF70YpOfB5ovvZ79efblX7R1vrP7u5YYPFW jkknl/lCYW+xVzKLiESbOHcIojkWO5kz5+olSz50DDiBulmM6r3pytRwfIy0mVttPJ8 qGCKSHHORRsKHFS9RDncbM39GAZP2EDOAqhZgp8v5oqMaGtkMlpYVzYGuk0u4iomPJ+r LJwUjEs/XItJv9ZGzhmS8F9KE7b27zYoplAxawNN87LtBAS6kiwvhCDvzjj0XMnLC5jW ougSMCiOo2woHFQ29Ogz2yqoB/w+HzU8xIUUKE9Mikhr12MIqD+06AGyH2sLimMxbN+J bQdImg+E7gYSoqGRjvRXLjQSo5DwMJYwQOUl8wxjsF0tU6es8BwJ1pqyzpjjYsMmNySY lAiNzoHHR6vX51JhbjkiEd1RywagrZa9I0ODERBsQQa/TUb08wSc7dS4SPtDKbMR4Es OOpxLKHG8yDtVxEex202w/9Il3/DxaCz3X7eTvaTzd2EzNYauU8ekIckJU/JLnlN9kiH cALkA/lIPjXeNz43vja+zY6urpxj7pLaavz4A/c8XU4=</latexit>
Y
<latexit sha1_bas e64="77pgiKNbiQ7uy6KRM/0t78Of918=" >AAAEAnichVNNbxMxEHUTPkr4auHIxSKKh FAU7VYg4FBRiQs3WqmhRU1Ueb2zWav+kj2 hTVc5cuIKv4ITgiN/hCN3fgR20qBsioQlS 6MZv/Gb5+fMSuExSX6uNZpXrl67vn6jdfP W7Tt3NzbvvfVm7Dj0uZHGHWbMgxQa+ihQw qF1wFQm4SA7eRXrB+/BeWH0Pk4sDBUbaVE IzjCk9t4db7STXjJb9HKQXgTtl9/Pf+0QQ naPNxu/B7nhYwUauWTeH6WJxWHFHAouYdo aIJzhqcix3E6fPFWqNXCg4ZQbpZjOq8GC rUcHyMtplfbS6eqhgikhJzkUbCxxWg0QF3 FrMPZgGT9hIzgKoWYK/LCaKTGlnZDJaWFc 2BrpLLuMqJjyfqKycFIxLP1qLSb/WRs5Zk vBfSjO2tu86NJMoGLWhhsXZVoICXUkWF+I 0V+c8ei5ExZXMZ1lUCRgUZ1FWNA4qO1p0G c+VdAPeHw+6nkJCqjQHpmUkNcuRhFQ/2lQ A+Q+VlcUxuL5sBLajhE0nwtcjCVFQ6OdaC 5caCUnIWBhrOABykvmGMdgulonz1lguB0t 1bXOWOMiAya7UoxK5EbnoMPjDatzqRBXHP G47ohlQ9BOh77RgYEoKJZAo7/mY5p5YuFW KnykncGM+WkgC456nEio8dxPh1WEx3Fbr fA/0tXfcDnob/Ve9JK9pL2TkPlaJw/IQ/K IpOQZ2SGvyS7pE06AfCSfyOfmh+aX5tfmt /nRxtoF5j6preaPP6CdXAs=</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="P2u/dlT8+FnqqVjzSLiDzbubOZs=" >AAAEAnichVNNa1NBFJ02ftT41ao7N4MhI FLCe6Koi2LBhe5sobGVJpR58+7LGzpfzNy Ypo8sXbnVXyEIokv/iEv3/ghnkkbyUsGBg cu9c+6ce+ZMZqXwmCQ/V1YbFy5eurx2pXn 12vUbN9c3br3xZug4dLmRxh1kzIMUGrooU MKBdcBUJmE/O34R6/vvwHlh9B6OLfQVG2h RCM4wpHbfHq23kk4yXfR8kJ4FreffT3+9/ HKn2jnaWP3dyw0fKtDIJfP+ME0s9ivmUHA Jk2YP4QRHIsdyK330WKlmz4GGETdKMZ1X vTlbjw6Ql5Mq7aST5UMFU0KOcyjYUOKk6i HO42Zv6MEyfswGcBhCzRT4fjVVYkLbIZPT wriwNdJpdhFRMeX9WGXhpGJY+uVaTP6zNn DMloL7UJy2t3mxSTOBilkbbpyXaSEk1JFg fSEGf3HGo+dOWFzGtBdBkYBFdRJhQeOgtq dBn9lUQT/g8fmo5yUooEJ7ZFJCXrsYRUD9 p0ENkPtYXVIYi6f9Smg7RNB8JnAxlBQNjX aiuXChlRyHgIWxggcoL5ljHIPpap08Z4Hh VrTUpnXGGhcZMLkpxaBEbnQOOjxevzqVCn HJEQ/qjlg0BG236WsdGIiCYgk0+ms2ppkl 5m6lwkfaGUyZjwJZcNTjWEKN517aryI8j ttshv+RLv+G80H3YedZJ9lNWtsJma01cpf cI/dJSp6QbfKK7JAu4QTIB/KRfGq8b3xuf G18mx1dXTnD3Ca11fjxB/raXU8=</latex it><latexit sha1_bas e64="P2u/dlT8+FnqqVjzSLiDzbubOZs=" >AAAEAnichVNNa1NBFJ02ftT41ao7N4MhI FLCe6Koi2LBhe5sobGVJpR58+7LGzpfzNy Ypo8sXbnVXyEIokv/iEv3/ghnkkbyUsGBg cu9c+6ce+ZMZqXwmCQ/V1YbFy5eurx2pXn 12vUbN9c3br3xZug4dLmRxh1kzIMUGrooU MKBdcBUJmE/O34R6/vvwHlh9B6OLfQVG2h RCM4wpHbfHq23kk4yXfR8kJ4FreffT3+9/ HKn2jnaWP3dyw0fKtDIJfP+ME0s9ivmUHA Jk2YP4QRHIsdyK330WKlmz4GGETdKMZ1X vTlbjw6Ql5Mq7aST5UMFU0KOcyjYUOKk6i HO42Zv6MEyfswGcBhCzRT4fjVVYkLbIZPT wriwNdJpdhFRMeX9WGXhpGJY+uVaTP6zNn DMloL7UJy2t3mxSTOBilkbbpyXaSEk1JFg fSEGf3HGo+dOWFzGtBdBkYBFdRJhQeOgtq dBn9lUQT/g8fmo5yUooEJ7ZFJCXrsYRUD9 p0ENkPtYXVIYi6f9Smg7RNB8JnAxlBQNjX aiuXChlRyHgIWxggcoL5ljHIPpap08Z4Hh VrTUpnXGGhcZMLkpxaBEbnQOOjxevzqVCn HJEQ/qjlg0BG236WsdGIiCYgk0+ms2ppkl 5m6lwkfaGUyZjwJZcNTjWEKN517aryI8j ttshv+RLv+G80H3YedZJ9lNWtsJma01cpf cI/dJSp6QbfKK7JAu4QTIB/KRfGq8b3xuf G18mx1dXTnD3Ca11fjxB/raXU8=</latex it>
Z
<latexit sha1_bas e64="3dDQNdVRS7BTUQ0BtozsyQkiJjM=" >AAAEAnichVNNbxMxEHUTPkr4auHIxSKKh FAU7VYg4FBRiQs3WqmhFU1Ueb2zWav+kj2 hTVc5cuIKv4ITgiN/hCN3fgR20qBsioQlS 6MZv/Gb5+fMSuExSX6uNZpXrl67vn6jdfP W7Tt3NzbvvfVm7Dj0uZHGHWbMgxQa+ihQw qF1wFQm4SA7eRXrB+/BeWH0Pk4sDBUbaVE IzjCk9t4db7STXjJb9HKQXgTtl9/Pf+0QQ naPNxu/B7nhYwUauWTeH6WJxWHFHAouYdo aIJzhqcix3E6fPFWqNXCg4ZQbpZjOq8GC rUcHyMtplfbS6eqhgikhJzkUbCxxWg0QF3 FrMPZgGT9hIzgKoWYK/LCaKTGlnZDJaWFc 2BrpLLuMqJjyfqKycFIxLP1qLSb/WRs5Zk vBfSjO2tu86NJMoGLWhhsXZVoICXUkWF+I 0V+c8ei5ExZXMZ1lUCRgUZ1FWNA4qO1p0G c+VdAPeHw+6nkJCqjQHpmUkNcuRhFQ/2lQ A+Q+VlcUxuL5sBLajhE0nwtcjCVFQ6OdaC 5caCUnIWBhrOABykvmGMdgulonz1lguB0t 1bXOWOMiAya7UoxK5EbnoMPjDatzqRBXHP G47ohlQ9BOh77RgYEoKJZAo7/mY5p5YuFW KnykncGM+WkgC456nEio8dxPh1WEx3Fbr fA/0tXfcDnob/Ve9JK9pL2TkPlaJw/IQ/K IpOQZ2SGvyS7pE06AfCSfyOfmh+aX5tfmt /nRxtoF5j6preaPP6Q7XAw=</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="crt3snqTiIsDaudQDPPKCHcgvr4=" >AAAEAnichVNNa1NBFJ02ftT41ao7N4MhI FLCe6Koi2LBhe5sobHFJpR58+7LGzpfzNy Ypo8sXbnVXyEIokv/iEv3/ghnkkbyUsGBg cu9c+6ce+ZMZqXwmCQ/V1YbFy5eurx2pXn 12vUbN9c3br3xZug4dLmRxh1kzIMUGrooU MKBdcBUJmE/O34R6/vvwHlh9B6OLfQVG2h RCM4wpHbfHq23kk4yXfR8kJ4FreffT3+9/ HKn2jnaWP3dyw0fKtDIJfP+ME0s9ivmUHA Jk2YP4QRHIsdyK330WKlmz4GGETdKMZ1X vTlbjw6Ql5Mq7aST5UMFU0KOcyjYUOKk6i HO42Zv6MEyfswGcBhCzRT4fjVVYkLbIZPT wriwNdJpdhFRMeX9WGXhpGJY+uVaTP6zNn DMloL7UJy2t3mxSTOBilkbbpyXaSEk1JFg fSEGf3HGo+dOWFzGtBdBkYBFdRJhQeOgtq dBn9lUQT/g8fmo5yUooEJ7ZFJCXrsYRUD9 p0ENkPtYXVIYi6f9Smg7RNB8JnAxlBQNjX aiuXChlRyHgIWxggcoL5ljHIPpap08Z4Hh VrTUpnXGGhcZMLkpxaBEbnQOOjxevzqVCn HJEQ/qjlg0BG236WsdGIiCYgk0+ms2ppkl 5m6lwkfaGUyZjwJZcNTjWEKN517aryI8j ttshv+RLv+G80H3YedZJ9lNWtsJma01cpf cI/dJSp6QbfKK7JAu4QTIB/KRfGq8b3xuf G18mx1dXTnD3Ca11fjxB/54XVA=</latex it><latexit sha1_bas e64="crt3snqTiIsDaudQDPPKCHcgvr4=" >AAAEAnichVNNa1NBFJ02ftT41ao7N4MhI FLCe6Koi2LBhe5sobHFJpR58+7LGzpfzNy Ypo8sXbnVXyEIokv/iEv3/ghnkkbyUsGBg cu9c+6ce+ZMZqXwmCQ/V1YbFy5eurx2pXn 12vUbN9c3br3xZug4dLmRxh1kzIMUGrooU MKBdcBUJmE/O34R6/vvwHlh9B6OLfQVG2h RCM4wpHbfHq23kk4yXfR8kJ4FreffT3+9/ HKn2jnaWP3dyw0fKtDIJfP+ME0s9ivmUHA Jk2YP4QRHIsdyK330WKlmz4GGETdKMZ1X vTlbjw6Ql5Mq7aST5UMFU0KOcyjYUOKk6i HO42Zv6MEyfswGcBhCzRT4fjVVYkLbIZPT wriwNdJpdhFRMeX9WGXhpGJY+uVaTP6zNn DMloL7UJy2t3mxSTOBilkbbpyXaSEk1JFg fSEGf3HGo+dOWFzGtBdBkYBFdRJhQeOgtq dBn9lUQT/g8fmo5yUooEJ7ZFJCXrsYRUD9 p0ENkPtYXVIYi6f9Smg7RNB8JnAxlBQNjX aiuXChlRyHgIWxggcoL5ljHIPpap08Z4Hh VrTUpnXGGhcZMLkpxaBEbnQOOjxevzqVCn HJEQ/qjlg0BG236WsdGIiCYgk0+ms2ppkl 5m6lwkfaGUyZjwJZcNTjWEKN517aryI8j ttshv+RLv+G80H3YedZJ9lNWtsJma01cpf cI/dJSp6QbfKK7JAu4QTIB/KRfGq8b3xuf G18mx1dXTnD3Ca11fjxB/54XVA=</latex it>
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Figure 3.3: Coupled stability problem
described in the task space as follows:
Hx(q)x¨ + Cx(q, q˙)x˙ + Gx(q) = fe + u, (3.21)
where q, q˙ ∈ Rn are robot’s position and velocity vectors represented in the joint space co-
ordinates, x, x˙, x¨ ∈ Rm are position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively, of the robot’s
end-effector represented in the task space coordinates, Hx(q), Cx(q, q˙), Gx(q) are matrices of
inertia, Coriolis/centrifugal forces, and a vector of gravitational forces represented in the task-
space coordinates, fe denotes the environmental contact forces applied to the end-effector, and u
is the task-space control input (for more details of the task-space dynamic equations (3.21) and
their relationship to the joint-space dynamics the reader is referred, for example, to [9, Chapter
4]). Consider a control algorithm
u = Hx(q)r˙ + Cx(q, q˙)r + Gx(q) − Kσ + fr, (3.22)
where σ := ˙˜x+Λx˜, x˜ = x−xr, r := x˙−σ = x˙r−Λ·x˜, and Λ = ΛT > 0, K = KT > 0 are matrices
of feedback law parameters. Signals xr(t), x˙r(t) represent the reference position and velocity,
respectively. When fr(t) ≡ 0 and xr(t), x˙r(t) are equal to the desired position xd(t) and velocity
x˙d(t) of the end-effector in task space, respectively, the control algorithm (3.22) becomes a non-
adaptive task space version of the Slotine-Li tracking control algorithm [16], see also [9,25]. It
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can be readily established that in this case the controlled manipulator (3.21), (3.22) is strictly
output passive with respect to the input-output pair ( fe, σ); specifically, the time derivative of
a storage function candidate V = (1/2)σT Hx(q)σ along the trajectories of (3.21), (3.22) with
fre f ≡ 0 is V˙ = −σKσ − σT fe (this fact is originally due to [23]). It is worth emphasizing,
however, that the system (3.21), (3.22) is not passive with respect to the conventional pair
of power variables ( fe, x˙). Indeed, the passive output σ := x˙ − x˙r + Λx − Λxr in this case
contains three other terms in addition to x˙, including terms that depend on reference trajectory
and the end-effector position. The situation is typical for tracking control algorithms where
the necessity to force the robot to converge to the desired trajectory is in contradiction with
(conventional) passivity. Therefore, contact stability of the controlled robot (3.21), (3.22) with
even a passive environment is not automatically guaranteed.
On the other hand, consider the environmental dynamics described by an Euler-Lagrange
equation of the form:
He(qe)x¨e + Ce(qe, q˙e)x˙e +
∂P(qe)
∂xe
+ Dex˙e + fe = 0, (3.23)
where xe, x˙e, x¨e ∈ Rm are the environmental position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively,
He(qe), Ce(qe, q˙e), De are matrices of inertia, Coriolis/centrifugal forces, and environmental
damping, respectively, and P(qe) is the potential energy. Denote x˜e := xe − x. Let the robot-
environment interaction be described by equation of the form
fe :=
0 if e
T
sex˜e ≤ 0,
Ksex˜e + Dse ˙˜xe if eTsex˜e > 0,
(3.24)
where Kse = KTse ≥ 0 is a stiffness matrix of rank 1, ese is a fixed eigenvector of Kse that cor-
responds to its positive eigenvalue, and Dse = DTse is a damping matrix. Nonnegative definite
damping matrix Dse would result in a passive environment. To make the problem more inter-
esting, let’s assume that Dse is not sign definite, i.e., some of its eigenvalues may be strictly
negative, which implies negative damping in certain directions. Negative contact damping,
which may describe different mechanical phenomena such as slippage [19], results in non-
passivity of robot-environment interaction.
In our simulations presented below, we use a mathematical model of a 3-DOF manipulator
described in detail in Appendix 3.7. For modeling an environment, we use a 2-DOF manipu-
landum whose mathematical model together with its parameters is presented in Appendix 3.8.
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3.5.2 Quadratic supply rates for the controlled manipulator and
the environment
We begin by analyzing the dissipativity properties of the controlled manipulator (3.21), (3.22)
and the environment (3.23), (3.24). Substituting (3.22) into (3.21), the following closed-loop
dynamics of the controlled manipulator can be obtained
˙˜x = −Λx˜ + σ, (3.25)
σ˙ = H−1x (q)
[−Cx(q, q˙)σ − Kσ + fe + fr] . (3.26)
The dynamical equations (3.25), (3.26) represent the dynamics in terms of state variables x˜, σ;
they can be rewritten in terms of state variables x˜, ˙˜x using the following coordinate transfor-
mation: x˜˙˜x
 = T−1Λ  x˜
σ
 , where TΛ :=  I O
Λ I
 ∈ R2m×2m. (3.27)
Pick a storage function candidate for the robot of the form
Vr =
1
2
σT Hx(q)σ +
µ
2
x˜T x˜ =
x˜˙˜x
T TTΛ · 12µ O
O 12 Hx(q)
 · TΛ x˜˙˜x
 ,
where µ > 0 is a parameter. Using notation v f := fe + fr, the time derivative of Vr along the
trajectories of (3.25), (3.26), (3.27) is
V˙r = −σKσ − σT
[
1
2
H˙x(q) −Cx(q, q˙)
]
σ + σT v f − µ · x˜T Λx˜ + µ · x˜Tσ =

v f
x˜
˙˜x

T
Wr

v f
x˜
˙˜x
 ,
where the matrix of the quadratic supply rate of the controlled robot has a form
Wr :=
 I O
O TT
Λ
 ·

O O 12 I
O −µΛ 12µI
1
2 I
1
2µI −K
 ·
 I O
O TΛ
 . (3.28)
On the other hand, consider the environmental dynamics (3.23), (3.24). Pick a storage function
candidate of the form
Ve =
1
2
x˙Te He(qe)x˙e + P(qe) +
1
2
x˜Te Ksex˜e.
The time derivative of Ve along the trajectories of (3.23), (3.24) is
V˙e = −x˙Te Dex˙e − x˙Te fe + ˙˜xTe Ksex˜e = −x˙Te Dex˙e − x˙T fe − ˙˜xTe Dse ˙˜xe ≤ −x˙Te Dex˙e − x˙T fe + ˙˜xTe D∗se ˙˜xe,
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where D∗se = D
∗
se
T ≥ 0 is the nonnegative definite component of −Dse. Picking an arbitrary
 > 0 such that
D := De − (1 + )D∗se ≥ 0, (3.29)
and using Young’s quadratic inequality, one can write
V˙e ≤ −x˙Te D x˙e − x˙T fe +
(
 + 1

)
x˙T D∗sex˙ ≤ −x˙T fe +
(
 + 1

)
x˙T D∗sex˙ =

fe
x
x˙

T
We

fe
x
x˙
 ,
where
We :=

O O −12 I
O O O
−12 I O
(
+1

)
D∗se
 (3.30)
is the matrix of quadratic supply rate of the environment.
3.5.3 Dynamic cone analysis
As the next step, the parameters of (non-planar) cones that characterize the dynamics of the
controlled manipulator (3.21), (3.22) and the environment (3.23), (3.24) are to be determined.
This can be done based on the corresponding expressions for [QSR]-matrices (i.e., matrices of
the quadratic supply rates (3.28) and (3.30)) using the algorithm described in Lemma 3.2.1.
The Matlab code that implements the algorithm of Lemma 3.2.1 can be downloaded from [28].
In order to determine the parameters of the robot’s cone, we pick specific values of the design
coefficients that comprise the matrix of the quadratic supply rate (3.28). For the 3-DOF manip-
ulator described in Appendix 3.7, the matrices Λ, K of the feedback coefficients in the tracking
control algorithm (3.22) are chosen as follows:
Λ =

2.25 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 2
 , K =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 . (3.31)
This choice of feedback matrices ensures that the controlled manipulator demonstrates accept-
able tracking performance in free space. The value of the weighting coefficient µ > 0 in the
storage function (3.5.2) is then chosen to minimize the dynamic cone radius φr. The cone ra-
dius φr as a function of µ > 0 is shown in Figure 3.4; the minimum value of φr ≈ 0.54 rad
(φr = 30.97◦) is achieved at µ ≈ 3.6. Finally, the center of the robot’s cone is calculated to be
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Figure 3.4: Radius φr of the manipulator’s dynamic cone as a function of µ > 0.
a three-dimensional subspace spanned by the following vectors
Ωr = span


0
0.9303
0
0
0.1984
0
0
0.3085
0

,

0
0
0.9303
0
0
0.1984
0
0
0.3085

,

−0.9416
0
0
−0.1714
0
0
−0.2898
0
0


. (3.32)
For the environment (3.23), (3.24), in our design example the values of environmental
damping in (3.23) and the contact damping in (3.24) are chosen as follows
De :=

10 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 , Dse :=

−2 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 (N · s/m). (3.33)
For the above choice of contact damping matrix Dse, the matrix D∗se (i.e, the nonnegative defi-
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nite component of −Dse) is
D∗se :=

2 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 (N · s/m). (3.34)
Taking into account the specific structure of the matrix D∗se, it is easy to see that the set of
eigenvalues of We consists of the following subsets:
λ+ (We) =
0, 0, 0, 12 , 12 , 12
2 (1 + ) +
√(
2 (1 + )

)2
+ 1

 , and
λ− (We) =
−12 ,−12 , 12
2 (1 + ) −
√(
2 (1 + )

)2
+ 1

 .
Therefore, parameters µ− and µ+ defined by (3.4), (3.5), can be calculated as follows:
µ+ := max{|µi| : µi ∈ λ+ (We)} = 12

√(
2 (1 + )

)2
+ 1 +
2 (1 + )

 ,
µ− := min{|µi| : µi ∈ λ− (We)} = 12

√(
2 (1 + )

)2
+ 1 − 2 (1 + )

 .
Applying Lemma 3.2.1, we conclude that the environmental cone’s radius φe satisfies
tan φe :=
√
µ+
µ−
=
√
4 (1 + )2
2
+ 1 +
2 (1 + )

.
From (3.5.3), it is easy to see that tan φe (and therefore radius φe ∈ (0, pi/2)) is a decreasing
function of  > 0. Taking into account the choice of De and D∗se as in (3.33) and (3.34),
respectively, the maximum value of  > 0 such that (3.29) holds is  = 4. In order to achieve
the minimum possible upper bound for φe, we should therefore choose  = 4, which results in
tan φe|=4 ≈ 5.1926,
which corresponds to φe = 1.38 rad or φe = 79.0993◦. Finally, at  = 4, the center of the
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environmental cone is calculated as a 6-dimensional subspace as follows:
Ωe = span


0.189
0
0
0
0
0
−0.982
0
0

,

0
0
0.707
0
0
0
0
0
−0.707

,

0
−0.707
0
0
0
0
0
0.707
0

,

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

,

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

,

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0


. (3.35)
Once the dynamic cones of the controlled manipulators and the environment are determined,
the next step is to check the fulfilment of the graph separation stability condition (3.9). Ma-
trices of projections onto the central subspaces ΠΩr and ΠΩe can be calculated in a straight-
forward manner from (3.32) and (3.35), respectively (specifically, let Ωˆr denote the matrix
whose columns are the unit vectors that span Ωr in (3.32), then ΠΩr := ΩˆrΩˆ
T
r ; ΠΩe is calcu-
lated similarly). Further calculations indicate that σ
(
ΠΩrΠΩe
)
≈ 0.4823, while cos (φr + φe) =
cos(0.54 + 1.38) ≈ −0.342. We see that σ
(
ΠΩrΠΩe
)
≮ cos (φr + φe), i.e., the interconnection of
the controlled manipulator (3.21), (3.22) and the environment (3.23), (3.24) fails to satisfy the
graph separation stability condition (3.9). This theoretical result is in complete accordance with
our simulations (Section 3.5.5) that demonstrate contact instability of the robot-environment
interaction. Below the problem is solved using scattering-based stabilization methods.
3.5.4 Design of scattering transformation
The dynamic cone analysis presented above corresponds to the case where xr(t) ≡ xd(t) and
fr(t) ≡ 0. In this subsection, we design scattering transformation(s) that solve the coupled
stability problem through generation of new reference signals xr(t), x˙r(t), and fr(t). Based
on the general description given in Section 3.3, the scattering transformation S establishes
relationship between the system’s variables according to the formula

fe + fr
x − xr
x˙ − x˙r
 = S−1

fe
x − xd
x˙ − x˙d
 . (3.36)
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Equation (3.36) is equivalent to 
fr
xd − xr
x˙d − x˙r
 :=
[
S−1 − I
] 
fe
x − xd
x˙ − x˙d
 ,
the latter gives an explicit formula for the reference force and the correction to the desired tra-
jectory that implement the designed scattering transformation S. As described in Section 3.3,
we are looking for a scattering transformation of the form (3.16), which result in a control law
that does not affect the system’s trajectory tracking performance in free space. More specifi-
cally, we restrict our search to the scattering transformations (3.16) where S1 is diagonal, and
S2 double-diagonal, i.e.,
S−1 :=

S1 O O
S21 I3 O
S22 O I3
 ∈ R9×9, (3.37)
where S1 := diag {a1, a2, a3}, S21 := diag {a4, a5, a6}, S22 := diag {a7, a8, a9}. The scattering
transformation (3.37) therefore is a function of nine parameters which comprise a vector a :=
[a1 . . . a9]T ∈ R9. In this case, the functional (3.18) becomes
F∆ (S (a)) := [a − a0]T · ∆ · [a − a0] , (3.38)
where a0 := [1 1 1 0 . . . 0]T ∈ R9, and ∆ := diag{δ1, . . . , δ9} ∈ R9×9 is a diagonal matrix with
δi > 0, i = 1, . . . 9, such that tr∆ =
∑
δi = 1. Consequently, the optimization problem (3.19)
becomes
a∗ := arg min
a∈R9
F∆ (S (a)) (3.39)
subject to the same constraints (3.20). The Matlab code that solves the problem (3.39), (3.20)
can be obtained from [29].
In our design example, we set the minimum gap δ0 = 4◦, and consider four different sets of
weighting coefficients ∆, as follows:
• Case 1: ∆ = ∆1 := (1/9) · I9.
• Case 2: ∆ = ∆2 := (1/6.3) · diag{0.1 · I3, I3, I3}.
• Case 3: ∆ = ∆3 := (1/6.3) · diag{I3, 0.1 · I3, I3}.
• Case 4: ∆ = ∆4 := (1/6.3) · diag{I3, I3, 0.1 · I3}.
It is easy to see that the Case 1 corresponds to a uniform assignment of weighting coefficients.
In Case 2, the weighting coefficients corresponding to the force component are decreased 10
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times, which essentially decrease penalty for the reference force component. Cases 3 and 4
correspond to decreased penalties for position and velocity correction components, respec-
tively. The optimization problem (3.39), (3.20) for the above Cases 1-4 are then solved using
the Matlab code which can be downloaded at [28]. The results are summarized in Table 3.1.
In this table, the columns correspond to the minimum gap δ0, the choice of weighting coef-
ficients ∆, the parameters a∗ of the resulting scattering transformation (3.37), the parameter
Φre := cos−1
(
σmax
(
ΠΩsr · ΠΩe
))
which represents the angle between the inverse transformed
center subspace of the robot dynamics Ωsr and the center subspace of the environmental dy-
namics Ωe, the radius φsr of the transformed robot’s cone, and the actual gap between the trans-
formed robot and the environment cones. As can be seen from this table, the design procedure
is successful in all four cases; in particular, the actual gap achieved is always greater than the
minimum required gap δ0.
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
δ0 4◦ 4◦ 4◦ 4◦
∆ ∆1 ∆2 ∆3 ∆4
a∗

0.1630
0.2231
0.2231
0.0421
0.0674
0.0674
−0.1234
−0.9060
−0.9060


0.0019
0.0028
0.0028
0.0015
0.0164
−0.0029
−0.0918
−0.8152
−0.814


0.1632
0.2234
0.2234
0.0422
0.0675
0.0675
−0.1233
−0.9059
−0.9059


0.1621
0.2219
0.2219
0.0419
0.0671
0.0671
−0.1238
−0.9064
−0.9064

Φre ≈ 90◦ ≈ 84.19◦ ≈ 90◦ ≈ 90◦
φsr ≈ 6.4◦ ≈ 0.09◦ ≈ 6.4◦ ≈ 6.36◦
Gap ≈ 4.5◦ ≈ 5◦ ≈ 4.49◦ ≈ 4.54◦
Table 3.1: Design of the scattering transformations for Cases 1-4.
3.5.5 Simulation results
In this subsection, we present examples of simulations of the robot-environment interaction
problem. In every simulation presented below, the feedback matrices K, Λ of the robot’s
tracking control algorithm are given by (3.31), and the environmental damping matrices De, Dse
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are as in (3.33). We present simulation results for 2 different sets of environmental parameters,
specifically the environmental stiffness matrix Ke, and the contact stiffness matrix Kse. For
each of these two sets of environmental parameters, we simulate the contact stability problem
for five different robot control/stabilization algorithms: the tracking control algorithm (3.22)
without scattering-based component (i.e., with xr(t) ≡ xd(t) and fr(t) ≡ 0), as well as the four
cases of algorithm (3.22) with scattering-based stabilization component (3.5.4) designed above
in Section 3.5.4 and summarized in Table 3.1.
Parameter set 1. In this set, the environment matrices Ke and Kse are chosen as follows:
Ke =

100 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
 (N/m), Kse =

20 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 (N/m).
This choice corresponds to environment with relatively low stiffness. Simulation results of the
five control algorithms are shown in Figures 3.5-3.9.
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Figure 3.5: Parameter set 1, tracking control algorithm (3.22) without a scattering-based com-
ponent: x-coordinates of the robot’s end-effector and the environment (left), contact forces
(right).
Parameter set 2. In this set, the environment matrices Ke and Kse are increased 10 times
as compared to Case 1, specifically:
Ke =

1000 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
 (N/m), Kse =

200 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 (N/m).
This choice of Ke, Kse corresponds to environment with high stiffness. Simulation results of
the five control algorithms are shown in Figures 3.10-3.14.
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Figure 3.6: Parameter set 1, scattering-based design (case 1): x-coordinates of the robot’s
end-effector and the environment (left), contact forces (right).
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Figure 3.7: Parameter set 1, scattering-based design (case 2): x-coordinates of the robot’s
end-effector and the environment (left), contact forces (right).
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Figure 3.8: Parameter set 1, scattering-based design (case 3): x-coordinates of the robot’s
end-effector and the environment (left), contact forces (right).
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Figure 3.9: Parameter set 1, scattering-based design (case 4): x-coordinates of the robot’s
end-effector and the environment (left), contact forces (right).
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Figure 3.10: Parameter set 2, tracking control algorithm (3.22) without a scattering-based com-
ponent: x-coordinates of the robot’s end-effector and the environment (left), contact forces
(right).
It can be seen from the results of simulations that, in both cases of the environment with
relatively low stiffness (parameter set 1) and the environment with high stiffness (parameter set
2), the tracking control algorithm without a scattering-based component results in contact in-
stability when coupled with the environment. All four cases of scattering-based design, on the
other hand, successfully stabilize the robot-environment interaction. Among these four cases,
case 2 (which corresponds to decreased penalty for the reference force component) seems to
demonstrate lower performance and, in particular, results in higher contact forces as compared
to the other three cases of scattering-based design (cases 1, 3, and 4).
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Figure 3.11: Parameter set 2, scattering-based design (case 1): x-coordinates of the robot’s
end-effector and the environment (left), contact forces (right).
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Figure 3.12: Parameter set 2, scattering-based design (case 2): x-coordinates of the robot’s
end-effector and the environment (left), contact forces (right).
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Figure 3.13: Parameter set 2, scattering-based design (case 3): x-coordinates of the robot’s
end-effector and the environment (left), contact forces (right).
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Figure 3.14: Parameter set 2, scattering-based design (case 4): x-coordinates of the robot’s
end-effector and the environment (left), contact forces (right).
3.6 Conclusion
In this work, a non-planar conic system formalism and generalized scattering transformation
techniques developed previously in [32] were applied to the problem of stable robot environ-
ment interaction. The conventional passivity-based approaches to the coupled stability problem
are limited to the case of passive interaction and not compatible with majority of the trajectory
tracking control algorithms. Following the general approach of [32], we develop a design
method for coupled stability applicable to arbitrary (Q, S ,R)-dissipative environments, which
can be used in combination with an arbitrary robot’s tracking control algorithm and does not
affect the trajectory tracking performance in free space. A detailed design example is presented
that illustrates the capabilities of the proposed design method. A complete analytical solution
of the scattering-based design problem for coupled stability subject to constraints such as (3.16)
is a topic for future research.
3.7 Appendix: Mathematical model of the manipulator
In our simulations, we use a mathematical model of a 3-DOF manipulator whose kinematic
structure and frames are shown in Figure 3.15. The following physical parameters were chosen
for our simulations: l1 = 0.6731 m, l2 = 0.432 m, l3 = 0.434 m, lc1 = 0.216 m, lc2 = 0.164 m,
m2 = 3.092 kg, m3 = 1.91 kg, J = 0.0151 kg ·m2. The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters
of the robot are shown in the Table 3.2. The forward kinematics are given by
x = c1 (l2c2 + l3s23) ,
y = s1 (l2c2 + l3s23) ,
z = l1 − l2s2 + l3c23,
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Figure 3.15: Manipulator structure
where we use notation si := sin (qi), ci := cos (qi), si j := sin
(
qi + q j
)
, and ci j := cos
(
qi + q j
)
,
i, j = 1, 2, 3. Based on the forward kinematics, the following inverse kinematics were obtained
q1 = atan2 (y; x) ,
q2 = ±α − atan2
(
R2 + l22 − l23;±
√(
(l2 + l3)2 − R2) (R2 − (l2 − l3)2))
q3 = atan2
(
R2 − (l22 + l23);±
√(
(l2 + l3)2 − R2) (R2 − (l2 − l3)2)) , where
α = atan2 (r; z − l1) , R2 := r2 + (z − l1)2, r2 := x2 + y2.
# αi−1 ai−1 di qi
1 0 0 l1 q1
2 −pi/2 0 0 q2
3 0 l2 0 q3
4 pi/2 0 l3 0
Table 3.2: The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters
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The manipulator’s Jacobian is
J =

−s1(l2c2 + l3s23) c1(−l2s2 + l3c23) l3c1c23
c1(l2c2 + l3s23) s1(−l2s2 + l3c23) l3s1c23
0 −l2c2 − l3s23 −l3s23
 .
The manipulator’s dynamics are described by the Euler-Lagrange equations of the form
H(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙)q˙ + G(q) = τ + τe,
where τe is an external torque due to interaction with environment, H(·) is the inertia matrix of
the form
H =

J + J1s223 + J12c
2
2 + 2J13c2s23 0 0
0 J1 + J12 + 2J13s3 J1 + J13s3
0 J1 + J13s3 J1
 ,
where J1 = l2c3m3, J12 = l
2
c2m2 + l
2
2m3, J13 = l2lc3m3, C(·) is the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal
forces,
C(q, q˙)q˙ =

0 c(1)12 q˙1 c
(1)
13 q˙3
c(2)11 q˙1 0 (c
(2)
22 q˙2 + c
(2)
23 q˙3)
c(3)11 q˙1 c
(3)
22 q˙2 0


q˙1
q˙2
q˙3
 ,
where
c(1)12 = J1 sin 2(q1 + q2) − J12 sin 2q2 + 2J13 cos (2q2 + q3),
c(1)13 = J1 sin 2(q2 + q3) + 2J13c2c23,
c(2)11 =
1
2
(−J1 sin 2(q2 + q3) + J12 sin 2q2 − 2J13 cos (2q2 + q3)) ,
c(2)22 = 2J13c3, c
(2)
33 = J13c3, c
(3)
22 = −J13c3q˙2,
c(3)11 = −
1
2
(J1 sin 2(q2 + q3) + J13c2c23) ,
and G(·) is the vector of potential (gravity) forces,
G(q) = −

0
lc3m3s23 + lc2m2c2 + l2m3c2
lc3m3s23
 · g,
where g = 9.81 m/s2 is the acceleration due to gravity. The dynamic equations in the Cartesian
space are
Hx(q)x¨ + Cx(q, q˙)x˙ + Gx(q) = u + fe,
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where
Hx(q) = J−T (q)H(q)J−1(q),
Cx(q, q˙) = J−T
(
C(q, q˙) − H(q)J−1(q)J˙(q)
)
J−1(q)
Gx(q) = J−T (q)G(q)
u = J−T (q)τ, fe = J−T (q)τe.
3.8 Mathematical Model of the Environment
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Figure 3.16: Environment model
The environment is a manipulandum with the kinematic structure shown in Figure 3.16.
The forward kinematics of the environment are described by the following equations
xe =

xe
ye
ze
 =

xebase − l1es1 − l2ec12
0
l1ec1 − l2es12
 ,
where si = sin θi, ci = cos θi (i = 1, 2) and s12 = sin (θ1 + θ2), c12 = cos (θ1 + θ2). The dynamics
of the environment in the joint space are given by
He(θ)θ¨ + Ce(θ, θ˙)θ˙ +
∂Ps(θ)
∂θ
+ D∗e(θ)θ˙ + τenv = 0,
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where the inertia matrix He(·) is
He(θ) =
m2el22e − 2m2el1el2es2 + (m1e + m2e)l21e m2el2e(l2e − l1es2)m2el2e(l2e − l1es2) m2el22e
 .
The matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal forces are described by the equation
Ce(θ, θ˙) = m2el1el2ec2
−2θ˙2 −θ˙2
θ˙1 0
 .
The stiffness term ∂Ps(θ)/∂θ is the gradient of a quadratic potential function
Ps(θ) :=
(
xe − xe0
)T Ke (xe − xe0) , xe0 =

xebase − l2e
0
l1e
 ,
which gives in the following components of the stiffness vector
∂Ps(θ)
∂θ1
= 2
(
xe − xe0
)T Ke

l2es12 − l1ec1
0
−l1es1 − l2ec12
 ,
∂Ps(θ)
∂θ2
= 2l2e
(
xe − xe0
)T Ke

s12
0
−c12
 ,
where the stiffness matrix Ke has the following diagonal form
Ke =

ke1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 10
 (N/m).
In our simulations, the parameter ke1 was varied. The damping term D
∗
e(θ) of the environment
dynamics has the structure
D∗e(θ) = J
T
e (θ)DeJe(θ), De =

de1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 (N · s/m)
In our simulations, we used de1 = 10 (N · s/m). The matrix Je in the representation of D∗e is the
Jacobian matrix
Je(θ) =

−l1ec1 + l2es12 l2es12
0 0
−l1es1 − l2ec12 −l2ec12

The remaining parameters of the environment were chosen as le1 = 0.8901 m, le2 = 0.4320 m,
xebase = 1.0810 m, me1 = me2 = 2.5 kg.
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Chapter 4
Scattering-based stabilization of complex
interconnections of (Q,S,R)−dissipative
systems with time delays
The material presented in this chapter is submitted for the publication in The IEEE Control
Systems Letters (Submission number: 18-0351), 2018.
A method for scattering-based stabilization of networks of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems in
the presence of multiple heterogeneous communication delays is presented. It is demonstrated
that, for a wide class of dissipative systems with quadratic supply rates, the finite-gain stability
of complex interconnections with multiple time delays can be achieved through an appropriate
design of local scattering transformations. A numerical example and simulation results are
presented in support of the theoretical developments.
4.1 Introduction
Stability and stabilization of networks of dynamical systems, particularly in the presence of
communication constraints, is a topic of long-standing research interest for the control com-
munity [2–5, 8, 10, 13]. One specific approach to stabilization of systems interconnected with
communication delays is based on implementation of the so-called scattering or wave trans-
formations. The approach was originally developed for interconnections of passive systems,
and was particularly successful in applications to bilateral teleoperators with communication
delays [1, 11, 14]. The stabilizing effect of the scattering transformations in the presence of
communication delays is based on the fact that it transforms a passive system into a system
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with gain less than or equal to one, which allows for eliminating the destabilizing effect of the
phase shift in the delayed communication channel. Extensions of this approach to intercon-
nections of not necessarily passive systems were pursued in [6, 12, 15]. In [15], a general form
of the scattering transformation was developed which is applicable to a class of so-called non-
planar conic systems and, in particular, allows for rendering the input-output characteristics of
a system into a prescribed non-planar cone of compatible dimensions. This is subsequently
used for stabilization of system’s feedback interconnections, with and without communication
delays.
In this chapter, we develop a scattering-based approach to stabilization of interconnections
of nonlinear dissipative systems with communication delays that, in particular, does not re-
fer to any kind of conicity notion. Essentially, the approach developed in this chapter allows
for stabilization of arbitrarily complex interconnections of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems (i.e.,
systems dissipative with quadratic supply rates) with communication delays through an appro-
priate design of local input-output transformations. Specifically, following some preliminary
developments, the main result of the chapter (Theorem 4.4.1) presents a construction of local
scattering transformations that guarantee finite L2-gain stabilization of complex interconnec-
tions of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems with respect to external disturbances in the presence of
multiple heterogeneous communication delays, which fundamentally generalizes the existing
results in this area [1, 6, 15].A numerical example and results of simulations are presented in
support of the theory developed. The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we give
definitions and discuss some preliminary considerations regarding the eigenvalues of the ma-
trix of quadratic supply rate in dissipative systems. In Section 4.3, we introduce the scattering
transformation and present basic results that describe its effect on (Q,S,R)−dissipative sys-
tems. The main result of the chapter is presented in Section 4.4. A numerical example and the
results of simulations are described in Section 4.5.
4.2 (Q,S,R)−Dissipativity
Consider a nonlinear system of the form
Σ :
 x˙ = f (x, η),y = h(x, η), (4.1)
where x ∈ Rn is the state, η ∈ Rm the input, and y ∈ Rp the output of system (4.1), respectively.
Functions f (·, ·), h(·, ·) are locally Lipschitz continuous in their arguments. A system (4.1) is
said to be dissipative with respect to supply rate w : Rp × Rm → R if there exists a storage
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function V : Rn → R+ := [0,+∞) such that the inequality
V (x(t1)) − V (x(t0)) ≤
∫ t1
t0
w (y(τ), η(τ)) dτ (4.2)
holds along the trajectories of the system (4.1) for any t1 ≥ t0, any initial state x(t0), and any
input η(t), t ∈ [t0, t1) such that x(t) is well-defined for t ∈ [t0, t1].
Definition 4.1. [10] The system (4.1) is called (Q,S,R)−dissipative if it is dissipative with a
quadratic supply rate of the form
w(η, y) =
ηy
T [QSR] ηy
 , [QSR] := R S TS Q
 , (4.3)
where Q = QT ∈ Rp×p, R = RT ∈ Rm×m, S ∈ Rp×m.
4.2.1 A note on eigenvalues of [QSR]
Matrix [QSR] is real symmetric therefore its eigenvalues are real. As noticed for example
in [9], not all [QSR] matrices result in meaningful dissipativity properties. For example, if
all eigenvalues of [QSR] are nonnegative then (Q,S,R)−dissipativity property becomes trivial.
Indeed, in this case w(η, y) ≥ 0 and choosing V(x) ≡ const we see that inequality (4.2) always
holds, which means that any system is (Q,S,R)−dissipative for this choice of supply rate. On
the other hand, if all eigenvalues of [QSR] are negative then applying any constant nonzero
input η(t) ≡ η0 , 0 results in supply rate w(η0, y) ≤ −0 for some 0 > 0. Since a storage
function is by definition bounded from below, it is easy to see that under very mild technical
assumptions dissipation inequality (4.2) is impossible to satisfy. Below, we use similar con-
siderations to establish a somewhat more refined result of this type. Consider a system of the
form
Σa :
 x˙ = f (x, η),y = ha(x), (4.4)
which is a special case of (4.1) where the output map is independent of the input η, h(x, η) ≡
ha(x). The following result is valid.
Lemma 4.2.1. Suppose a system of the form (4.4) is (Q,S,R)−dissipative and its storage func-
tion V(·) achieves a local (non-strict) minima at some point x0 ∈ Rn, i.e., there exists a neigh-
bourhood B (x0) such that V (x0) ≤ V (x) for all x ∈ B (x0). Then the number of nonnegative
eigenvalues of [QSR] is greater than or equal to the number of inputs m.
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Proof Denote ω :=
[
ηT , yT
]T ∈ Rm+p. It is known (see for example [7, Corollary 4.2.12]) that
a symmetric matrix [QSR] has at least m nonnegative eigenvalues if there exists a subspace
S ⊂ Rm+p, dim S = m, such that
ωT [QSR]ω ≥ 0 for all ω ∈ S . (4.5)
To prove the lemma, assume the converse, i.e., no such a subspace exists. More precisely,
for any m-dimensional subspace S there exists a vector ω∗ ∈ S such that ωT∗ [QSR]ω∗ < 0.
Without loss of generality, assume that |ω∗| = 1. Let S η be a subspace spanned by inputs
ω :=
[
ηT , 0T
]T
(satisfying y = 0). By assumption, there exists η∗ ∈ Rm, |η∗| = 1 such thatη∗0
T [QSR] η∗0
 = ηT∗Rη∗ = −∗ < 0.
Let η0 := κ1κ2η∗, where κ2 :=
√
1
∗
hT (x0)Qh(x0) + 1, and κ1 ∈ {±1} be such that κ1ηT∗ S T h(x0) ≤
0. It follows that
[
ηT0 , h
T (x0)
]
[QSR]
[
ηT0 , h
T (x0)
]T ≤ −∗. Now suppose x(t0) = x0, and consider
the corresponding trajectory x(t) of the system (4.4) under the constant input η(t) ≡ η0. Such a
trajectory is well-defined at least on an interval [t0, t0 + τ) for some τ > 0. Choosing τ1 ∈ (0, τ)
sufficiently small, by continuity of trajectories, we guarantee that
x(t) ∈ B (x0) and
 η0h(x(t))
T [QSR]  η0h(x(t))
 ≤ −∗/2 hold for all t ∈ [t0, t0 + τ1] .
Since the system is (Q,S,R)−dissipative, one has V (x(t0 + τ1)) − V (x0) ≤ −∗τ/2 < 0, which
implies V (x(t0 + τ1)) < V (x0). However, x(t0 + τ1) ∈ B (x0), and therefore by assumption
V (x(t0 + τ1)) ≥ V (x0). This contradiction proves (4.5). The statement of lemma follows.
Corollary 4.2.2. Suppose a system of the form (4.4) is (Q,S,R)−dissipative and its storage
function satisfies V (x0) = 0 for some x0 ∈ Rn. Then the number of nonnegative eigenvalues of
[QSR] is greater than or equal to the number of inputs m.
Proof The statement follows from Lemma 4.2.1 due to the fact that a storage function is by
definition nonnegative, and therefore achieves its (global) minima at x0.
Lemma 4.2.1 and Corollary 4.2.2 indicate that for (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems the number
of nonnegative eigenvalues of [QSR] matrix is typically equal to or greater than the number
of inputs. In the developments below, we address the case where the number of nonnegative
eigenvalues of [QSR] matrix is equal to the number of system’s inputs m.
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4.3 Scattering transformation for finite-gain stability
Consider a system of the form (4.1). The following definition is a specification of the notion of
finite gain L2-stability in the case of systems with multiple inputs and/or outputs.
Definition 4.2. Given A = AT ∈ Rm×m, A ≥ 0, B = BT ∈ Rp×p, B > 0, the system (4.1) is said
to be finite L2-gain (A, B)-stable if it is dissipative with supply rate
w (η, y) := ηT Aη − yT By. (4.6)
Suppose a system (4.1) is (Q,S,R)−dissipative. Since [QSR] is symmetric, its eigenvalues
are all real, and there exists a basis in Rm+p that consists of orthonormal eigenvectors of QSR.
Write the eigenvalues of [QSR] in the descending order, i.e., λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λm+p, and define
G :=
[
g1 g2 . . . gm+p
]
∈ R(m+p)×(m+p), (4.7)
where g1, . . . , gm+p ∈ Rm+p are the orthonormal eigenvectors of [QSR] such that [QSR] · gi =
λigi, i = 1, . . . ,m + p. Let Γ := diag{γ1, . . . , γm+p} > 0 be a diagonal positive definite matrix.
Consider an input-output transformationuv
 = Γ · GT ηy
 , (4.8)
where u ∈ Rm and v ∈ Rp are new input and output signals, respectively. The following result
is valid.
Lemma 4.3.1. Suppose a system (4.1) is (Q,S,R)−dissipative, and its [QSR] matrix has exactly
p negative eigenvalues, i.e., the eigenvalues of [QSR] are such that λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λm ≥ 0 > λm+1 ≥
λm+p. Then the transformed system (4.1), (4.8) with input u and output v is finiteL2-gain (Aˆ, Bˆ)-
stable, where Aˆ := diag{λ1/γ21, . . . , λm/γ2m} ≥ 0, and Bˆ := diag{−λm+1/γ2m+1, . . . ,−λm+p/γ2m+p} >
0.
Proof Using (4.8), and taking into account that G is orthogonal (G−1 = GT ), one gets
w =
ηy
T [QSR] ηy
 = uv
T Γ−1GT [QSR]GΓ−1 uv

=
uv
T Γ−2diag{λ1, . . . , λm+p} uv
 = uT Aˆu − vT Bˆv.
The following result is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.3.1.
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Corollary 4.3.2. Suppose a system (4.1) is (Q,S,R)−dissipative, and matrix [QSR] ∈ R(m+p)×(m+p)
has exactly p negative eigenvalues. Given diagonal matrices Ad := diag{ad1, . . . adm} > 0, and
Bd := diag{bd1, . . . bdp} > 0, there exists a transformation of the form (4.8), such that the trans-
formed system (4.1), (4.8) with input u and output v is finite L2-gain (Ad, Bd)-stable. Specifi-
cally, the finite L2-gain (Ad, Bd)-stability of the transformed system (4.1), (4.8) is achieved by
choosing diagonal elements of Γ := diag{γ1, . . . , γm+p} positive and such that γi ≥
√
λi/adi for
i = 1, . . . ,m, and γi ≤
√
−λi/bdi for i = m + 1, . . . ,m + p.
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S1
<latexit sha1_bas e64="fRdL2TIi4BBOyVrCfypusYoGar4=" >AAAED3ichVPLbhMxFHUbHiW82rJkY1FFQ qiKMggEm6JKbNhRRNNW6owqj+dOxqpf2De kYRSJD2DDCrGDr2CH2PIJ/AMfgZ00KJMiY cnS1b0+1+ceH+dWCo+93q+V1daly1eurl1 rX79x89bt9Y3NA2+GjkOfG2ncUc48SKGhj wIlHFkHTOUSDvPT57F++BacF0bv49hCpth Ai1JwhiGV1aliWOU5fT05SU7Wt3rd3nTRi 0FyHmztbn7+8J4Qsneysfo7LQwfKtDIJfP +OOlZzGrmUHAJk3aKcIYjUWC1kzx6rFQ7 daBhxI1STBd1Omfu0QHyalIn3WSyfKhkSs hxASUbSpzUKeI8bqdDD5bxUzaA4xBqpsBn 9VSVCe2ETEFL48LWSKfZRUTNlPdjlYeTUQ S/XIvJf9YGjtlKcB+K0/a2KLdpLlAxa8ON 8zIthYQmEqwvxeAvznj03AmLy5jOIigSsK jOIixoHNT2NOgzmyroBzw+JfW8AgVUaI9M SigaF6MIqP80aAAKH6tLCmP5NKuFtkMEzW cCl0NJ0dBoLVoIF1rJcQhYGCt4gPKKOcYx GLDRyXMWGO5ES21bZ6xxkQGT21IMKuRGF6 DD42X1O6kQlxzxoOmIRUPQToe+1IGBKClW QKO/ZmOaWWLuVip8pJ3DlPkokAVHPY4lN HjuJ1kd4XHcdjv8j2T5N1wMDh52k143eRU +yjMyW2vkLrlH7pOEPCG75AXZI33CyRvyi XwhX1sfW99a31s/ZkdXV84xd0hjtX7+AfI RYJM=</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="nwmyEqoIsIkB4QUGop7Bkdu/IH4=" >AAAED3ichVPLbhMxFHUbHiXl0ZYlG4sSq UJVlKlAsCmqxIYdRfQldUaVx3MnY9Uv7Bv SMApfwIYVYgdfwQ6x5RP4Bz4CO2lQJ0XCk qWre32uzz0+zq0UHnu9XwuLrStXr11futF evnnr9p2V1bUDbwaOwz430rijnHmQQsM+C pRwZB0wlUs4zE+fx/rhW3BeGL2HIwuZYn0 tSsEZhlRWp4phlef09fgkOVlZ73V7k0UvB 8l5sL6z9vnD+40Hy7snq4u/08LwgQKNXDL vj5OexaxmDgWXMG6nCGc4FAVW28mjx0q1 UwcahtwoxXRRpzPmHh0gr8Z10k3G84dKpo QcFVCygcRxnSLO4nY68GAZP2V9OA6hZgp8 Vk9UGdNOyBS0NC5sjXSSvYiomfJ+pPJwMo rg52sx+c9a3zFbCe5DcdLeFuUmzQUqZm24 cVampZDQRIL1pej/xRmPnjthcR7TuQiKBC yqswgLGge1PQ36TKcK+gGPT0k9r0ABFdoj kxKKxsUoAuo/DRqAwsfqnMJYPs1qoe0AQf OpwOVAUjQ0WosWwoVWchQCFsYKHqC8Yo5x DAZsdPKcBYbb0VKb1hlrXGTA5KYU/Qq50Q Xo8HhZ/U4qxDlHPGw64qIhaKdDX+rAQJQU K6DRX9MxzTQxcysVPtLOYcJ8GMiCox5HE ho895KsjvA4brsd/kcy/xsuBwdb3aTXTV6 Fj/KMTNcSuUfukw2SkCdkh7wgu2SfcPKGf CJfyNfWx9a31vfWj+nRxYVzzF3SWK2ffwA WzWDo</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="nwmyEqoIsIkB4QUGop7Bkdu/IH4=" >AAAED3ichVPLbhMxFHUbHiXl0ZYlG4sSq UJVlKlAsCmqxIYdRfQldUaVx3MnY9Uv7Bv SMApfwIYVYgdfwQ6x5RP4Bz4CO2lQJ0XCk qWre32uzz0+zq0UHnu9XwuLrStXr11futF evnnr9p2V1bUDbwaOwz430rijnHmQQsM+C pRwZB0wlUs4zE+fx/rhW3BeGL2HIwuZYn0 tSsEZhlRWp4phlef09fgkOVlZ73V7k0UvB 8l5sL6z9vnD+40Hy7snq4u/08LwgQKNXDL vj5OexaxmDgWXMG6nCGc4FAVW28mjx0q1 UwcahtwoxXRRpzPmHh0gr8Z10k3G84dKpo QcFVCygcRxnSLO4nY68GAZP2V9OA6hZgp8 Vk9UGdNOyBS0NC5sjXSSvYiomfJ+pPJwMo rg52sx+c9a3zFbCe5DcdLeFuUmzQUqZm24 cVampZDQRIL1pej/xRmPnjthcR7TuQiKBC yqswgLGge1PQ36TKcK+gGPT0k9r0ABFdoj kxKKxsUoAuo/DRqAwsfqnMJYPs1qoe0AQf OpwOVAUjQ0WosWwoVWchQCFsYKHqC8Yo5x DAZsdPKcBYbb0VKb1hlrXGTA5KYU/Qq50Q Xo8HhZ/U4qxDlHPGw64qIhaKdDX+rAQJQU K6DRX9MxzTQxcysVPtLOYcJ8GMiCox5HE ho895KsjvA4brsd/kcy/xsuBwdb3aTXTV6 Fj/KMTNcSuUfukw2SkCdkh7wgu2SfcPKGf CJfyNfWx9a31vfWj+nRxYVzzF3SWK2ffwA WzWDo</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="ux2VQ6fsF6wB9nidTOZyLxP/fGw=" >AAAED3ichVPLihQxFM1M+xjb14wu3QSbB pGhqRJFNyMDbtw54rxgqhhSqVtdYfIyue1 MW/RHuHKrX+FO3PoJ/oMfYdIP6eoRDAQu9 +bcnHtyUlgpPCbJr7X1zpWr165v3OjevHX 7zt3NrXuH3owchwNupHHHBfMghYYDFCjh2 DpgqpBwVJy9ivWjD+C8MHofxxZyxYZaVII zDKm8yRTDuijou8lperrZSwbJdNHLQToPe mS+9k631n9npeEjBRq5ZN6fpInFvGEOBZc w6WYIF3guSqx30qfPlOpmDjScc6MU02WT LZh7dIC8njTpIJ2sHqqYEnJcQsVGEidNhr iIu9nIg2X8jA3hJISaKfB5M1VlQvshU9LK uLA10ml2GdEw5f1YFeFkFMGv1mLyn7WhY7 YW3IfitL0tq21aCFTM2nDjokwrIaGNBOsr MfyLMx49d8LiKqa/DIoELKqLCAsaB7U9Df rMpgr6AY9PST2vQQEV2iOTEsrWxSgC6j8N WoDSx+qKwli9yBuh7QhB85nA1UhSNDRai5 bChVZyHAIWxgoeoLxmjnEMBmx18pwFhjvR UtvWGWtcZMDkthTDGrnRJejweHnzUSrEFU c8bjti2RC036dvdGAgKoo10Oiv2Zhmlli4 lQofaRcwZX4eyIKjHscSWjz307yJ8Dhut xv+R7r6Gy4Hh08GaTJI3ya93Zfzn7JBHpC H5BFJyXOyS16TPXJAOHlPPpMv5GvnU+db5 3vnx+zo+tocc5+0VufnHyfOXpw=</latex it>
SN
<latexit sha1_base64="IvoPCOWbiFn5 9bfSdRgK2yewdS0=">AAAED3ichVPLahRBFK1kfMTxlcSlm8IwIBKG6aDoJhJw40oj5g XpZqiuvj1dpF5W3TEZmwE/wI0rcadf4U7c+gn+gx9h1UxGpieCBQWXe+vcOvfUqdxK4b HX+7W03Lp0+crVlWvt6zdu3rq9urZ+4M3QcdjnRhp3lDMPUmjYR4ESjqwDpnIJh/nJs1 g/fAvOC6P3cGQhU2ygRSk4w5DK6lQxrPKcvh73X/RXN3rd3mTRi0FyHmzsrH/+8J4Qst tfW/6dFoYPFWjkknl/nPQsZjVzKLiEcTtFOMNTUWC1nTx8pFQ7daDhlBulmC7qdMbco wPk1bhOusl48VDJlJCjAko2lDiuU8RZ3E6HHizjJ2wAxyHUTIHP6okqY9oJmYKWxoWtk U6y84iaKe9HKg8nowh+sRaT/6wNHLOV4D4UJ+1tUW7SXKBi1oYbZ2VaCglNJFhfisFfn PHouRMWFzGdeVAkYFGdRVjQOKjtadBnOlXQD3h8Sup5BQqo0B6ZlFA0LkYRUP9p0AAUP lYXFMbySVYLbYcImk8FLoeSoqHRWrQQLrSSoxCwMFbwAOUVc4xjMGCjk+csMNyOltq0z ljjIgMmN6UYVMiNLkCHx8vqd1IhLjjiQdMR84agnQ59qQMDUVKsgEZ/Tcc008TMrVT4 SDuHCfPTQBYc9TiS0OC5l2R1hMdx2+3wP5LF33AxONjqJr1u8ip8lKdkulbIXXKP3CcJ eUx2yHOyS/YJJ2/IJ/KFfG19bH1rfW/9mB5dXjrH3CGN1fr5B1sjYLA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QSgOZsFCJ5CR naLCHNrjIlInwOo=">AAAED3ichVPLbhMxFHUbHiXl0ZYlG4sSqUJVlEEg2BRVYsMKiu hL6owqj+dOxqpf2DekYRS+gA0rxA6+gh1iyyfwD3wEdtKgToqEJUtX9/pcn3t8nFspPP Z6vxYWW5cuX7m6dK29fP3GzVsrq2v73gwchz1upHGHOfMghYY9FCjh0DpgKpdwkJ88i/ WDt+C8MHoXRxYyxfpalIIzDKmsThXDKs/p6/Hxi+OV9V63N1n0YpCcBevba58/vN+4t7 xzvLr4Oy0MHyjQyCXz/ijpWcxq5lBwCeN2inCKQ1FgtZU8fKRUO3WgYciNUkwXdTpj7 tEB8mpcJ91kPH+oZErIUQElG0gc1yniLG6nAw+W8RPWh6MQaqbAZ/VElTHthExBS+PC1 kgn2fOIminvRyoPJ6MIfr4Wk/+s9R2zleA+FCftbVFu0lygYtaGG2dlWgoJTSRYX4r+X 5zx6LkTFucxnfOgSMCiOo2woHFQ29Ogz3SqoB/w+JTU8woUUKE9MimhaFyMIqD+06ABK HyszimM5ZOsFtoOEDSfClwOJEVDo7VoIVxoJUchYGGs4AHKK+YYx2DARifPWWC4FS21a Z2xxkUGTG5K0a+QG12ADo+X1e+kQpxzxP2mI84bgnY69KUODERJsQIa/TUd00wTM7dS 4SPtHCbMh4EsOOpxJKHBczfJ6giP47bb4X8k87/hYrD/oJv0usmr8FGekulaInfIXbJB EvKYbJPnZIfsEU7ekE/kC/na+tj61vre+jE9urhwhrlNGqv18w9/0GEF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QSgOZsFCJ5CR naLCHNrjIlInwOo=">AAAED3ichVPLbhMxFHUbHiXl0ZYlG4sSqUJVlEEg2BRVYsMKiu hL6owqj+dOxqpf2DekYRS+gA0rxA6+gh1iyyfwD3wEdtKgToqEJUtX9/pcn3t8nFspPP Z6vxYWW5cuX7m6dK29fP3GzVsrq2v73gwchz1upHGHOfMghYY9FCjh0DpgKpdwkJ88i/ WDt+C8MHoXRxYyxfpalIIzDKmsThXDKs/p6/Hxi+OV9V63N1n0YpCcBevba58/vN+4t7 xzvLr4Oy0MHyjQyCXz/ijpWcxq5lBwCeN2inCKQ1FgtZU8fKRUO3WgYciNUkwXdTpj7 tEB8mpcJ91kPH+oZErIUQElG0gc1yniLG6nAw+W8RPWh6MQaqbAZ/VElTHthExBS+PC1 kgn2fOIminvRyoPJ6MIfr4Wk/+s9R2zleA+FCftbVFu0lygYtaGG2dlWgoJTSRYX4r+X 5zx6LkTFucxnfOgSMCiOo2woHFQ29Ogz3SqoB/w+JTU8woUUKE9MimhaFyMIqD+06ABK HyszimM5ZOsFtoOEDSfClwOJEVDo7VoIVxoJUchYGGs4AHKK+YYx2DARifPWWC4FS21a Z2xxkUGTG5K0a+QG12ADo+X1e+kQpxzxP2mI84bgnY69KUODERJsQIa/TUd00wTM7dS 4SPtHCbMh4EsOOpxJKHBczfJ6giP47bb4X8k87/hYrD/oJv0usmr8FGekulaInfIXbJB EvKYbJPnZIfsEU7ekE/kC/na+tj61vre+jE9urhwhrlNGqv18w9/0GEF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="evc71jQ8Dcws CRosI69dFnrcge4=">AAAED3ichVPLahRBFK1kfMTxlejSTWEYEAlDd1B0Ewm4caUR84 J0E6qrb08XqZdVd0zGZj7ClVv9Cnfi1k/wH/wIq+Yh0xPBgoLLvXVunXvqVGGl8Jgkv1 ZWO1euXru+dqN789btO3fXN+4dejN0HA64kcYdF8yDFBoOUKCEY+uAqULCUXH2MtaPPo Dzwuh9HFnIFRtoUQnOMKTyJlMM66Kg78anr0/XN5N+Mln0cpDOgk0yW3unG6u/s9LwoQ KNXDLvT9LEYt4wh4JLGHczhAs8FyXWO+mTp0p1MwcazrlRiumyyebMPTpAXo+btJ+Ol w9VTAk5KqFiQ4njJkOcx91s6MEyfsYGcBJCzRT4vJmoMqa9kClpZVzYGukku4homPJ+p IpwMorgl2sx+c/awDFbC+5DcdLeltUWLQQqZm24cV6mlZDQRoL1lRj8xRmPnjthcRnTW wRFAhbVRYQFjYPangZ9plMF/YDHp6Se16CACu2RSQll62IUAfWfBi1A6WN1SWGsnueN0 HaIoPlU4GooKRoarUVL4UIrOQoBC2MFD1BeM8c4BgO2OnnOAsOdaKkt64w1LjJgckuKQ Y3c6BJ0eLy8+SgV4pIjHrcdsWgI2uvRNzowEBXFGmj013RMM03M3UqFj7QLmDA/D2TB UY8jCS2e+2neRHgct9sN/yNd/g2Xg8Ptfpr007fJ5u6L2U9ZIw/IQ/KIpOQZ2SWvyB45 IJy8J5/JF/K186nzrfO982N6dHVlhrlPWqvz8w+Q0V65</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="jESYh+F2rLgV UyC2OqBrBFXAINk=">AAAEC3ichVPLahRBFK2kfcTxlejSTWEYEAlDd1B0Ewi4cWeEvC QzhOrq29NF6kXVbSdjM5/gyq1+hTtx4cZfEPwH/0GrZiYyPREsKLjcW+fWuadO5VYKj2 n6c2U1uXL12vW1G52bt27fubu+ce/Qm9pxOOBGGnecMw9SaDhAgRKOrQOmcglH+dmLWD 96C84Lo/dxbGGg2FCLUnCGIfWm6eclrSen2en6ZtpLp4teDrJ5sLmb/Pj9jRCyd7qx+q tfGF4r0Mgl8/4kSy0OGuZQcAmTTh/hHEeiwGone/JUqU7fgYYRN0oxXYSL56w9OkBeT Zqsl02WD5VMCTkuoGS1xEnTR7yIO/3ag2X8jA3hJISaKfCDZqrIhHZDpqClcWFrpNPsI qJhyvuxysNJxbDyy7WY/Gdt6JitBPehOG1vi3KL5gIVszbceFGmpZDQRoL1pRj+xRmPn jthcRnTXQRFAhbVeYQFjYPangZ9ZlMF/YDHZ6SeV6CACu2RSQlF62IUAfWfBi1A4WN1S WEsnw8aoW2NoPlM4LKWFA2NtqKFcKGVHIeAhbGCByivmGMcg/lanTxngeFOtNSWdcYaF xkwuSXFsEJudAE6PN6geScV4pIjHrcdsWgI2u3SVzowECXFCmj012xMM0tcuJUKH2nn MGU+CmTBUY9jCS2e+9mgifA4bqcT/ke2/BsuB4fbvSztZa/DR0nJbK2RB+QheUQy8ozs kpdkjxwQThT5QD6ST8n75HPyJfk6O7q6MsfcJ62VfP8DzDhfug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UIT4k7IcWmXz 1pisUS0IytO3CD8=">AAAEC3ichVPLahRBFK2kfcTxlSiu3BSGAZFh6A6KbgIBN+6MkJ dkhlBdfXu6SL2oum0yNvMJrtzqV7gTNy78BcGVP+A/aNVMItMTwYKCy711bp176lRupf CYpj+WlpNLl69cXbnWuX7j5q3bq2t39rypHYddbqRxBznzIIWGXRQo4cA6YCqXsJ8fP4 /1/TfgvDB6B8cWhoqNtCgFZxhSr5tBXtJ6cpQdra6n/XS66MUgOwvWt5Lvv7/e+wnbR2 vLvwaF4bUCjVwy7w+z1OKwYQ4FlzDpDBBO8UQUWG1mj58o1Rk40HDCjVJMF+HiM9YeH SCvJk3WzyaLh0qmhBwXULJa4qQZIJ7HnUHtwTJ+zEZwGELNFPhhM1VkQrshU9DSuLA10 ml2HtEw5f1Y5eGkYlj5xVpM/rM2csxWgvtQnLa3RdmjuUDFrA03npdpKSS0kWB9KUZ/c caj505YXMR050GRgEV1GmFB46C2p0Gf2VRBP+DxGannFSigQntkUkLRuhhFQP2nQQtQ+ FhdUBjLZ8NGaFsjaD4TuKwlRUOjrWghXGglxyFgYazgAcor5hjHYL5WJ89ZYLgZLdWzz ljjIgMme1KMKuRGF6DD4w2bt1IhLjjiUdsR84ag3S59qQMDUVKsgEZ/zcY0s8S5W6nw kXYOU+YngSw46nEsocVzJxs2ER7H7XTC/8gWf8PFYG+jn6X97FX4KCmZrRVynzwgD0lG npIt8oJsk13CiSLvyQfyMXmXfEo+J19mR5eXzjB3SWsl3/4Acu9hFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UIT4k7IcWmXz 1pisUS0IytO3CD8=">AAAEC3ichVPLahRBFK2kfcTxlSiu3BSGAZFh6A6KbgIBN+6MkJ dkhlBdfXu6SL2oum0yNvMJrtzqV7gTNy78BcGVP+A/aNVMItMTwYKCy711bp176lRupf CYpj+WlpNLl69cXbnWuX7j5q3bq2t39rypHYddbqRxBznzIIWGXRQo4cA6YCqXsJ8fP4 /1/TfgvDB6B8cWhoqNtCgFZxhSr5tBXtJ6cpQdra6n/XS66MUgOwvWt5Lvv7/e+wnbR2 vLvwaF4bUCjVwy7w+z1OKwYQ4FlzDpDBBO8UQUWG1mj58o1Rk40HDCjVJMF+HiM9YeH SCvJk3WzyaLh0qmhBwXULJa4qQZIJ7HnUHtwTJ+zEZwGELNFPhhM1VkQrshU9DSuLA10 ml2HtEw5f1Y5eGkYlj5xVpM/rM2csxWgvtQnLa3RdmjuUDFrA03npdpKSS0kWB9KUZ/c caj505YXMR050GRgEV1GmFB46C2p0Gf2VRBP+DxGannFSigQntkUkLRuhhFQP2nQQtQ+ FhdUBjLZ8NGaFsjaD4TuKwlRUOjrWghXGglxyFgYazgAcor5hjHYL5WJ89ZYLgZLdWzz ljjIgMme1KMKuRGF6DD4w2bt1IhLjjiUdsR84ag3S59qQMDUVKsgEZ/zcY0s8S5W6nw kXYOU+YngSw46nEsocVzJxs2ER7H7XTC/8gWf8PFYG+jn6X97FX4KCmZrRVynzwgD0lG npIt8oJsk13CiSLvyQfyMXmXfEo+J19mR5eXzjB3SWsl3/4Acu9hFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tizlGVgfx/EU xsNgZpIbsqHT/jA=">AAAEC3ichVPLbhMxFHUTHiW8WliysYgiIVRFMwgEm0qV2LCjSE 1b1ESVx3MnY9Uv2XdIwyifwIotfAU7xJaP4B/4COw8UCZFwpKlq3t9rs89Ps6sFB6T5N dWq33t+o2b27c6t+/cvXd/Z/fBsTeV4zDgRhp3mjEPUmgYoEAJp9YBU5mEk+zidayffA DnhdFHOLUwUmysRSE4w5B6Xw+zglaz8/R8p5v0k/miV4N0GXTJch2e77Z+D3PDKwUauW Ten6WJxVHNHAouYdYZIlziRORY7qfPXyjVGTrQMOFGKabzcPGStUcHyMtZnfbT2eahg ikhpzkUrJI4q4eIq7gzrDxYxi/YGM5CqJkCP6rnisxoL2RyWhgXtkY6z64jaqa8n6osn FQMS79Zi8l/1saO2VJwH4rz9jYv9mgmUDFrw42rMi2EhCYSrC/E+C/OePTcCYubmN46K BKwqC4jLGgc1PY06LOYKugHPD4j9bwEBVRoj0xKyBsXowio/zRoAHIfqxsKY/FqVAttK wTNFwIXlaRoaLQVzYULreQ0BCyMFTxAeckc4xjM1+jkOQsM96Ol9qwz1rjIgMk9KcYlc qNz0OHxRvVHqRA3HPG06Yh1Q9Bej77VgYEoKJZAo78WY5pFYuVWKnykncGc+SSQBUc9 TiU0eB6lozrC47idTvgf6eZvuBocP+unST99l3QPkuVP2SaPyGPyhKTkJTkgb8ghGRBO FPlMvpCv7U/tb+3v7R+Lo62tJeYhaaz2zz/45lzi</latexit>
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Figure 4.1: A network of dissipative systems with input-output transformations and communi-
cation constraints.
In this section, we present the main result of this chapter which deals with scattering-based
stabilization of networked (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems with communication delays as shown
in Figure 4.1. Consider a set of nonlinear systems of the form
Σi :
 x˙i = fi(xi, ηi),yi = hi(xi, ηi), i = 1, . . . ,N, (4.9)
where xi ∈ Rni , ηi ∈ Rmi , yi ∈ Rpi . The systems Σ1, . . . , ΣN are interconnected through a set of
input-output transformations and an interconnection network with communication constraints
as illustrated in Figure 4.1 and mathematically described as follows. The local input-output
scattering transformations have the formuivi
 = Si ηiyi
 , i = 1, . . . ,N, (4.10)
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where ui ∈ Rmi , vi ∈ Rpi are the transformed input and output, respectively. To formulate the
constraints imposed by a network of communication channels between the subsystems (4.9),
(4.10), let us denote U :=
[
uT1 , . . . ,u
T
N
]
∈ Rm, V :=
[
vT1 . . . v
T
N
]
∈ Rp, where m := ∑Ni=1 mi,
and p :=
∑N
i=1 pi. The communication constraints are described in terms of a gain matrix
Ψ ∈ Rm×p+ and a matrix of communication delays T ∈ Rm×p+ , where Rm×p+ denotes the set of
m×p matrices with nonnegative elements. In particular, an element Ti j of matrix T describes a
(constant) communication delay inside the network between the signals v j and ui. In addition,
all disturbances acting on signals in the communication network are aggregated in an external
signal ∆(t) ∈ Rq, and its effect on signals in the network is described by a matrix D ∈ Rm×q+ .
Overall, the interconnection and communication constraintsM (Ψ,T,D) imposed by the net-
work of communication channels between the subsystems (4.9), (4.10) are described by a set
of inequalities of the following form: for i = 1, . . . ,m,
|Ui(t)| ≤ max
{
max
j∈{1,...,p}
Ψi j ·
∣∣∣∣V j (t − T ji)∣∣∣∣, max
k∈{1,...,q}
Dik · |∆k(t)|
}
. (4.11)
Also, denote x :=
[
xT1 . . . x
T
N
]
∈ Rp, where p := ∑Ni=1 ni. Assuming each subsystem Σi, i =
1, . . . ,N is (Q,S,R)−dissipative, our goal is to find scattering transformations Si, i = 1, . . . ,N,
such that the interconnection (4.9)-(4.11) is finite-gain L2-stable with respect to the distur-
bance input ∆(t) for any set of constant communication delays T. Since the interconnected
system (4.9)-(4.11) contains multiple communication delays, the definition of finite gain L2-
stability (Definition 4.2) needs to be adjusted, as follows.
Definition 4.3. Given A = AT ∈ Rm×m, A ≥ 0, B = BT ∈ Rp×p, B > 0, a system with
delays (4.9)-(4.11) is said to be weakly finite L2-gain (A, B)-stable if there exists a storage
functionV : Rn → R+ such that the inequality
V (x (t)) −V (x (t0)) ≤
∫ t
t0
(
∆T (τ)A∆(τ) − VT (τ)BV(τ)
)
dτ + a (t0)
holds along the trajectories of (4.9)-(4.11), where a (t0) ≥ 0 may depend on the system’s
trajectories during the time interval [t0 − Tmax, t0], where Tmax := max
i∈{1,...,m}, j∈{1,...,p}
T ji.
Finite L2-gain stability (Definition 4.2) is a special case of weak finite L2-gain stability
(Definition 4.3) where a (t0) ≡ 0. Nonzero a (t0) summarizes the effect of previous trajectories
on the current value of the storage function which may exist due to communication delays in
the interconnected system.
Suppose now each subsystem Σ1, . . . , ΣN is (Q,S,R)−dissipative, and the corresponding
supply rate matrices are denoted by [QSR]i, i = 1, . . . ,N. For each Σi, let the eigenvalues
of [QSR]i be written in descending order, i.e., λi1 ≥ λi2 ≥ . . . ≥ λimi+pi , and define Gi :=
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[
gi1 g
i
2 . . . g
i
mi+pi
]
∈ R(mi+pi)×(mi+pi), where gi1, . . . , gimi+pi ∈ Rmi+pi are the orthonormal eigenvec-
tors of [QSR]i such that [QSR]i·gij = λijgij, i = 1, . . . ,mi+pi. Furthermore, for each i = 1, . . . ,N,
denote Ai := diag{λi1, . . . , λimi} ∈ Rmi×mi , and Bi := diag{−λimi+1, . . . ,−λimi+pi} ∈ Rpi×pi . Also,
define diagonal positive definite matrices of coefficients Γi1 ∈ Rmi×mi , Γi2 ∈ Rpi×pi , Γi1 > 0,
Γi2 > 0. Finally, define A := diag{A1, . . . , AN} ∈ Rm×m, B := diag{B1, . . . , BN} ∈ Rp×p,
Γ1 := diag{Γ11, . . . ,ΓN1 } ∈ Rm×m, and Γ2 := diag{Γ12, . . . ,ΓN2 } ∈ Rp×p. The following theorem is
the main result of this work.
Theorem 4.4.1. Suppose each subsystem Σ1, . . . , ΣN is (Q,S,R)−dissipative, and each matrix
[QSR]i has exactly pi negative eigenvalues. If the matrices of coefficients Γ1 and Γ2 are chosen
such that
σmax
(
Γ−11 A
1/2ΨB−1/2Γ2
)
< 1, (4.12)
then the scattering transformations of the form (4.10), where
Si :=
Γi1 O
O Γi2
 ·GTi , i = 1, . . . ,N, (4.13)
make the interconnected system (4.9), (4.10), (4.11) weakly finite-gain L2-stable with respect
to the disturbance input ∆(t).
Proof By assumption, each subsystem Σ1, . . . , ΣN is (Q,S,R)−dissipative, and each matrix
[QSR]i, i = 1, . . . ,N, has exactly pi negative eigenvalues. Applying Lemma 4.3.1, one con-
cludes that, for each i = 1, . . . ,N, the i-th transformed subsystem (4.9), (4.10), (4.13) with
input ui and output vi is finite L2-gain (Aˆi, Bˆi)-stable, where Aˆi =
(
Γi1
)−1
Ai
(
Γi1
)−1 ≥ 0 and
Bˆi =
(
Γi2
)−1
Bi
(
Γi2
)−1
> 0 are diagonal matrices. Using notation Aˆ := diag{Aˆ1, . . . , AˆN} ∈ Rm×m,
Bˆ := diag{Bˆ1, . . . , BˆN} ∈ Rp×p, one has
Aˆ = Γ−11 AΓ
−1
1 , and Bˆ = Γ
−1
2 BΓ
−1
2 .
Furthermore, taking into account that matrices A, B, Γ1, Γ2 are all diagonal with nonnegative
elements, one can write
Aˆ1/2 = Γ−11 A
1/2, and Bˆ−1/2 = B−1/2Γ2,
and therefore
Γ−11 A
1/2ΨB−1/2Γ2 = Aˆ1/2ΨBˆ−1/2.
Using the last equality, condition (4.12) can be rewritten in the form
Ip −
(
Aˆ1/2ΨBˆ−1/2
)T (
Aˆ1/2ΨBˆ−1/2
)
> 0, or Ip − Bˆ−1/2ΨT AˆΨBˆ−1/2 > 0, (4.14)
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and taking into account that Bˆ is positive definite, (4.12) becomes Bˆ − ΨT AˆΨ > 0. Finally, by
continuity, the last inequality implies that
Bˆ − (1 + )ΨT AˆΨ > 0 (4.15)
holds for sufficiently small  > 0.
Now, for each i = 1, . . . ,N, let Vi (xi) be a storage function of the i-th subsystem (4.9).
Consider the function V (x) := ∑Ni=1 Vi (xi), which is a storage function candidate for the in-
terconnection (4.9), (4.10), (4.11), (4.13). Since each i-th transformed subsystem (4.9), (4.10),
(4.13) with input ui and output vi is finite L2-gain (Aˆi, Bˆi)-stable, it follows that the dissipation
inequality
V (x(t)) −V (x(t0)) ≤
∫ t
t0
(
UT AˆU − VT BˆV
)
dτ (4.16)
holds along the trajectories of the aggregated system which consists of N subsystems (4.9),
(4.10), (4.13) in parallel. Consider the first term under the integral in the right-hand side
of (4.16). Since the matrix Aˆ is diagonal with nonnegative elements, we have
UT AˆU =
m∑
i=1
AˆiiU2i .
Taking into account the communication constraints (4.11), one obtains
UT (t)AˆU(t) ≤
m∑
i=1
Aˆii max
j∈{1,...,p}
Ψ2i j · V2j
(
t − T ji
)
+
m∑
i=1
Aˆii max
k∈{1,...,q}
D2ik∆2k(t). (4.17)
We have
m∑
i=1
Aˆii max
k∈{1,...,q}
D2ik∆2k ≤
m∑
i=1
Aˆii
 q∑
k=1
D2ik∆2k
 = q∑
k=1
 m∑
i=1
AˆiiD2ik
 ∆2k = ∆T Dˆ∆, (4.18)
where Dˆ ∈ Rq×q is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative elements Dˆkk := ∑mi=1 AˆiiD2ik ≥ 0. On
the other hand,
m∑
i=1
Aˆii max
j∈{1,...,p}
Ψ2i j · V2j ≤
m∑
i=1
Aˆii
( p∑
j=1
Ψi j ·
∣∣∣V j∣∣∣ )2
=
[
|V1| . . .
∣∣∣Vp∣∣∣] · ΨT AˆΨ · [|V1| . . . ∣∣∣Vp∣∣∣]T . (4.19)
Now, substituting (4.17) into the dissipation inequality (4.16) and using (4.18), one obtains
V (x(t)) −V (x(t0)) ≤
∫ t
t0
(
∆T Dˆ∆ − VT BˆV
)
dτ +
∫ t
t0
m∑
i=1
Aˆii max
j∈{1,...,p}
Ψ2i jV
2
j
(
τ − T ji
)
dτ. (4.20)
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However,∫ t
t0
m∑
i=1
Aˆii max
j∈{1,...,p}
Ψ2i jV
2
j
(
τ − T ji
)
dτ ≤
∫ t
t0−Tmax
m∑
i=1
Aˆii max
j∈{1,...,p}
Ψ2i jV
2
j (τ) dτ
≤
∫ t
t0−Tmax

|V1(τ)|
...∣∣∣Vp(τ)∣∣∣

T
ΨT AˆΨ

|V1(τ)|
...∣∣∣Vp(τ)∣∣∣
 dτ, (4.21)
where the first inequality is valid because the term under the integral is non-negative and all
delays T ji are bounded by Tmax, and second inequality is due to (4.19). Denote
a0 (t0) :=
t0∫
t0−Tmax

|V1|
...∣∣∣Vp∣∣∣

T
ΨT AˆΨ

|V1|
...∣∣∣Vp∣∣∣
 dτ. (4.22)
Also, 
|V1|
...∣∣∣Vp∣∣∣

T
ΨT AˆΨ

|V1|
...∣∣∣Vp∣∣∣
 ≤ 11 + VT BˆV, (4.23)
which follows from the small gain condition (4.15) and the fact that Bˆ is diagonal and positive
definite. Substituting (4.21)-(4.23) into (4.20), one gets
V (x(t)) −V (x(t0)) ≤
∫ t
t0
(
− 
1 + 
VT BˆV + ∆T Dˆ∆
)
dτ + a0 (t0) .
The statement of Theorem 4.4.1 then follows.
4.5 Numerical example
In this section, we present a numerical design example and the results of simulations that
support the theoretical developments presented above. Consider an interconnected system of
the general structure shown in Figure 4.1, which consists of three subsystems Σi, i = 1, 2, 3,
described as follows. Subsystem Σ1 has a form
Σ1 :
y˙11 = −
(
2 + cos2 y12
)
y12 − η1,
y˙12 =
(
cos2 y12
)
y11 − y12 + 2η1,
(4.24)
where η1 ∈ R1 is the input, and y1 := [y11 y12]T ∈ R2 is the output of Σ1. Subsystem Σ2 is
described as follows:
Σ2 : y˙2 = −y2 + η21 − η22. (4.25)
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Its output is y2 ∈ R1, and the input is η2 := [η21 η22]T ∈ R2. The third subsystem is
Σ3 :
y˙31 =
(
1 + e−|y31 |
)
y32 + η31,
y˙32 = −
(
1 + e−|y31 |
)
y31 − 0.5 y32 − η32.
(4.26)
The input of Σ3 is η3 := [η31 η32]T ∈ R2, and the output is y3 := [y31 y32]T ∈ R2. Each
subsystem Σi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, is equipped with a scattering transformation of the form (4.10),
where S1,S2 ∈ R3×3, S3 ∈ R4×4, and u1, v2 ∈ R1, u2 := [u21,u22] ∈ R2, u3 := [u31,u32] ∈ R2,
v1 := [v11, v12] ∈ R2, v3 := [v31, v32] ∈ R2. The subsystems are subsequently interconnected
through a network with communication delays described as follows

u1(t)
u21(t)
u22(t)
u31(t)
u32(t)

=
1
4

0 0 +1 −1 +1 +1
+1 +1 0 −1 0 +1
−1 −1 0 +1 0 −1
+1 +1 −1 0 0 +1
+1 +1 −1 0 0 +1


v11 (t − T1)
v12 (t − T2)
v2 (t − T3)
v31 (t − T4)
v32 (t − T5)
∆(t)

(4.27)
where T1, . . . ,T5 are communication delays, and ∆(t) is an external input signal. In our simula-
tions, we use T1 = 0.5 s, T2 = 0.3 s, T3 = 0.4 s, T4 = 0.6 s, T5 = 0.7 s, and ∆(t) = 10·sin(t). Our
simulation results indicate that without scattering-based design (i.e., where S1, S2, S3 are all
unit matrices of the corresponding dimensions) the interconnected system (4.10), (4.24)-(4.27)
is unstable; specifically, it exhibits an unbounded response to the input ∆(t). The corresponding
plots are shown in Figure 4.2 (top).
In order to stabilize the interconnection (4.10), (4.24)-(4.27), we proceed with the scattering-
based design as developed above. We begin by establishing (Q,S,R)−dissipativity properties
of each of the subsystems Σi, i = 1, 2, 3. For subsystem Σ1, choosing a storage function candi-
date V1 =
(
y211 + y
2
12
)
/2, and calculating its time derivative along the trajectories of (4.24), one
obtains
V˙1 =
η1y1
T · [QSR]1 · η1y1
 , where [QSR]1 =

0 −1/2 1
−1/2 0 −1
1 −1 −1
 .
The eigenvalues of [QSR]1 in descending order are λ1 = 1.3508, λ2 = −0.5, and λ3 = −1.8508,
and
G1 =

0.6059 0.7071 0.3645
−0.6059 0.7071 −0.3645
0.5155 0 −0.8569

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is a matrix whose columns are orthonormal eigenvectors of [QSR]1 corresponding to the above
eigenvalues. For subsystem Σ2, we choose V2 = y22/2, which results in dissipation equality
V˙2 =
η2y2
T · [QSR]2 · η2y2
 , where [QSR]2 =

0 0 0.5
0 0 −0.5
0.5 −0.5 −1
 .
The eigenvalues of [QSR]2 in descending order are λ1 = 0.366, λ2 = 0, λ3 = −1.366, and the
corresponding matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors is
G2 =

−0.6280 0.7071 −0.3251
0.6280 0.7071 0.3251
−0.4597 0 0.8881
 .
Finally, for subsystem Σ3, one can choose a storage function candidate of the form V3 :=(
y231 + y
2
32
)
/2, whose derivative along the trajectories of (4.26) is
V˙3 =
η3y3
T · [QSR]3 · η3y3
 , where [QSR]3 :=

0 0 0.5 0
0 0 0 −0.5
0.5 0 0 0
0 −0.5 0 −0.5
 .
The eigenvalues of [QSR]3 are λ1 = 0.5, λ2 = 0.309, λ3 = −0.5, λ4 = −0.809, and the matrix
of orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues is
G3 =

0.7071 0 −0.7071 0
0 −0.8507 0 0.5257
0.7071 0 0.7071 0
0 0.5257 0 0.8507
 .
The next step is to design the gain matrices Γi1, Γ
i
2, i = 1, 2, 3. This can be done by choosing
the aggregate matrices Γ1 := diag{Γ11,Γ21,Γ31}, Γ2 := diag{Γ12,Γ22,Γ32} such that the small-gain
condition (4.12) is satisfied with a prescribed margin. From (4.27), it is straightforward to
evaluate the matrix Ψ ∈ R5×5 in (4.11) as follows
Ψ =

0 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 0

. (4.28)
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Matrices A and B are formed from the eigenvalues of [QSR]i, i = 1, 2, 3, as follows:
A := diag {1.3508, 0.366, 0, 0.5, 0.309} ,
B := diag {0.5, 1.8508, 1.366, 0.5, 0.809} .
One would like to choose diagonal matrices Γ1, Γ2 such that the closed-loop gain satisfies
gmin ≤ σmax
(
Γ−11 A
1/2ΨB−1/2Γ2
)
≤ gmax, (4.29)
for some 0 < gmin < gmax < 1. For our design example, we choose gmin = 0.9, gmax = 0.95.
Additionally, we would like to guarantee the fulfilment of (4.29) such that Γ1, Γ2 are as close
to unit matrices as possible; specifically, we would like to achieve that
max {‖Γ1 − I‖∞ , ‖Γ2 − I‖∞} → min .
This is a constrained optimization problem, which we solved using fmincon function of Mat-
lab. The obtained set of gain matrices Γi1, Γ
i
2, i = 1, 2, 3 is as follows:
Γ11 =
[
1.2802
]
, Γ12 =
0.4672 00 0.4651
 , (4.30)
Γ21 =
1.5141 00 0.7263
 , Γ22 = [0.4655] , (4.31)
Γ31 =
1.0122 00 1.0098
 , Γ32 = 0.4580 00 0.4678
 . (4.32)
This choice of gain matrices results in the closed-loop gain σmax
(
Γ−11 A
1/2ΨB−1/2Γ2
)
= 0.925.
Now, using the obtained values of Gi, Γi1, Γ
i
2, i = 1, 2, 3, the matrices of scattering transforma-
tions are calculated based on (4.13), as follows:
S1 =
Γ11 O
O Γ12
GT1 =

0.7757 −0.7757 0.6599
0.3304 0.3304 0
0.1695 −0.1695 −0.3985
 , (4.33)
S2 =
Γ21 O
O Γ22
GT2 =

−0.9509 0.9509 −0.6960
0.5136 0.5136 0
−0.1513 0.1513 0.4134
 , (4.34)
S3 =
Γ31 O
O Γ32
GT3 =

0.7157 0 0.7157 0
0 −0.8590 0 0.5309
−0.3239 0 0.3239 0
0 0.2459 0 0.3980
 . (4.35)
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Finally, matrices of scattering transformations (4.33)-(4.35) allow for calculations of ui, vi
based on ηi, yi according to the formula (4.10). For implementation purposes, however, we
need to calculate ηi, vi based on known ui, yi. It is straightforward to see thatuv
 = S11 S12S21 S22
 ηy
 ⇔ ηv
 =  S−111 −S−111 S12S21S−111 S22 − S21S−111 S12
 uy
 , (4.36)
provided that S11 is full rank. Based on (4.36), the following relationships follow from (4.33)-
(4.35): 
η1
v11
v12
 =

1.2892 1 −0.8507
0.4259 0.6608 −0.2811
0.2185 0 −0.5427


u1
y11
y12
 , (4.37)
η21
η22
v21
 =

−0.5258 0.9735 −0.3660
0.5258 0.9735 0.3660
0.1591 0 0.5241


u21
u22
y2
 , (4.38)
η31
η32
v31
v32
 =

1.397 0 −1 0
0 −1.164 0 0.618
−0.453 0 0.648 0
0 −0.286 0 0.55


u31
u32
y31
y32
 . (4.39)
The above formulas (4.37)-(4.39) are used for implementation of the scattering-based stabiliza-
tion scheme in our simulations. Examples of simulations of the interconnected system (4.10),
(4.24)-(4.27) with scattering transformations (4.37)-(4.39) are shown in Figure 4.2 (bottom).
These simulations have been performed for the same set of communication delays (T1 = 0.5
s, T2 = 0.3 s, T3 = 0.4 s, T4 = 0.6 s, T5 = 0.7 s) and the same external input signal
(∆(t) = 10 sin(t)) as those in the case without scattering-based stabilization (shown in Fig-
ure 4.2 (top)). It can be seen that the scattering-based design successfully stabilizes the inter-
connection, which is in accordance with the theory developed above.
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Figure 4.2: Response of the interconnected system (4.10), (4.24)-(4.27) with communication
delays to the input signal ∆(t) = 10 · sin(t).
Trajectories v11 (t), v12 (t), v2 (t), v31 (t), v32 (t) are shown. Top plot: without scattering-
based design, i.e., i.e., S1, S2, S3 are unit matrices. Bottom plot: with scattering transfor-
mations (4.37)-(4.39). Notice the substantially different scales along y-axes of the two figures.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary
This dissertation focuses on generalization of the scattering-based approach to stabilization
of interconnections of non-planar conic systems. Chapter 1 describes research objectives and
outlines existing results to date.
Chapter 2 presents a novel notion of non-planar conic systems. The proposed class of non-
linear systems involves the (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems and, consequently, the conventional
passive and conic [18] (planar conic [13]) systems. In order to represent a (Q,S,R)−dissipative
system as a non-planar conic system, we have developed the cone construction algorithm. The
main advantages of the non-planar conic systems are as follows: dimensions of system’s input
and output can be different, restrictions on any input-output pair are not required to be uniform,
and an interconnection of non-planar conic systems is a non-planar conic system. Therefore
the class of non-planar conic systems allows to overcome limitations imposed by the notion(-s)
of passivity and/or planar conicity.
Next, we have specified stability conditions for the interconnections with and without time
delay of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems whose dimension of the output coincides with the num-
ber of negative eigenvalues of the [QSR] matrix in the quadratic supply rate. The intercon-
nected systems can be represented as non-planar conic systems by estimating their centers and
radii using the developed algorithm. In the case of non-delayed interconnection, we have estab-
lished a graph separation stability condition in terms of the radii and the angle between centers
of subsystems’ cones. In the presence of time delay, stability results were obtained within the
small-gain framework. To satisfy these stability conditions, we propose scattering-based con-
troller design. A scattering transformation is essentially a combination of rotational and scale
operators that allows for rendering the dynamics of a non-planar conic system into a prescribed
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cone of compatible dimensions. For interconnections without delays, the generalized scattering
transformation is designed to separate the cones of the interacted subsystems. An advantage
of the scattering transformation is its relatively flexible structure that potentially may stabi-
lize an interconnected system and simultaneously improve performance of the interconnected
system. Regarding the delay independent stability, it can be achieved by applying appropriate
scattering transformations at the both sides of the communication channel. In particular, the
rotational operator aligns the center of the system’s cone along the input subspace, whereas the
scaling operator allows for tuning the gain of the system. As a result, the designed scattering
transformation transforms a non-planar conic system into a finite gain L2 stable system with
an appropriate gain. Overall, the proposed technique expands scattering-based stabilization
approach to the class of non-planar conic systems.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the coupled stability problem which is solved within the gener-
alized scattering-based approach developed in Chaper 2. The main goal of this chapter is
to demonstrate that the proposed technique can be applied to stabilization of an interconnec-
tion of essentially non-passive systems. Conventional results on the coupled stability problem
have been dominantly developed under the assumption of passivity of the systems involved
in the interaction. However, there are examples of robot-environment interaction where the
requirement of passivity is violated, for example, in the presence of the so-called slippage
phenomena [7, 8]. In addition, passivity-based methods do not allow for solving the stability
problem without affecting the robot’s trajectory tracking performance in free space. The design
example presented in Chapter 3 illustrates the main advantages of the developed stabilization
approach. In this example, stabilization is achieved under rather general assumptions on the
robot and the environment subsystems. The example outlines an approach that can be applied
for many other coupled stability problems. In particular, the robot manipulator dynamics are
described by Euler-Lagrange equation and controlled by the Lyapunov-based algorithm that
provides convergence of the robot trajectory to a reference trajectory. The Euler-Lagrange dy-
namic equations of the environment also include positive definite stiffness and damping terms.
The contact force is represented as a linear combination of stiffness and damping components,
where the damping term is not sign definite, which results in non-passivity of the contact be-
tween the robot and the environment. In order to satisfy the graph separation stability condition,
we designed the scattering-based controller that does not interfere the trajectory tracking in free
space. In the considered model, the existence of such a controller is guaranteed by the specially
developed scattering transformation that is constructed using numerical algorithms. As a result,
we have demonstrated that for any positive stiffness of the environment, and for the environ-
mental and contact damping terms, whose components satisfy some reasonable constraints,
the designed controller provides the stable interaction and does not affect the trajectory track-
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ing performance in free space. Thus, the developed approach successfully solves the coupled
stability problem.
Chapter 4 presents an extension of the scattering-based stabilization technique to the case of
complex interconnections of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems in the presence of multiple commu-
nication delays. The problem of stability of complex interconnections of (Q,S,R)−dissipative
systems has been addressed in [10] in the absence of time delay. The existing scattering-based
stabilization results are largely limited to the case of feedback interconnections of passive sys-
tems with time delays [1, 3, 6, 11]. In this thesis, the aforementioned results have been sub-
stantially expanded using the generalized scattering-based stabilization technique. First, we
show that under mild technical assumptions [QSR] matrix in the quadratic supply rate of a
(Q,S,R)−dissipative system with m-dimensional input must have the number of nonnegative
eigenvalues greater than or equal to m. This motivates the assumption made in this chapter
where we address (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems whose [QSR] matrix has exactly m nonnega-
tive eigenvalues, or, equivalently, whose output dimension coincides with the number of nega-
tive eigenvalues of the [QSR] matrix. Next, we introduced the notion of finite L2-gain (A, B)-
stability that is a specification of the notion of finite gainL2 stability in the case of systems with
multiple inputs and/or outputs. We then present a scattering transformation that transforms a
(Q,S,R)−dissipative system into a finite L2-gain (A, B)-stable system, where A (A ≥ 0) and B
(B > 0) are any predefined diagonal gain matrices of admissible orders, specifically, the orders
of matrices A and B coincide with the number of system’s inputs and outputs, respectively. The
algorithm uses the generalized version of the scattering transformation which is a combination
of two linear transformations. The first transformation is an orthogonal operator that maps the
subspace generated by the eigenvectors corresponding to nonnegative eigenvalues into the in-
put subspace. The second transformation performs scaling and is used fora assigning arbitrary
admissible gains (A, B). The main result of the chapter describes the stabilization procedure
for complex interconnections of (Q,S,R)−dissipative systems which guarantees a delay in-
dependent weak finite L2-gain (A, B)-stability of the overall system with respect to external
disturbances in the presence of multiple heterogeneous communication delays. The developed
technique substantially generalizes the existing results in this area [1, 5, 15].
5.2 Future work
The final section discusses possible improvements, extensions and development directions of
the presented results. Throughout the work, we dealt with the notion of (Q,S,R)−dissipativity
that requires an existence of a quadratic supply rate where the system’s output dimension is
equal to the number of negative eigenvalues of the [QSR] matrix. However, it is known that
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a storage function is generally not unique [2, 4, 17]. Instead, the set of storage functions is
bounded from below by the available storage Va(·) and from above by the required supply
Vr(·) [2, Section 4.4.3]. In many applications, a storage function represents total energy stored
in the system and may depend on wide range of model parameters and the system’s control
algorithm. Varying these components of the model may result in different storage functions.
Therefore, one possible direction is the development of methods for constructing a storage
function with a quadratic supply rate whose [QSR] matrix has the same number of negative
eigenvalues as the dimension of the system’s output.
Next, in Chapter 3, the coupled stability problem has been investigated. As we have demon-
strated, the scattering-based controller allows for achieving the stable interaction of the manip-
ulator and the environment while at the same time does not affect the robot’s trajectory tracking
performance in free space. However, the theoretical methods developed in Chapter 2 for the
generalized scattering-based technique do not guarantee, at least directly, the desired structure
of the scattering transformation. Thus, a complete analytical solution of the scattering-based
design problem for coupled stability subject to constraints is the topic for future research.
Another direction for future work is an application of the proposed technique to teleoper-
ator systems. Theoretical methods for systems of this type were developed in the Chapter 2.
However in practice, as mentioned above, there can be additional design requirements imposed
on the scattering-based controller in order to guarantee the control scheme performance. An
example is a requirement imposed on the slave tracking performance in free space; i.e., the
slave manipulator must follow the trajectory generated by the master. Another example is the
requirement of avoiding “wave-reflection” phenomena. It is expected that these requirements
can be fulfilled by a special choice of scattering transformations applied on the both sides of the
communication channel. Therefore, development of the analytical and numerical algorithms
that are capable to perform both stabilization and improvement of performance issues is one of
the most important questions for future research.
Also, some extensions of the conventional scattering-based approach to stabilization of the
teleoperator systems in the presence of time-variable delays have been reported [9, 11]. The
idea behind this extension is to implement time-variable gains at the local and remote sides
of the teleoperator. This approach can potentially be combined with the proposed generalized
scattering-based controller design.
Finally, one more possible direction for future research is related to the extension of the
generalized scattering-based stabilization methods to the case of systems modeled within the
so-called behavioral framework. The behavioral approach to modeling of interactive systems
was developed in the works of J.C. Willems and summarized in [16]; its application to control
of geometrically nontrivial interactive robot behavior is described in [14]. According to [12], a
dynamical system is defined within the behavioral framework as a triple Σ = (T,W,B), where
T is the set of time instants, W is a set called the signal space, and B a subset of T → W
called the behavior. It is worth to mention that the conventional “input–output” description of
system’s behavior is a special case in the above definition, where W is a direct product of two
sets: the set of inputs U and the set of outputs Y, i.e., W := U ×Y. For interactive applications
such as teleoperator systems, the partition of the external signals into inputs and outputs is
frequently unnatural and may lead to difficulties related to the fact that such a partition imposes
a causality structure (inputs are “cause”, the outputs are “effect”) that does not hold in physical
reality. For example, in mechanical systems, “force” is related to “motion”, but neither of them
necessarily causes the other. In the case of linear time invariant systems, the multi-port network
modeling of teleoperators does not impose such a causality structure; however, in the nonlinear
case, the existing theory is based on the “input-state-output” paradigm. Therefore, a possible
future direction of research is development of a nonlinear counterpart to multi-port network
description of teleoperator systems within the behavioral framework.
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Appendix A
Adaptive schemes
Appendix A considers a dynamic system that is described by the Euler-Lagrange equations
and locally controlled by the Lyapunov-based control algorithm. In this case, we show that
the system is (Q,S,R)−dissipative, and furthermore, application of the adaptive version of the
Lyapunov-based controller does not change the [QSR] matrix in the supply rate constructed
for the non-adaptive version of the controller. As a result, it implies that the parameter ad-
justment algorithm in the adaptive Lyapunov-based controller does not affect the scattering
transformation constructed by the [QSR] matrix of the (Q,S,R)−dissipative system.
This development is motivated by the adaptive control schemes proposed within the con-
ventional passivity-based approach. Particularly, an inclusion of the parameter adaptation
mechanism into the local passivity-based control algorithm does not interfere with the sta-
bilization procedure1. Therefore, this analysis is aimed at establishing similar results for the
more general case of (Q,S,R)−dissipative and non-planar conic systems.
Let the robot manipulator dynamics be determined by the Euler-Lagrange equations in the
task space
ΣR : Hx(q)x¨ + Cx(q, q˙)x˙ + Gx(q) = f + u, (A.1)
where f is an external force, vectors x, x˙ and q, q˙ are position and velocity of the manipulator in
the task and joint space, respectively. The control u in (A.1) realizes the Lyapunov-based con-
trol algorithm that solves the trajectory tracking problem in free space. Namely, this controller
ensures the convergence of the robot trajectory to a reference trajectory xr.
u = Hx(q)r˙ + Cx(q, q˙)r + Gx(q) − Kσ, K = KT > 0, (A.2)
r = x˙r − Λx˜, σ = ˙˜x + Λx˜, x˜ = x − xr, Λ = ΛT > 0, (A.3)
1Nuno, E., Basanez, L. and Ortega, R. Passivity-based control for bilateral teleoperation: A tutorial, Auto-
matica 47(3), 485–495, 2011
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where positive definite matrices K and Λ are control gains. Substituting the control u (A.2) to
the system (A.1), we derive the following dynamics ˙˜x = −Λx˜ + σσ˙ = [Hx(q)]−1 (−Cx(q, q˙)σ − Kσ + f ) (A.4)
Proposition A.1. The dynamic system (A.4) is (Q,S,R)−dissipative with respect to a quadratic
supply rate depending on the external force f as an input and position-velocity error
[˜
xT , ˙˜x
T ]T
(A.3) as an output.
Proof In order to prove (Q,S,R)−dissipativity of the system (A.4), we need to find a nonneg-
ative storage function V(x) and a quadratic supply rate w( f ; x˜, ˙˜x), such that the inequality
V(x(t1)) − V(x(t0)) 6
t1∫
t0
w
(
f (t); x˜(t), ˙˜x(t)
)
dt (A.5)
holds along the trajectories of the system (A.4) for any t1 > t0, any initial state x(t0).
Consider a storage function V of the form
V =
1
2
(
σT Hx(q)σ + x˜T Mx˜
)
, (A.6)
where M is a symmetric positive definite matrix that can be chosen freely. The function V(·) is
nonnegative, since the inertia matrix Hx(·) is positive definite.
The next series of equalities computes the time derivative of the storage function V (A.6)
along the trajectories of the system (A.4), using the fact that
[
H˙x(q) − 2Cx(q, q˙)
]
is a skew-
symmetric matrix.
V˙ = σT Hx(q)σ˙ +
1
2
σT H˙x(q)σ + x˜T M ˙˜x =
σT
(
1
2
H˙x(q) −Cx(q, q˙)
)
σ + σT (−Kσ + f ) + x˜T M ˙˜x = −σT Kσ + σT f + x˜T M ˙˜x =
f T Λx˜ + f T ˙˜x − x˜T ΛKΛx˜ + x˜T
(
1
2
M − ΛK
)
˙˜x + ˙˜x
T
(
1
2
M − KΛ
)
x˜ − ˙˜xT K ˙˜x.
Finally, the derivative of the storage function V (A.6) can be represented as a quadratic form in
variables f , x˜ and ˙˜x, namely
V˙ =

f
x˜
˙˜x

T
[QSR]

f
x˜
˙˜x
 =: w
(
f ; x˜, ˙˜x
)
, where (A.7)
[QSR] =

O 1/2Λ 1/2I
1/2Λ −ΛKΛ 1/2M − ΛK
1/2I 1/2M − KΛ −K
 . (A.8)
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Obtained quadratic supply rate w
(
f ; x˜, ˙˜x
)
(A.7) together with the storage function (A.6) sat-
isfies the dissipation inequality (A.5), that proves (Q,S,R)−dissipativity of the system (A.4).
Further, we consider an adaptive version of the Lyapunov-based controller and show that
the application of the adaptive control algorithm to the system (A.1) results in the same [QSR]
matrix (A.8) as obtained in Proposition A.1.
According the adaptive control approach, the left-hand part of the dynamic equation (A.1)
can be equivalently rewritten using the regressor Y(q, q˙, q¨), i.e.
Hx(q)x¨ + Cx(q, q˙)x˙ + Gx(q) = Y(q, q˙, q¨)θ, (A.9)
where θ is a vector of unknown parameters of the manipulator. Substitution in the equation
(A.9) of a specific admissible value θ̂ of the model parameters θ provides the following equality
Ĥx(q)x¨ + Ĉx(q, q˙)x˙ + Ĝx(q) = Y(q, q˙, q¨)̂θ, (A.10)
where inertia matrix Ĥx(·), Coriolis and centrifugal forces Ĉx(·), and gravitation term Ĝx(·) are
computed for θ = θ̂.
Using the adaptive Lyapunov-based control law, we establish a local manipulator controller
u in the following way
u = Ĥx(q)r˙ + Ĉx(q, q˙)r + Ĝx(q) − Kσ, K = KT > 0, (A.11)
where variable x˜, r, and σ are determined in (A.3), and gain matrix K is the same as in the
non-adaptive controller (A.2).
An equivalent representation of the controller u (A.11) reveals the connection between this
controller and the regressor Y(·)(A.10), specifically
u =Ĥx(q) (x˙ − σ˙) + Ĉx(q, q˙) (x˙ − σ) + Ĝx(q) − Kσ =
Y(q, q˙, q¨)̂θ −
(
Ĥx(q)σ˙ + Ĉx(q, q˙)σ + Kσ
)
.
(A.12)
Returning to the original dynamic relations (A.1)-(A.9), we have
Y(q, q˙, q¨) = f + u ⇒ u = Y(q, q˙, q¨) − f . (A.13)
Obtained equalities (A.12)-(A.13) provides the following dynamics
Ĥx(q)σ˙ + Ĉx(q, q˙)σ + Kσ = Y(q, q˙, r˙, σ˙)˜θ + f , (A.14)
where θ˜ is the parameter estimation error, i.e. θ˜ = θ̂ − θ, and Y(q, q˙, r˙, σ˙) is the regressor
Y(q, q˙, q¨), where acceleration q¨ is expressed through the new variables (A.3). The following
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chain of equalities explains the transfer from Y(q, q˙, q¨) to Y(q, q˙, r˙, σ˙) in details using manip-
ulator Jacobian J. First, formulae (A.3) imply that x¨ = σ˙ + r˙, and then we express q¨ through
mentioned variables q, q˙, r˙, and σ˙
x˙ = J(q)q˙ ⇒ x¨ = J˙(q)q˙ + J(q)q¨ ⇒ q¨ = J−1(q)
(
x¨ − J˙(q)q˙
)
= J−1(q)
(
σ˙ + r˙ − J˙(q)q˙
)
.
A parameter adaptation algorithm is borrowed from the adaptive control scheme
˙˜θ = ˙̂θ = −ΓYT (q, q˙, r˙, σ˙)σ, (A.15)
where Γ is a symmetric positive definite matrix, i.e. Γ = ΓT > 0. Combining robot dynamics
(A.14) and the parameter adaptation algorithm(A.15), we derive the dynamic system of the
form 
˙˜x = −Λx˜ + σ
σ˙ =
[
Ĥx(q)
]−1 (−Ĉx(q, q˙)σ − Kσ + Y(qR, q˙R, r˙, σ˙)˜θ + fenv + fr)
˙˜θ = −ΓYT (q, q˙, r˙, σ˙)σ.
(A.16)
The next proposition constructs the [QSR] matrix of the dynamic system (A.16) and estab-
lishes its connection with the [QSR] matrix (A.8) derived in the non-adaptive case.
Proposition A.2. The dynamic system (A.16) is (Q,S,R)−dissipative with respect to the input
f and output
[˜
xT , ˙˜x
T ]T
. Moreover, its quadratic supply rate coincides with the supply rate (A.7)
computed within the application of the non-adaptive Lyapunov-based controller to the sys-
tem (A.1). Here we suppose that the control gains K, Λ are the same in both controllers (A.2)
and (A.11).
Proof Consider a storage function candidate of the form
VA =
1
2
(
σT Ĥx(q)σ + x˜T Mx˜ + θ˜T Γ−1θ˜
)
, (A.17)
where M is a symmetric positive definite matrix that can be chosen freely. Here we use the
same matrix M as in the storage function (A.6) for the non-adaptive case.
Computation of the time derivative of the storage function VA (A.17) along the trajectories
of the system (A.16) provides the following
V˙A = σT Ĥx(q)σ˙ +
1
2
σT
˙̂Hx(q)σ + x˜T M ˙˜x + θ˜T Γ−1 ˙˜θ = σT
(
1
2
˙̂Hx(q) − Ĉx(q, q˙)
)
σ+
σT
(
−Kσ + Y(q, q˙, r˙, σ˙)˜θ + f
)
+ x˜T M ˙˜x + θ˜T Γ−1
(
−ΓYT (q, q˙, r˙, σ˙)σ
)
=
− σT Kσ + σT Y(q, q˙, r˙, σ˙)˜θ + σT f + x˜T M ˙˜x − θ˜T YT (q, q˙, r˙, σ˙)σ =
− σT Kσ + σT f + x˜T M ˙˜x =
( f ∗)T Λx˜ + ( f ∗)T ˙˜x − x˜T ΛKΛx˜ + x˜T
(
1
2
M − ΛK
)
˙˜x + ˙˜x
T
(
1
2
M − KΛ
)
x˜ − ˙˜xT K ˙˜x.
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The obtained derivative of the storage function VA (A.17) is a quadratic form in variables f ∗, x˜
and ˙˜x that can be expressed through the matrix as follows
V˙A =

f
x˜
˙˜x

T
[QSR]A

f
x˜
˙˜x
 =: wA
(
f ; x˜, ˙˜x
)
, where (A.18)
[QSR]A =

O 1/2Λ 1/2I
1/2Λ −ΛKΛ 1/2M − ΛK
1/2I 1/2M − KΛ −K
 (A.19)
Obviously, non-adaptive and adaptive versions of the Lyapunov-based controller applied to the
system (A.1) result in the same [QSR] matrices (A.8) and (A.19). Consequently, the supply
rates w(·) (A.7) and wA(·) (A.18) coincide with each other.
The present proposition reveals that both the Lyapunov-based controller and the adap-
tive Lyapunov-based control algorithm implemented as the local manipulator controller re-
sult in the same supply rate. Regarding the scattering-based approach, this implies that in-
clusion of the parameter adjustment algorithm into the Lyapunov-based local controller does
not affect the scattering transformation constructed by the[QSR] matrices (or cones) of the
(Q,S,R)−dissipative (non-planar conic) systems involved into the interconnections.
Appendix B
Proofs of Theorems and Lemmas
B.1 Proof of Theorem 2.3.1
Consider the system (2.20), (2.21), where Σ1 ∈ Int (Ω1, φr1), Σ2 ∈ Int (Ω2, φr2). For brevity,
throughout the proof we denote W1 := W (Ω1, φr1), W2 := W (Ω2, φr2). Let vectors g1, g2, . . . , gm
form an orthonormal basis in Ω1, and e1, e2, . . . , ep form an orthonormal basis in Ω2. Since
Ω1 ∩ Ω2 = {0}, the vectors g1, . . . , gm, e1, . . . , ep are linearly independent and therefore form a
basis in Rm+p. Define
P :=
[
g1 . . . gm e1 . . . ep
]
∈ R(m+p)×(m+p),
Q :=
[
e1 . . . ep g1 . . . gm
]
∈ R(m+p)×(m+p).
One sees that columns of both P and Q form bases in Rm+p. In the following, we will identify
ordered bases in Rm+p with the corresponding (m + p) × (m + p)-matrices whose columns are
the vectors of these bases. Clearly, P and Q are related according to the following formulas
Q = P ·
Omp Im
Ip Opm
 , P = Q · Opm Ip
Im Omp
 . (B.1)
Both bases P and Q consist of unit vectors, however, they are not necessarily orthonormal.
For our purposes, it is convenient to introduce another two bases, denoted by G and E, which
are orthonormal. Specifically, the set of vectors {g1, g2, . . . , gm} ∈ Ω1 can be augmented with
additional vectors gm+1, . . . , gm+p ∈ Ω⊥1 such that the columns of
G :=
[
g1 . . . gm gm+1 . . . gm+p
]
form an orthonormal basis in Rm+p. Similarly, the set {e1, e2, . . . , ep} ∈ Ω2 can be augmented
with additional vectors ep+1, . . . , ep+m ∈ Ω⊥2 such that the columns of
E :=
[
e1 . . . ep ep+1 . . . ep+m
]
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form another orthonormal basis in Rm+p. Since both G and E are orthonormal bases, one can
find an orthogonal transformation that relates these two bases. Note that, by construction,
P = G ·
 Im A
Opm C
 , (B.2)
where
A :=

eT1 g1 e
T
2 g1 · · · eTp g1
eT1 g2 e
T
2 g2 · · · eTp g2
...
...
. . .
...
eT1 gm e
T
2 gm · · · eTp gm

∈ Rm×p, C :=

eT1 gm+1 e
T
2 gm+1 · · · eTp gm+1
eT1 gm+2 e
T
2 gm+2 · · · eTp gm+2
...
...
. . .
...
eT1 gm+p e
T
2 gm+p · · · eTp gm+p

∈ Rp×p.
Similarly,
Q = E ·
 Ip AT
Omp D
 , (B.3)
where
D :=

eTp+1g1 e
T
p+1g2 · · · eTp+1gm
eTp+2g1 e
T
p+2g2 · · · eTp+2gm
...
...
. . .
...
eTp+mg1 e
T
p+mg2 · · · eTp+mgm

∈ Rm×m.
Substituting (B.3) and (B.2) into (B.1), one obtains G = E · TEG, where
TEG =
 Ip AT
Omp D
 Opm Ip
Im Omp
  Im −AC−1
Opm C−1
 = AT
(
Ip − AT A
)
C−1
D −DAC−1
 .
Similarly,
E = G · TGE, where TGE =
Amp
(
Im − AAT
)
D−1
C −CAT D−1
 .
Since both E and G are orthonormal bases, we see that TEG, TGE are real orthogonal, and
TEG = T TGE, or AT
(
Ip − AT A
)
C−1
D −DAC−1
 =  AT CTD−T (Im − AAT ) −D−T ACT
 . (B.4)
From (B.4), it follows that
Ip − AT A = CTC, and (B.5)
Im − AAT = DT D. (B.6)
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Taking into account (B.5), (B.6), the expressions for TEG, TGE can be simplified, as follows,
TEG =
AT CTD −DAC−1
 , TGE = A DTC −CAT D−1
 .
Now note that, by construction of the basis G, the expression for projection matrix ΠΩ1 in
this basis has a particularly simple form, as follows:
(
ΠΩ1
)
G
=
 Im Omp
Opm Opp
 .
Therefore,
(W1)G =
 Im Omp
Opm Opp
 − cos2 φr1Im+p. (B.7)
Similarly, the expression for projection matrix ΠΩ2 has a particularly simple form in the basis
E, that implies the canonical form (W2)E of W2, namely
(
ΠΩ2
)
E =
 Ip Opm
Omp Opp
 ⇒ (W2)E =  Ip Opm
Omp Opp
 − cos2 φr2 · Im+p.
For the purposes of our subsequent analysis, however, it is convenient to represent both W1 and
W2 in the basis Q. Combining (B.1) and (B.2), one obtains Q = G · TGQ, where
TGQ =
 Im A
Opm C
 Omp Im
Ip Opm
 = A ImC Opm
 . (B.8)
Using (B.7) and (B.8), one obtains the expression for W1 in basis Q, as follows:
(W1)Q = T
T
GQ · (W1)G · TGQ =
A ImC Opm
T  Im Omp
Opm Opp
 − cos2 φr1I A ImC Opm

=
AT A ATA Im
 − cos2 φr1 Ip ATA Im
 = (AT A − cos2 φr1Ip) sin2 φr1ATsin2 φr1A sin2 φr1Im
 . (B.9)
On the other hand, using (B.3), one can obtain the following expression for W2 in basis Q:
(W2)Q = T
T
EQ · (W2)E · TEQ =
 Ip AT
Omp D
T  Ip Opm
Omp Opp
 − cos2 φr2I  Ip AT
Omp D

=
Ip ATA AAT
 − Ip ATA Im
 cos2 φr2 = sin2 φr2Ip sin2 φr2ATsin2 φr2A (AAT − cos2 φr2Im)
 . (B.10)
By means of the obtained representation of W1 (B.9) and W2 (B.10) in the basis Q, the following
lemma calculates the maximum singular values of the product of projectors ΠΩ1 and ΠΩ2 .
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Lemma B.1.1. The maximum singular value of ΠΩ1ΠΩ2 satisfies
σmax
(
ΠΩ1ΠΩ2
)
= σmax (A) :=
√
max
i=1,...,k
λi (AT A),
where λi
(
AT A
)
, i = 1, . . . , k denote the eigenvalues of AT A.
Proof The product of projection matrices ΠΩ1ΠΩ2 in the basis E has a form(
ΠΩ1ΠΩ2
)
E
= TEG · (ΠΩ1)G · TGE · (ΠΩ2)E
=
AT CTD −DAC−1
 ·  Im Omp
Opm Opp
 · A DTC −CAT D−1
 ·  Ip Opm
Omp Omm

=
AT A OpmDA Omm
 (B.11)
The singular values of ΠΩ1ΠΩ2 are square roots of the eigenvalues of the (symmetric and non-
negative definite) matrix
(
ΠΩ1ΠΩ2
)T (
ΠΩ1ΠΩ2
)
. Using (B.11), one obtains
(
ΠΩ1ΠΩ2
)T (
ΠΩ1ΠΩ2
)
=
AT A AT DT
Omp Omm
 · AT A OpmDA Omm
 = (AT A)2 + AT DT DA Opm
Omp Omm

=
(AT A)2 + AT (Im − AAT )A Opm
Omp Omm
 = AT A Opm
Omp Omm

The statement of Lemma B.1.1 follows.
The next lemma establishes that the setsW1 =
{
v1 : vT1 W1v1 ≥ 0, v1 ∈ Rm+p, |v1| , 0
}
and
W2 =
{
v2 : vT2 W2v2 ≥ 0, v2 ∈ Rm+p, |v2| , 0
}
are separated.
Lemma B.1.2. Suppose condition (2.22) holds. If some v ∈ Rm+p is such that v ∈ W1, then
v <W2, or in other words, if vT W1v ≥ 0 (|v| , 0), then vT W2v < 0.
Proof Suppose vT W1v ≥ 0 for some v ∈ Rm+p, |v| , 0. Without loss of generality, assume
|v| = 1. Consider the representation of the quadratic form vT W1v in the basis Q:
(
vT W1v
)
Q
=
vpvm
T (AT A − cos2 φr1Ip) sin2 φr1ATsin2 φr1A sin2 φr1Im
 vpvm

= vTp A
T Avp − cos2 φr1|vp|2 + sin2 φr1|vm|2 + 2 sin2 φr1vTmAvp ≥ 0, (B.12)
where, by definition of basis Q, [vTp , 0
T
m]
T ∈ Ω2 and [0Tp , vTm]T ∈ Ω1. Taking into account that
1 = |v|2 = |vp|2 + |vm|2 + 2vTmAvp, (B.13)
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one obtains from (B.12) that
0 ≤ vT W1v ≤ sin2 φr1 − (1 − σ2max)|vp|2. (B.14)
Similarly, the quadratic form vT W2v in the in the basis Q has a form(
vT W2v
)
Q
=
vpvm
T sin2 φr2Ip sin2 φr2ATsin2 φr2A (AAT − cos2 φr2Im)
 vpvm

= sin2 φr2|vp|2 + vTmAT Avm − cos2 φr2|vm|2 + 2 sin2 φr2vTmAvp,
and taking (B.13) into account, one obtains
vT W2v ≤ sin2 φr2 − (1 − σ2max)|vm|2.
Further, we will show that
sin2 φr2 − (1 − σ2max)|vm|2 < 0 (B.15)
and therefore vT W2v < 0. Inequality (B.15) will follow from the following sequence of in-
equalities
|vm| ≥ cos φr1 − σmax · sin φr1√
1 − σ2
>
sin φr2√
1 − σ2
. (B.16)
To prove the first inequality in (B.16), one can use (B.13) and (B.14) to obtain
1 = |vp|2 + |vm|2 + 2vTmAvp ≤ |vp|2 + |vm|2 + 2σmax|vm||vp|
≤ sin
2 φr1
1 − σ2max
+ |vm|2 + 2σmax|vm| sin φr1√
1 − σ2max
, or
|vm|2 + 2σmax|vm| sin φr1√
1 − σ2max
+
sin2 φr1
1 − σ2max
+ 1 ≥ 0.
Factoring the left-hand side of the above inequality, one gets|vm| + σmax|vm| sin φr1√
1 − σ2max
− cos φr1
 · |vm| + σmax|vm| sin φr1√
1 − σ2max
+ cos φr1
 ≥ 0.
The expression inside the second bracket in the left hand side of the above inequality is positive
(> 0), therefore the first bracket is non-negative, which implies that the first inequality in (B.16)
is valid. To prove the second inequality in (B.16), note that it is equivalent to the following
σ2max sin
2 φr1 + 2σmax sin φr1 sin φr2 + sin2 φr2 − cos2 φr1(1 − σ2max) < 0. (B.17)
To prove (B.17) (equivalently, the second inequality in (B.16)), one can factor the left hand
side of the above inequality and use some basic trigonometric formulae to obtain
σ2max sin
2 φr1 + 2σmax sin φr1 sin φr2 + sin2 φr2 − cos2 φr1(1 − σ2max)
= σ2max + 2σmax sin φr1 sin φr2 − cos (φr1 + φr2) cos (φr1 − φr2)
= σ2max + σmax (cos (φr1 − φr2) − cos (φr1 + φr2)) − cos (φr1 + φr2) cos (φr1 − φr2)
= (σmax − cos (φr1 + φr2)) (σmax + cos (φr1 + φr2))
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Condition (2.22), however, implies that
(σmax − cos (φr1 + φr2)) (σmax + cos (φr1 + φr2)) < 0.
Therefore, the second inequality in (B.16) holds, and so does (B.15). Thus, vT W2v < 0, or
v <W2.
Lemma B.1.3. Suppose condition (2.22) holds. Then there exists ρ ≥ 0 such that W :=
ρW1 + W2 is negative definite.
Proof The statement of Lemma B.1.3 follows immediately from Lemma B.1.2 by application
of the seminal theorem on the losslessness of S-procedure for two quadratic forms originally
proven in [1] (see also [2, Theorem 12]).
Using Lemma B.1.3, the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 is conducted as follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1 Consider the interconnection (2.20), (2.21), where Σ1 ∈ Int (Ω1, φr1),
Σ2 ∈ Int (Ω2, φr2). For this interconnection, consider a storage function candidate
V := ρ · V1 + V2,
where V1, V2 are storage functions of Σ1, Σ2, and ρ ≥ 0 is a constant given by Lemma B.1.3.
Then the following inequality holds along the trajectories of Σ1, Σ2:
V (t1) − V (t0) ≤
t1∫
t0

y1
η1
T ρW1 y1
η1
 + η2y2
T W2 η2y2

 dτ. (B.18)
Taking into account the formulae (2.21) describing the systems’ interconnection, the integrand
in (B.18) can be represented in the formy1
η1
T ρW1 y1
η1
 + η2y2
T W2 η2y2
 = y1y2
T W y1y2
 + y1y2
T 2ρW1  0
χ1
 +  0
χ1
T ρW1  0
χ1

+
y1y2
T 2 ·W2 χ20
 + χ20
T W2 χ20
 , (B.19)
where W := ρW1 + W2. According to Lemma B.1.3, W is negative definite; from here, com-
bining (B.18) and (B.19) and using some simple matrix estimates as well as applying Young’s
quadratic inequality, one sees that
V (t1) − V (t0) ≤
t∫
t0
−δ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣y1y2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ σ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣χ1χ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 dτ,
where δ > 0, σ ≥ 0. The statement of Theorem 2.3.1 follows.
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B.2 Proof of Lemma 2.6.1
Proof Due to the s,all-gain condition γ1 · γ2 < 1, there exists a small ε such that
(1 + ε) · γ1 · γ2 < 1.
Consider inputs of the interconnected system
u1i(t) = v2i
(
t − T (i)2
)
+ δ1i(t), u2 j(t) = v1 j
(
t − T ( j)1
)
+ δ2 j(t), i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , p.
Using Young’s quadratic inequality, the following estimates can be written for the norms of the
input components
|u1(t)|2 =
m∑
i=1
|u1i(t)|2 6 (1 + ε)
m∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣v2i (t − T (i)2 )∣∣∣∣2 + (1 + 1ε
)
‖δ1(t)‖2
|u2(t)|2 =
p∑
j=1
|u1 j(t)|2 ≤ (1 + ε)
p∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣v1 j (t − T ( j)1 )∣∣∣∣2 + (1 + 1ε
)
|δ2(t)|2.
Consider a function V(x1, x2) := V1(x1) + V2(x2), where V1(x1), V2(x2) are the storage functions
of Σ1, Σ2, respectively. The change of V(t) := V(x1(t), x2(t)) along the trajectories of the
interconnected system can be estimated as follows
V(x(t1)) − V(x(t0)) ≤
t1∫
t0
[
− 1
γ1
|v1(τ)|2 + γ1|u1(τ)|2 − 1
γ2
|v2(τ)|2 + γ2|u)2(τ)|2
]
≤
t1∫
t0
− 1γ1 |v1(τ)|2 − 1γ2 |v2(τ)|2 + γ1(1 + ε)
m∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣v2 (τ − T (i)2 )∣∣∣∣2
+ γ1
(
1 +
1
ε
)
|δ1(τ)|2 + γ2(1 + ε)
p∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣v1 (τ − T ( j)1 )∣∣∣∣2
+ γ2
(
1 +
1
ε
)
|δ2(τ)|2
]
dτ.
(B.20)
Let T1 and T2 denote the maximal delays in the forward and the return path, respectively, i.e.
T1 := max
j=1,...,p
T ( j)1 , T2 := maxi=1,...,m
T (i)2 .
We have
t1∫
t0
∣∣∣∣v1 (τ − T ( j)1 )∣∣∣∣2 dτ =
t1−T ( j)1∫
t0−T ( j)1
|v1(τ)|2 dτ ≤
t1∫
t0−T ( j)1
|v1(τ)|2 dτ
=
t0∫
t0−T ( j)1
|v1(τ)|2 dτ +
t1∫
t0
|v1(τ)|2 dτ
≤
t0∫
t0−T1
|v1(τ)|2 dτ +
t1∫
t0
|v1(τ)|2 dτ, j = 1, . . . , p.
(B.21)
Similarly, one can estimate the second output vector v2(·)
t1∫
t0
∣∣∣∣v2 (τ − T (i)2 )∣∣∣∣2 dτ ≤
t0∫
t0−T2
|v2(τ)|2 dτ +
t1∫
t0
|v2(τ)|2 dτ, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.22)
Define parameters αε, β and γε
αε := min
{
1
γ2
− γ1(1 + ε); 1
γ1
− γ2(1 + ε)
}
, γε := max{γ1; γ2} ·
(
1 +
1
ε
)
,
β = β(t0,T1,T2) :=
t0∫
t0−T1
|v1(τ)|2 dτ +
t0∫
t0−T2
|v2(τ)|2 dτ
(B.23)
Substituting (B.21), (B.22) into (B.20), and using (B.23), we obtain
V(x(t1)) − V(x(t0)) ≤
t1∫
t0
(
−αε‖v‖2 + γε‖δ‖2
)
dτ + β(t0,T1,T2).
The inequality implies that the interconnected system is weakly L2-gain stable with finite gain
γ :=
√
γε/αε.
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Appendix C
MATLAB scripts for the coupled stability
problem
In the appendix the program realization of the Robot-Environment interaction model is repre-
sented, using the numerical computing environment MATLAB.
C.1 Algorithm for computation of the dynamic cone’s
parameters
classdef Cone < handle
properties
Basis
Center
Radius
Projector
end
methods
function obj = Cone(*)(QSR)
[obj.Basis, obj.Center, obj.Radius, obj.Projector] =...
ConeConstruction(0)(QSR);
end
end
end
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Function: ConeConstruction(0)
function [Basis, Center, Radius, Projector] = ...
ConeConstructionWithSort(QSR)
W = QSR;
[BG, V] = eig(W);
[BG, r1] = qr(BG, 0);
[V, I] = sort(diag(V), ’descend’);
n = size(V,1);
G1 = BG;
% number of nonnegative eigenvalues >= 0
m = 0;
% number negative eigenvalues < 0;
p = 0;
mp = max(V);
mm = Inf;
% Eigenvectors corresponding to negative eigenvalues
NB = zeros(size(BG));
% Eigenvectors corresponding to non-negative eigenvalues
PB = zeros(size(BG));
for i=1:n
BG(:, i) = G1(:, I(i));
if V(i) >= 0
m = m + 1;
PB(:, m) = BG(:, i);
else
p = p + 1;
NB(:, p) = BG(:, i);
if abs(V(i)) < mm
mm = abs(V(i));
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end
end
end
if nargout > 1
Center = PB(:, 1:m);
end
if nargout > 2
Radius = atan(sqrt(mp/mm));
end
if nargout > 3
Projector = PB(:, 1:m)*PB(:, 1:m)’;
end
Basis = BG;
end
C.2 Robot manipulator model
classdef Robot < handle
properties
TimeSpan
% Physical parameters
Mass
LinkLen
CMLen
InertiaMoment
% Model Properties
QSR
Mu
Lambda
Stiffness
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rCone
ContactPos
DesiredPath
end
methods
function obj = Robot(T)
obj.TimeSpan = T;
obj.setLinkLen;
obj.setMass;
obj.setCenterMassLen;
obj.setInertiaMoment;
obj.setLambda;
obj.setStiffness;
obj.setMu;
obj.setQSR;
obj.setCone;
obj.setDesiredPath;
end
function [] = setMass(obj)
% In kg
obj.Mass = [0; 3.092; 1.910];
end
function [] = setLinkLen(obj)
% In meters
obj.LinkLen = [0.6731; 0.432; 0.434];
obj.ContactPos = [obj.LinkLen(2) + 0.5*obj.LinkLen(3); ...
0; ...
obj.LinkLen(1) + 0.5*obj.LinkLen(3)];
end
function [] = setCenterMassLen(obj)
% In meters
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obj.CMLen = [0; 0.216; 0.164];
end
function [] = setInertiaMoment(obj)
% In kg*mˆ2
I0 = 0.0151;
l = obj.LinkLen;
lc = obj.CMLen;
m = obj.Mass;
obj.InertiaMoment(1:4, 1) = [I0; ...% J
lc(3)ˆ2*m(3); ... % J1
lc(2)ˆ2*m(2) + l(2)ˆ2*m(3);... % J12
l(2)*lc(3)*m(3)]; % J13
end
function [] = setMu(obj)
obj.Mu = GetMu(1)(obj.Lambda, obj.Stiffness, 100);
end
function [] = setLambda(obj)
obj.Lambda = diag([2.25; 2; 2]);
end
function [] = setStiffness(obj)
obj.Stiffness = diag([1; 1; 1]);
end
function [] = setQSR(obj)
I3 = eye(3);
O3 = zeros(3,3);
TLm = [I3 O3; obj.Lambda I3];
T = [I3, O3, O3; [O3; O3], TLm];
obj.QSR = T’*[O3, O3, 0.5*I3; ...
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O3, -obj.Mu*obj.Lambda, 0.5*obj.Mu*I3; ...
0.5*I3, 0.5*obj.Mu*I3, -obj.Stiffness]*T;
RobQSR = obj.QSR
end
function [] = setCone(obj)
obj.rCone = Cone(*)(obj.QSR);
(∗) MATLAB script for Cone() in Section C.1
end
function [] = setDesiredPath(obj)
l = obj.LinkLen;
Pc = obj.ContactPos;
P0 = [l(2); 0; Pc(3)];
Tc = 2; % seconds
Offset = 0.07; % meters.
[tx, x] = SmoothDesiredPath(2)(obj.TimeSpan, P0, Pc, Tc, Offset);
function [p, dp, d2p] = Path(t)
p = zeros(length(t), 3);
if nargout > 1
dp = zeros(length(t), 3);
if nargout > 2
d2p = zeros(length(t), 3);
end
end
p(:, 1) = interp1(tx, x(:, 1), t, ’spline’);
p(:, 3) = Pc(3)*ones(length(t),1);
if nargout > 1
dp(:, 1) = interp1(tx, x(:, 2), t, ’spline’);
if nargout > 2
d2p(:, 1) = interp1(tx, x(:, 3), t, ’spline’);
end
end
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end
obj.DesiredPath = @Path;
end
% Dynamic methods
function [X] = FwdKin(obj, Q)
s1 = sin(Q(1, :));
c1 = cos(Q(1, :));
s2 = sin(Q(2, :));
c2 = cos(Q(2, :));
s23 = sin(Q(2, :) + Q(3, :));
c23 = cos(Q(2, :) + Q(3, :));
l = obj.LinkLen;
X(1, :) = c1.*(l(2)*c2 + l(3)*s23);
X(2, :) = s1.*(l(2)*c2 + l(3)*s23);
X(3, :) = l(1) - l(2)*s2 + l(3)*c23;
end
function [Q] = InvKin(obj, X)
function F = SysQ(q)
F(:) = obj.FwdKin(q) - X;
end
Q = fsolve(@SysQ, zeros(3,1));
end
function [J] = Jacobian(obj, Q)
l = obj.LinkLen;
s1 = sin(Q(1));
c1 = cos(Q(1));
s2 = sin(Q(2));
c2 = cos(Q(2));
s23 = sin(Q(2) + Q(3));
c23 = cos(Q(2) + Q(3));
J = zeros(3,3);
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J(1, 1) = -s1*( l(2)*c2 + l(3)*s23);
J(1, 2) = c1*(-l(2)*s2 + l(3)*c23);
J(1, 3) = l(3)*c1*c23;
J(2, 1) = c1*( l(2)*c2 + l(3)*s23);
J(2, 2) = s1*(-l(2)*s2 + l(3)*c23);
J(2, 3) = l(3)*s1*c23;
J(3, 2) = -l(2)*c2 - l(3)*s23;
J(3, 3) = -l(3)*s23;
end
function H = InertiaMatrix(obj, Q)
I = obj.InertiaMoment;
s3 = sin(Q(3));
c2 = cos(Q(2));
s23 = sin(Q(2) + Q(3));
H = zeros(3,3);
H(1, 1) = I(1) + I(2)*s23ˆ2 + I(3)*c2ˆ2 + 2*I(4)*c2*s23;
H(2, 2) = I(2) + I(3) + 2*I(4)*s3;
H(2, 3) = I(2) + I(4)*s3;
H(3, 2) = H(2, 3);
H(3, 3) = I(2);
end
function C = CoriolisMatrix(obj, Q, dQ)
I = obj.InertiaMoment;
c2 = cos(Q(2));
c3 = cos(Q(3));
c23 = cos(Q(2) + Q(3));
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C = zeros(3,3);
C(1, 2) = (I(2)*sin(2*(Q(1) + Q(2))) - I(3)*sin(2*Q(2)) + ...
2*I(4)*cos(2*Q(2) + Q(3)))*dQ(1);
C(1, 3) = (I(2)*sin(2*(Q(1) + Q(2))) + 2*I(4)*c2*c23)*dQ(3);
C(2, 1) = 0.5*(-I(2)*sin(2*(Q(1) + Q(2))) + I(3)*sin(2*Q(2)) -...
2*I(4)*cos(2*Q(2) + Q(3)))*dQ(1);
C(2, 3) = 2*I(4)*c3*dQ(2) + I(4)*c3*dQ(3);
C(3, 1) = -0.5*(I(2)*sin(2*(Q(2) + Q(3))) + I(4)*c2*c23)*dQ(1);
C(3, 2) = -I(4)*c3*dQ(2);
end
function G = Gravity(obj, Q)
l = obj.LinkLen;
lc = obj.CMLen;
m = obj.Mass;
g = 9.81;
c2 = cos(Q(2));
s23 = sin(Q(2) + Q(3));
G = zeros(3, 1);
G(2) = -(lc(3)*m(3)*s23 + lc(2)*m(2)*c2 + l(2)*m(3)*c2)*g;
G(3) = -lc(3)*m(3)*s23*g;
end
function dJ = dJacobian(obj, Q, dQ)
l = obj.LinkLen;
s1 = sin(Q(1));
c1 = cos(Q(1));
s2 = sin(Q(2));
c2 = cos(Q(2));
s23 = sin(Q(2) + Q(3));
c23 = cos(Q(2) + Q(3));
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% dJi derivative of each element of Jacobian wrt i-th variable
%--- 1 ---
dJ1 = [-c1*(l(2)*c2 + l(3)*s23), ...
-s1*(-l(2)*s2 + l(3)*c23), ...
-l(3)*s1*c23; ...
-s1*(l(2)*c2 + l(3)*s23), ...
c1*(-l(2)*s2 + l(3)*c23), ...
l(3)*c1*c23;...
0, 0, 0];
%--- 2 ---
dJ2 = [-s1*(-l(2)*s2 + l(3)*c23), ...
-c1*(l(2)*c2 + l(3)*s23), ...
-l(3)*c1*s23;...
c1*(-l(2)*s2 + l(3)*c23), ...
-s1*(l(2)*c2 + l(3)*s23), ...
-l(3)*s1*s23;...
0, l(2)*s2 - l(3)*c23, -l(3)*c23];
%--- 3 ---
dJ3 = -l(3)*[ s1*c23, c1*s23, c1*s23;...
-c1*c23, s1*s23, s1*s23;...
0, c23, c23];
%--- dJ ---
dJ = dJ1*dQ(1) + dJ2*dQ(2) + dJ3*dQ(3);
end
end
end
Function: GetMu(1)
function Mu = GetMu(Lambda, Stiffness, MuMax)
% Set up such value of parameter mu
% that ensures the minimal radius of the robot’s cone
if nargin < 0
MuMax = 100;
end
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L = Lambda;
K = Stiffness;
I3 = eye(3);
O3 = zeros(3,3);
TLm = [I3 O3; L I3];
T = [I3, O3, O3; [O3; O3], TLm];
N = 1000;
mu = linspace(0.01, MuMax, N)’;
phi = zeros(N, 1);
vmin = phi;
vmax = phi;
for i = 1:N
QSR = T’*[O3, O3, 0.5*I3; ...
O3, -mu(i)*L, 0.5*mu(i)*I3; ...
0.5*I3, 0.5*mu(i)*I3, -K]*T;
C = Cone(*)(QSR);
(∗) MATLAB script for Cone() in Section C.1
phi(i) = C.Radius;
end
[Phi, I] = min(phi);
Mu = mu(I(1));
end
Function: SmoothDesiredPath(2)
function [tx, x] = SmoothDesiredPath(T, InitialPos, ContactPos, ...
ContactTime, Offset)
% Desired path has the following structure
% x(t) = at + b, if 0 <= t <= Toffset;
% x(t) = ContactPos(1) + Offset, if t > Toffset;
% a and b are found by the conditions:
% x(0) = InitialPos(1), x(ContactTime) = ContactPos(1)
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% y(t) = ContactPos(2);
% z(t) = ContactPos(3);
% Tc in seconds
Tc = ContactTime;
% Offset in meters
eps = Offset;
x0 = InitialPos(1);
xc = ContactPos(1);
b = x0;
a = (xc - x0)/Tc;
Teps = (1 + eps/(xc - x0))*Tc;
% Construct an observer
A = [0 1 0 0 0; 0 0 1 0 0; 0 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 0 1; 0 0 0 0 0];
C = [1 0 0 0 0];
pls = linspace(-3, -2, 5);
L = place(A’, C’, pls);
L = L’;
function [x, dx] = xRefSignal(t)
N = length(t);
x = zeros(1, N);
dx = zeros(1, N);
for i=1:N
if t(i) <= Teps
x(i) = a*t(i) + b;
dx(i) = a;
else
x(i) = xc + eps;
dx(i) = 0;
end
end
end
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function dx = xSys(t, x)
xr = xRefSignal(t);
A1 = A - L*C;
dx(1:5, 1) = A1*x + L*[xr];
end
[x0, dx0] = xRefSignal(0);
[tx, x] = ode45(@xSys, [0, T], [x0;dx0;0;0;0]);
end
C.3 Environment model
classdef Environment < handle
properties
Base
ContactPos
LinkLen
Mass
Stiffness
Damping
QSR
eCone
end
methods
function obj = Environment(LinkLength, ContactPosition,...
ContactDamping)
% ContactPos - coordinates of the conact position
% in the robot base frame
% Base - coordinates of the environment base
% in the robot base frame
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obj.ContactPos = ContactPosition;
obj.LinkLen = LinkLength;
obj.Base = [ContactPosition(1) + LinkLength(2); 0; 0];
obj.setMass;
obj.setStiffness;
obj.setDamping;
obj.setQSR(ContactDamping);
obj.setCone;
end
function [] = setMass(obj)
% In kg
obj.Mass = [2.5; 2.5];
end
function [] = setStiffness(obj)
% In N/m
% Parameter set 2
obj.Stiffness = [1000 0 0; 0 0 0; 0 0 1];
% Parameters set 1
% obj.Stiffness = [100 0 0; 0 0 0; 0 0 1];
end
function [] = setDamping(obj)
obj.Damping = [10 0 0; 0 0 0; 0 0 0];
end
function [] = setQSR(obj, ContactDamping)
%-------------------------------------------------------
% Compute contact damping term satisfying requirements
% De - (1+eps)*cDse >= 0 (1)
% cDse - for the environmental cone;
%-------------------------------------------------------
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I3 = eye(3);
O3 = zeros(3,3);
cDse = diag([max(-ContactDamping(1,1), 0);...
max(-ContactDamping(2,2), 0);...
max(-ContactDamping(3,3), 0)]);
dc = cDse(1,1);
de = obj.Damping(1,1);
if dc > 0
eps = de/dc - 1;
cDse = (1 + eps)*cDse/eps;
else
cDse = zeros(3,3);
end
QSRenv = [ O3, O3, -0.5*I3; ...
O3, O3, O3; ...
-0.5*I3, O3, cDse];
obj.QSR = QSRenv;
end
function [] = setCone(obj)
obj.eCone = Cone(*)(obj.QSR);
(∗) MATLAB script for Cone() in Section C.1
end
% Dynamic methods
function X = FwdKin(obj, Q)
l = obj.LinkLen;
s1 = sin(Q(1, :));
c1 = cos(Q(1, :));
s12 = sin(Q(1, :) + Q(2, :));
c12 = cos(Q(1, :) + Q(2, :));
X(1, :) = obj.Base(1) - l(1)*s1 - l(2)*c12;
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X(2, :) = 0*c1;
X(3, :) = l(1)*c1 - l(2)*s12;
end
function J = Jacobian(obj, Q)
J = zeros(3, 2);
s1 = sin(Q(1));
c1 = cos(Q(1));
s12 = sin(Q(1) + Q(2));
c12 = cos(Q(1) + Q(2));
l = obj.LinkLen;
J(1, 1) = -l(1)*c1 + l(2)*s12;
J(1, 2) = l(2)*s12;
J(3, 1) = -l(1)*s1 - l(2)*c12;
J(3, 2) = -l(2)*c12;
end
function dJ = dJacobian(obj, Q, dQ)
s1 = sin(Q(1));
c1 = cos(Q(1));
s12 = sin(Q(1) + Q(2));
c12 = cos(Q(1) + Q(2));
l = obj.LinkLen;
% dJi derivative of each element of Jacobian wrt i-th variable
%--- 1 ---
dJ1 = zeros(3, 2);
dJ1(1,1) = l(1)*s1 + l(2)*c12;
dJ1(1,2) = l(2)*c12;
dJ1(3,1) = -l(1)*c1 + l(2)*s12;
dJ1(3,2) = l(2)*s12;
%--- 2 ---
dJ2 = zeros(3, 2);
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dJ2(1,1) = l(2)*c12;
dJ2(1,2) = l(2)*c12;
dJ2(3,1) = l(2)*s12;
dJ2(3,2) = l(2)*s12;
dJ = dJ1*dQ(1) + dJ2*dQ(2);
end
function H = InertiaMatrix(obj, Q)
l = obj.LinkLen;
m = obj.Mass;
s2 = sin(Q(2));
H = zeros(2, 2);
H(1, 1) = l(1)ˆ2*(m(1) + m(2)) + l(2)ˆ2*m(2) - ...
2*l(1)*l(2)*m(2)*s2;
H(1, 2) = l(2)*m(2)*(l(2) - l(1)*s2);
H(2, 1) = H(1, 2);
H(2, 2) = l(2)ˆ2*m(2);
end
function C = CoriolisMatrix(obj, Q, dQ)
l = obj.LinkLen;
m = obj.Mass;
c2 = cos(Q(2));
C = l(1)*l(2)*m(2)*c2*[-2*dQ(2) -dQ(2); dQ(1) 0];
end
function G = Gravity(obj, Q)
l = obj.LinkLen;
m = obj.Mass;
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s1 = sin(Q(1));
c12 = cos(Q(1) + Q(2));
g = 9.81;
G = -g*[l(1)*(m(1) + m(2))*s1 + l(2)*m(2)*c12; l(2)*m(2)*c12];
end
function dP = StiffnessTerm(obj, Q)
%Returns stiffness term in Joint space
K = obj.Stiffness;
X = obj.FwdKin(Q);
J = obj.Jacobian(Q);
Xs0 = [obj.ContactPos(1); 0; obj.ContactPos(3)];
dP = 2*J’*K*(X - Xs0);
end
function D = DampingTerm(obj, Q)
J = obj.Jacobian(Q);
D = J’*obj.Damping*J;
end
end
end
C.4 Scattering Transformation
In this section, we represent MATLAB code that solves the optimization problem (3.19)-(3.20).
Function: ScatteringTransformation(s)
function S = ScatteringTransformation(Rob, Env, Gap, Weights)
% Original cone of the robot subsystem
Cr = Rob.rCone;
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% Original cone of the environment subsystem
Ce = Env.eCone;
O = zeros(3, 3);
I3 = eye(3);
I6 = eye(6);
s = sin(Cr.Radius);
c = cos(Cr.Radius);
Wr = Cr.Basis*[[sˆ2*I3, O, O]; [[O; O], -cˆ2*I6]]*Cr.Basis’;
function F = Functional(a)
S1 = diag(a(1:3));
S21 = diag(a(4:6));
S22 = diag(a(7:9));
W1 = Weights(1)*I3;
W2 = Weights(2)*I3;
W3 = Weights(3)*I3;
F = trace(W1*(S1 - I3)ˆ2 + W2*S21ˆ2 + W3*S22ˆ2);
end
function [c, ceq] = NonLinCond(a)
S0 = [[diag(a(1:3)); diag(a(4:6)); diag(a(7:9))]...
[[O O]; I6]...
];
QSRd = S0’*Wr*S0;
% Construct a cone for the derived matrix QSRd
C = Cone(QSRd);
M = C.Projector*Ce.Projector;
sigma = sqrt(max(eig(M*M’)));
% Cone separation condition with desired Gap between cones
c = [sigma - cos(Ce.Radius + C.Radius + Gap)];
ceq = [];
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end
options = optimoptions(@fmincon, ’MaxFunctionEvaluations’, 30000,...
’MaxIterations’, 10000);
% Starting guess
a0(1:3) = ones(3, 1);
a0(4:9) = zeros(6, 1);
[a,fval,exitflag,output] = fmincon(@OptFun, a0, [], [], [], [], ...
[], [], @NonLinCond, options);
% Scattering transformation
S = [[diag(a(1:3)); diag(a(4:6)); diag(a(7:9))]...
[[O O]; I6]...
];
end
C.5 Main unit
C.5.1 Contact forces
function Fenv = ContactForces(q)
global Rob Env g_ContactDamping g_ContactStiffness
% Compute a vector column of the contact force fenv
% based on current state of the robot Pqr and
% the environment Pqe in their joint space
% q is a 10-th dimensional vector
% q(1,2,3) = qr (robot joint coordinates)
% q(4,5,6) = dqr (robot joint velocities)
% q(7,8) = qe (environment joint coordinates)
% q(9,10) = dqe (environment joint velocities)
Pr = Rob.FwdKin(4)(q(1:3));
dPr = Rob.Jacobian(4)(q(1:3))*q(4:6);
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(4) MATLAB scripts in Section C.2
Pe = Env.FwdKin(5)(q(7:8));
dPe = Env.Jacobian(5)(q(7:8))*q(9:10);
(5) MATLAB scripts in Section C.3
P = Pe - Pr;
dP = dPe - dPr;
Fenv = zeros(3,1);
if Pe(1) - Pr(1) < 0
Fenv = (g_ContactStiffness*P + g_ContactDamping*dP);
end
end
C.5.2 Reference signals
function Ref = ReferenceSignals(Fenv, Des, X)
global g_ScatteringTransformation
% Compute reference signals Ref = [Fref, Pref, dPref]:
% reference force Fref,
% reference position and velocity [Pref, dPref]
% using desired position, velocity (Des) and contact force (Fenv)
% Here q is a 10-th dimensional vector
% q(1,2,3) = qr (robot joint coordinates)
% q(4,5,6) = dqr (robot joint velocities)
% q(7,8) = qe (environment joint coordinates)
% q(9,10) = dqe (environment joint velocities)
Xd = Des(:, 1);
dXd = Des(:, 2);
S = g_ScatteringTransformation;
S1 = S(1:3, 1:3);
S21 = S(4:6, 1:3);
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S22 = S(7:9, 1:3);
S3 = S(7:9, 4:6);
Ref(:, 1) = S1*Fenv - Fenv;
Ref(:, 2) = Xd - S21*Fenv;
Ref(:, 3) = dXd - S22*Fenv - S3*(X - Xd);
end
C.5.3 Local controller
function Utau = Controller(q, Xr, dXr, d2Xr)
global Rob
% Compute the controller in the joint space: tau = J’*u
% u = Hx(q)*dr + Cx(q, dq)*r - K*sigma;
% Gravity term is omitted from the dynamics and the controller,
% since it is cancelled.
% Reference force is added directly to the dynamic equation,
% not in the controller.
% q(1..6) - vector of joint variables for the robot:
% q(1..3) - position, q(4..6) - velocity.
% q(7..10) - vector of joint variables for the environment:
% q(7..8) - position, q(9..10) - velocity,
% q(11..19) - estimates of the reference signal in the task space:
% q(11..13) = Pref, q(14..16) = dPref, q(17..19) = d2Pref)
% Robot Jacobian
J = Rob.Jacobian(6)(q(1:3));
iJ = eye(3)/J;
dJ = Rob.dJacobian(6)(q(1:3), q(4:6));
Hr = Rob.InertiaMatrix(6)(q(1:3));
Cr = Rob.CoriolisMatrix(6)(q(1:3), q(4:6));
X = Rob.FwdKin(6)(q(1:3));
(6) MATLAB scripts in Section C.2
% In Cartesian space
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Hx = iJ’*Hr*iJ;
Cx = (iJ’*Cr - Hx*dJ)*iJ;
dX = J*q(4:6);
sigma = (dX - dXr) + Rob.Lambda*(X - Xr);
r = dX - sigma;
dr = d2Xr - Rob.Lambda*(dX - dXr);
U = Hx*dr + Cx*r - Rob.Stiffness*sigma;
Utau = J’*U;
end
C.5.4 Closed-loop dynamics
function dq = System(t, q)
global Rob Env g_RefSysA g_RefSysB
% q(1,2,3) - qr (robot joint coordinates)
% q(4,5,6) - dqr (robot joint velocities)
% q(7,8) - qe (environment joint coordinates)
% q(9,10) - dqe (environment joint velocities)
% q(11,22) - estimates for reference trajectory and its derivatives
% Contact force
Fenv = ContactForces(7)(q(1:10));
(7) MATLAB script in Section C.5.1
% Current robot information
[Pdes, dPdes] = Rob.DesiredPath(8)(t);
Pdes = Pdes’;
dPdes = dPdes’;
X = Rob.FwdKin(8)(q(1:3));
dX = Rob.Jacobian(8)(q(1:3))*q(4:6);
Hr = Rob.InertiaMatrix(8)(q(1:3));
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Cr = Rob.CoriolisMatrix(8)(q(1:3), q(4:6));
Jr = Rob.Jacobian(8)(q(1:3));
iHr = eye(3)/Hr;
(8) MATLAB script in Section C.2
% Reference sigmals
Ref = ReferenceSignals(9)(Fenv, [Pdes, dPdes], X);
Fref = Ref(:, 1);
Xr = Ref(:, 2);
dXr = Ref(:, 3);
d2Xr = q(17:19);
(9) MATLAB script in Section C.5.2
% Local manipulator controller
tau = Controller(10)(q(1:19), Xr, dXr, d2Xr);
(10) MATLAB script in Section C.5.3
% Current information about environment
He = Env.InertiaMatrix(11)(q(7:8));
Ce = Env.CoriolisMatrix(11)(q(7:8), q(9:10));
Se = Env.StiffnessTerm(11)(q(7:8));
De = Env.DampingTerm(11)(q(7:8));
Je = Env.Jacobian(11)(q(7:8));
iHe = eye(2)/He;
(11) MATLAB script in Section C.3
dq = zeros(22, 1);
% Closed-loop dynamics
dq(1:3) = q(4:6);
dq(4:6) = iHr*(-Cr*q(4:6) + tau + Jr’*(Fenv + Fref));
dq(7:8) = q(9:10);
dq(9:10) = iHe*(-Ce*q(9:10) - Se - De*q(9:10) - Je’*(Fenv));
dq(11:22) = g_RefSysA*q(11:22) + g_RefSysB*[Xr; dXr];
end
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C.5.5 Function: main.m
function main(Tend, ApplyScattering, Gap, xWeights)
clear global;
clc;
global g_ContactStiffness g_ContactDamping g_Tend ...
g_ScatteringTransformation ...
Rob Env ...
g_RefSysA g_RefSysB...
g_Initial
% Set global contact parameters
g_ContactStiffness = zeros(3,3);
% If Parameter set 1: g_ContactStiffness(1,1) = 20;
% If Parameter set 2: g_ContactStiffness(1,1) = 200;
g_ContactStiffness(1,1) = 200;
g_ContactDamping = diag([-2; 0; 0]);
% Set intergartion time interval [0, Tend]
g_Tend = Tend;
% Robot initialization
Rob = Robot(12)(Tend);
(12) MATLAB script in Section C.2
% Initialize parameters for Environment:
% ContactPosition = [Xe(0), Ye(0), Ze(0)]
% Links length of the environment:
% LinkLength = [Rob.ContactPos(3), Rob.LinkLen(2)];
% Environment initialization
Env = Environment(13)(LinkLength, Rob.ContactPos, g_ContactDamping);
(13) MATLAB script in Section C.3
% Scattering operator
if ApplyScattering == 0
g_ScatteringTransformation = eye(9);
else
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g_ScatteringTransformation = ScatteringTransformation(s)(...
Rob, Env, Gap, xWeights);
(s) MATLAB script for ScatteringTransformation() in Section C.4
end
% System for the restoration of 2nd derivative of the reference signals.
[g_RefSysA, g_RefSysB] = d2RefSignal;
function [RefSysA, RefSysB] = d2RefSignal
O3 = zeros(3,3); I3 = eye(3);
rA = [O3 I3 O3 O3; O3 O3 I3 O3; O3 O3 O3 I3; O3 O3 O3 O3];
rC = [I3 O3 O3 O3; O3 I3 O3 O3];
pls = linspace(-1.75, -1, 12);
RefSysB = place(rA’, rC’, pls);
RefSysB = RefSysB’;
RefSysA = (rA - RefSysB*rC);
end
% Setup initial state
g_Initial = zeros(22, 1);
[Xd, dXd, d2Xd] = Rob.DesiredPath(14)(0);
g_Initial(11:19) = [Xd, dXd, d2Xd]’;
Qr0 = Rob.InvKin(14)(Xd’);
g_Initial(1:3) = Qr0;
(14) MATLAB script in Section C.2
% Solve the system
options = odeset(’MaxStep’, 10ˆ(-3));
S = @System;
[t, q] = ode15s(S, [0, g_Tend], g_Initial, options);
end
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